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PREFACE

A Self-Study Committee was appointed in the Fall of 1984 to
prepare a descriptive report of the University of New Mexico Law
School for the ABA/AALS accreditation inspection, scheduled for
Spring 1986.

The Committee was also encouraged to conduct further

studies that might improve law school operations and facilitate the
attainment of the School's goals and to refer its observations to
appropriate law school committees, the Dean and the Faculty.
The Committee consisted of Professors Gonzales, Hart, Hermann,
and Winograd.

Professor Parnall chaired the Com-

~orwood,

~arnall

~ittee.

During 1984-85, Ms. Vici Taus served as student representa-

tive and

~r.

Conrad Rocha served in that capacity during 1985-g6.

3oth were J;Jresidents of the SBA.

Mr. Brad Zeikus (J.D. 1966),

President of the Alumni Association, and Anne Goodman {J.D. 1981)
served as alumni/ae representatives.

Ms. Michele

~innis

acted as

editorial assistant and Ms. Sabra Dreyer prepared the final cooy of
the report.

Several other faculty and staff members contributed

substantially to the project.
Questionnaires were sent to all faculty, staff, students,
alumni/ae and members of the New Mexico Bar.

Some questions were

·1esigned as objective inquiries, while others requested more subjective observations.

Nineteen faculty questionnaires and twenty- one

;;t:aef questionnaices wet:e retut:ned.

one-Hundt:ed Fourteen law

students and ovet: 300 members of the New Mexico Bar also returned
guestionnaires.

~ey

responses of all these groups were reviewed

and have been used in drafting this report.
presented in Chapter 10.

i

The results are

2096
Utl1ough the committee is confident that the information in
this

~eport

is accurate, we wish to consider it a draft rather than

a final product, and we are simultaneously submitting it to the
.:..BA/AALS inspecto~s

and to the faculty for

~eview.

A

self-study

must look to the past as well as the present, and should be a part
of a continuing process of faculty

reflectio~.

It carries with it

the anticipation that it will lead to changes and improvements in
the way we approach legal education.
~eally

be completed.

We encourage the

In this sense, it can
ABA/AALS

neve~

inspectors to be

critical of our operation, to go beyond this self-study and to
suggest ways in which we can make this a better school.
The completion of this self-study and of the sabbatical accredttation visit is occurring at a propitious time for this law
school.

Robert J. Desiderio has just completed a highly successful

tenure as dean, and we are in the midst of the search for his suecesser.

In the process of our search, each of us has reconsidered

tl1e progress we have made over the past several years, and thought
about the future.

With new leadership in the offering, next fall

may well be an appropriate time for another faculty retreat, and
this study and the site evaluation team's report should be helpful
in focusing our deliberations.

.\lbuquerque
February, 1986
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~EXICO

I.

A.

HISTORY

Q~

THE LAW SCHOOL

The University of New
1947.

INTRODUCTION

~exico

School of Law was founded in

In 1948, it became a member of the Association of American

Law Schools and received its accreditation from the
Association.

~merican

Bar

A chapter of the Order of the Coif was established at

the School in 1971.
The Law School was originally housed in temporary facilities,
from which it moved in 1952 to its own building.

In 1971, the

School moved to its present structure, which was enlarged in 1978.
Of the 51 students who entered the School in 1947, 27 ultimately received their degrees.

~rom

1947 until 1967, the School remain-

ed very small with an average graduating class of only 18.
1965, the total enrollment was 154 students.

In

This increased

gradually during the next five years and then significantly from
1970 to 1972.

In the latter year, the enrollment stood at 313 and

has remained close to that during the succeeding years.
in the fall of 1985 was 333.

Enrollment

Since 1974, approximately 100

students have graduated each year.

Of the total of 1,935 gradu-

ates, more than one-half have graduated in the past decade.
The initial faculty, including the li.brarian and dean, was
four.

By 1965, this had increased to twelve, and it now stands at

29 budgeted positions of which 26 are currently filled.
has had five permanent deans:
Countryman, 1959-641 Thomas

w.

The School

Alfred Gausewitz, 1947-581 Vern
Christopher, 1965-711 Frederick M.

ijart, 1971-791 and Robert J. Desiderio, 1979--85.
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In addition,

2108
there have been three acting deans:

Robert Emmet Clark, 1958-59

and 1963-64; Henry Weihofen, 1964-65; and Frederick M. qart,
1985-present.

Dean Desiderio resigned as of the end of the 1984-85

academic year, and a search for his successor is in progress.

B.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE LAI'l SCHOOL

The traditional goals of a university, to transmit and to
increase the store of human knowledge, are also goals of the Law
School.

However, the means by which these goals are accomplished

at the Law School is nffected, if not controlled, by the Law
School's responsibility to educate students from diverse educational and cultural backgrounds to serve society in a variety of
capacities.

The goals and objectives of the UNM Law School are

therefore best understood in the context of the School's dual role
as both a national law school and a New Mexican legal center.

As a

national law school, it produces a significant number of graduates
who practice law or serve in law-related positions outside the
State of New

~exico

and generates substantial research directed to

national and international audiences.

As the only law school in a

tri-cultural state such as New Mexico, it serves as a critical
resource for a broad range of law-related activities having a
direct impact on the State.
three principal functions:

This dual role is performed through
training, research and service.

Its training function encompasses responsibilities for producing practicing lawyers (approximately one-third of the membership
of the New Mexico Bar), members of the judiciary (in 1984, 3 of 5
~ew ~exico

Supreme Court justices, 19 of 48 District Court judges
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were

~ew

Mexico graduates); legislators (10 UNM Law School

graduates currently serve in the New Mexico legislature; the
current and past Speaker of the N.M. House of Representatives are
graduates); as well as state administrators (e.g. the current and
past

~ew

Mexico Securities Commissioners are post-1975 UNM Law

School graduates; the District Attorneys in 9 of the 13
Judicial Districts are UNM

~raduates).

~ew

Mexico

In addition, the law school

has been active in judicial training and continuing legal
education.
The Law School's research function includes maintenance of the
largest law library in the state,, publication of the state's two
major law journals, and the scholarship of the faculty.

Institu-

tional research by the Natural Resources Center, the Institute of
Public Law and the American Indian Law Center have contributed to
the discussion and development of law and policy on state, national
and international issues.
The Law School's service function is performed through it' Institute for Public Law, which assists public sector entities on a
contract basis the Natural Resource Center, the

A~erican

Indian Law

Center and the pro bono activities of individual faculty members.
The following goals and objectives of the Law School are the
product of its efforts to perform the three above-described function.

It is unrewarding to establish any set scheme of priorities,

because these goals and objectives are so closely related and interdependent that progress or failure in one typically produces a
positive or negative impact on all.
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1.

Training

The Law School trains students eor a profession

t~at

immediate and profound impact on the lives of others.

has an

Because

clients entrust their lives, wealth, and well-being to our
graduates, the margin for error in our teaching is small.

We are

obliged to offer an educational program that provides our students
with technical information, analytical, advocacy and counselling
skills, and a commitment to providing clients with the best representation possible.

Further, our program ought to instill in our

graduates a determination to improve the system of justice within
which they function.
Legal education should be both general and specific.

It is an

intellectual endeavor with, fur persons who undertake the practice
of law, a significant applied aspect.
of law is interdisciplinary.

The intellectual component

It comprises philosophy (and particu-

larly ethics and logic); history (social, intellectual, economic
and political); economics; sociology; psychology; and most of a
liberal arts curriculum.
consequence to law.
interdisciplinary.

Natural science is increasingly of

More, the study of law is by its nature
Whereas the study of some fields may he joined

to reveal points of agreement and divergence, a complete study of
law can not be divorced from matters arising in philosophy,
history, and a variety of other fields.
The intellectual aspect of law also presupooses an ability to
understand and replicate the process by which legal actors
operate.

It is not enough to recognize legal argument: students
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must be sufficiently immersed in the method of argument (and all of
its components, such as the nature of legal institutions) that he
or she can engage, accurately and persuasively, in argument.
Legal education also requires basic familiarity with the body
of existing law.

This is important not only to exemplify the

method of law, but to learn what issues are distinctively presented
by the various areas of law and as a kind of "bibliography"
course.

Students should become familiar with the issues and

sources of authority in a variety of areas, so that--when problems
in those areas arise--they know something about how to undertake
the research and analysis that will be required.
The practical aspect

o~

to its intellectual aspect.

legal education is intimately related
Representation of clients requires the

capacity to interpret and create law in a specific situation.
Without this ability, nonintellectual skills will not suffice.
However, the practical aspect also presupposes a working knowledge
of the contexts in which clients identify and face legal problems,
of methods of communicating with them, and of the legal system in
operation.

Accordingly, legal education should include a signifi-

cant applied component,
In teaching, there is the need to assist students in their
quest for information essential to effective representation.

It is

equally important that students develop the analytical thought
process often referred to as "thinking like a lawyer."

Although

much is said in derision of this expression, the phrase has meaning
for those within the profession, both academicians and practitioners, and the concept has been a long-standing goal of legal educa-
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tion in this country.

The case, problem and clinical law

~ethods

of instruction are evidence of the concern of legal educators that
students develop skills and abilities independent of the accumulation of facts.
The teaching goals of a law school cannot be achieved if reliance is placed solely on classroom instruction; time spent by the
faculty in education outside of cl?ss should be regarded as essential to the development of students into lawyers.

These teaching

activities take various forms, and no catalogue of them would be
complete.

Some examples, however, are illustrative.

co-curricular programs at the Law School, such as law review
and moot court should be integral parts of the Law School's education program.

It is a responsibility of faculty to serve as judges

in the moot court program, and this carries with it the obligations
to read and criticize student briefs and to review critically
student oral presentations.

Faculty are also expected to work with

students who are preparing law review articles for publication or
who are editing the work of others.
It should further be the responsibility of the Law School to
develop additional means for contact between the faculty and
students in an intellectual and professional setting.

Courses can

be structured to require papers or projects that presuppose out-ofclass meetings between student and teacher; formal and informal
arrangements can be established through which students and teachers
collaborate on research projects; special group meetings with
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students may be held in conjunction with a course where special
topics are discussed, or where other faculty or practicing lawyers
participate.
In addition to teaching process and information, the Law School
participates necessarily in the socialization of its students,
particularly with respect to the nature of the legal profession.
This involves, as an important component, the development of a
sense of professionalism and a recognition of the important role
lawyers play in society.

It is expected that all faculty will

teach and encourage these values not only by formal instruction but
by example, in and out of the classroom,
In addition to the foregoing objectives, the Law School must
serve as a central resource for continuing legal education for
members of the legal profession.

The Law School should encourage

the organization of specialized seminars f.or the bar and the
judiciary and assure that their needs are met with highly qualified
specialists.

2.

Research

Research should enhance the knowledge and understanding of the
researcher, and must be continually a part of the Law School
activities in order to assure adequate preparation for class and
the maintaining of current expertise.
The Law School's research goals and objectives go beyond this,
however, and include the commitment to do research that will aid in
the understanding and development of the law.
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Indeed, one of the

privileges of faculty membership is the opportunity it presents for
reflection on significant problems, and this carries with it the
obligation to share research with others.

One engaged in teaching

a subject for a significant length of time at the graduate-professional level normally should develop insights into problems warranting communication to others.
Research will typically culminate in the traditional form of a
publication in a scholarly journal, the primary goal of which is
the sharing of information with others engaged in similar
research.

In addition, the Law School should have a variety of

audiences who may benefit from its research.

Present and future

students may be the prime beneficiaries of legal research through
the development of innovative teaching materials such as casebooks
or student textbooks.

Legal practitioners may be the target of the

dissemination of faculty research, through the development of continuing leqal education materials and lectures or the publication
of articles in professional journals written with the goal of
assisting the practicing lawyer to improve the quality of legal
services provided to the public.

Research may also result in the

direct improvement of the legal system, as where the research leads
to the creation and passage of legislation or the creation of
innovative legal arguments presented to courts in the context of
actual litigation.
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3.

Service

Research should form an essential component of much service
performed by the Law School, and it is frequently unprofitable to
distinguish the two.

There are, however, service obligations of a

different nature.
Service to national, state and local bar associations is
important because it helps the Law School stay in t?uch with the
profession and because it helps introduce students to the profession they have entered.

To this extent, service to the legal

community is a part of teaching.
community with respect to

However, service to the legal

our bar association efforts may improve

the delivery of legal services, the substance of the law, or the
fairness of the legal process.
Service to legal education is also an important area of faculty
effort.

Participation in the activities of the Association of

American Law Schools, the Law School Admission council, the Council
f.or Legal Education Opportunity, and the Special Scholarship Program in Law for American Indians, for example, should and do help
improve the nature of legal educatfon, the nature of the legal
profession, and the contributions the Law School makes to the
University,
Service on University committees, membership in the faculty
senate, and acting as an advisor to a faculty committee or to the
administration also frequently are demanding.

In this regard, it

is worth noting that representation of other University faculty in
academic freedom and tenure matters sometimes is a special obligation of the law faculty.

9
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Because of the special nature of

~ew

Mexico, unusual responsi-

bilities and opportunities exist for service to the community.

The

expanding staffing requirements of legislative, executive and
judicial branches of government: the unique diversity of the
state's population: the great wealth of natural resources which
contrasts with the poverty of many of its people: the relative
youth of its legal system: and the need for development all provide
the Law School an opportunity for participation and duty to do so.
Much of the assistance given government is through institutional
research provided by the Institute of Public Law, and the Natural
Resources Center.

Funded and unfunded research and service

projects also contribute substantially.

However, the faculty, as

individuals, frequently are called upon to render assistance in
many other ways, among them service on committees of the courts, as
advisors to executive and legislative committees, and as advocates
in important litigation.
The latter aspect of service, service to the development of
law, involves goals and modes of presentation that may differ f.rom
those of traditional scholarship and is treated separately from
such scholarship for descriptive purposes.

However, service of

this kind, reflected in legal briefs or other substantial professional activities, may require as much legal research and as much
intellectual energy and skill as the preparation of research that
falls within the category of traditional scholarship.

To the

extent that this is the case, the product of such service may be
considered evidence of scholarship.

Moreover, it is peculiarly

important in a state like New Mexico, with a relatively young and
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small bar, that law school faculty
activities,

~embers

participata in such

Accordingly, it is appropriate to treat such service

by the Law School as among its significant goals.

In preparing this report the Committee has attempted to keep
the nbove goals in mind as it reviewed the various subject areas:
we have thus approached the chapters on Curriculum, Admissions
Policy, Faculty and Student Body with a view to analyzing how well
these goals are being met.

Especially helpful in reviewing and

comparing educational outputs with the stated qoals was the extensive feed-back provided by the law students, members of the Bar of
~ew

Mexico, as well as our faculty and staff.

It is therefore in

Chapter 10, devoted to an analysis of the various questionnaires
distributed to these groups, that the Committee has expressly made
comparisons between our objectives and goals and the outputs as
perceived by those who know us best.
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II.

BUDGET

For analysis of the budget, it is convenient to rlivide the Law
School into four units:

the Instructional Program, Administration,

the Institute of Public Law, and the Natural Resources Center.
Within the Instructional Program is included the direct instructional budget, the law reviews and the library.

For budgetary

purposes, the clinical law program is not a distinct unit, but is
part of the direct instructional budget,

However, some specific

information about the resources allocated to the clinical program
is available and is presented below and in the section on Curriculum.
All income from tuition, fees, subscription to the reviews and
application fees goes directly to the University and becomes a part
of its general operating budget,

Although not inconsequential, the

amount of the income from these sources plays a minor role in financing the University and has no bearing on the Law School's budget.
For the 1984-85 academic year, income from tuition and fees was
approximately S?.80,750; and from law review subscriptions about
$44,000.

For 1985-86, tuition and fee income is estimated at

$304,000 and subscription income will be about $48,000.

Two fees

are assessed against only law students and go directly to the Law
School:

Copying fee (approximately $9,000) and the Student Bar fee

(approximately $4,000).

The latter is within the sole control of

the Student Bar Association.
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Revenue is also "generated" by the Law School for the University through legislative appropriations.

The state utilizes a for-

mula approach which distinguishes among level of instruction and
discipline.

A.

UNIVERSITY ALLOCATIONS

Table 1 contains the tnstructional Program budgets for the
?resent fiscal year and the prior four years.

The source of these

funds is the the University, which, in turn, receives the money
from tuition and legislative appropriations.

There is additional

university support by way of services provided the Law School at no
cost.

These include general administration, cleaning and mainten-

ance of the building, utilities and postage.

Other funds such as

gifts and grants available to the Law School are discussed separately in this report.
The amount allocated to the Law School by the University is
determined by a typical budgetary process.

When legislative appro-

priations are determined, guidelines are established by the University for various budget categories, such as faculty raises, supplies and expenses and travel.

Normally, these are in the nature

of percentage increases over the prior year for each item.

Except

for salary increases, however, money can be allocated among line
items as the Dean wishes.

The Dean submits proposed budgets for

all units of the Law School, and the University reviews these
budgets in light of the guidelines approving them if they are within the guidelines.

Where there are requests for increases greater
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than those provided by the guidelines, the Dean meets with University officials to discuss them.
~niversity

As a result of this process the

provides the Law School with an approved budget indicat-

ing the funds the Law School will receive and the projected expenditure of those funds.

During the academic year, changes form one

line item to another are subject to review, but permission to reallocate funds has never been denied the Law School.

Bence, the

bottom line figure is the most important.

B.

ANALYSIS
1.

0~

INSTRUCTIONAL BUDGET

Faculty Salaries.

Faculty salaries at the Law school at the beginning of 1984-85
were low, the UNM average ranking 113 out of 170
schools reporting.

AB~

accredited law

UNM's average was $1,500 below the average of

these schools.

For the 1984-85 year, the Law school ranked as follows:
Average Salaries at ABA Accredited Schools
~ational

Median of Averages (170 schools):

$48,~00

Median of Averages at Principal State Schools (60):

47,900

Average of Principal State Schools (60):

49,500

UNM Average:

45, 300

Median Salaries at
~ational ~edian

of

~edians

A8~

Accredited Schools

(170 schools):

Median of Principal State Schools (60):
UNr-1

~edian:

47,500
47,200
46,000
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UNM also

~rovides

relatively unfavorable fringe benefits,

UNM law faculty, fringe benefits are
princi~al

a~proximately

?or

17.0%; for all

state university law schools the fringe benefits amount

to an average of 20.8%.

Thus, the average fringe benefit at UNM is

$7,701, while the average of all
schools is $10,296.

princi~al

state university law

Other comparative data regarding compensation

is provided in Chapter

v.

The Office of Institutional Research at the University regularly does studies of faculty salaries at the University of New Mexico
in comparison with those of other universities.

One of these

studies is based upon data accumulated by Oklahoma State University
for the National Association of Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC).

The

table below summarizes the percentage difference between average
salaries at UNM compared to three different regions.

In Region 1

the following universities with law schools supplied data:

Arizona

State, University of Arizona, University of Hawaii, University of
Idaho, University of North Dakota, University of Oregon and the
University of Utah,
with law schools:

Region 2 included the following universities
University of Arkansas, University of

University of Missouri/Columbia, University of New

~ansas,

~exico,

Univer-

sity of Oklahoma, University of Nebraska/Lincoln, University of
Texas and Texas Tech.
The table shows that the University of New Mexico Law School
faculty salaries were 7.25% below the average of those in Region 1;
10.15% below those in Regions 1 and 2 combined, and 13.26% below
all schools reporting across the country.

The table also shows

that law faculty salaries are further below averages than those of
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any other college within the University except Architecture and
Nursing, and considerably worse on a comparison basis than the
average of all university faculty salaries in comparison with the
schools in this survey.
Salary increases from 1984-85 to 1985-86 at the law school
averaged about 4%.

Although this was twice the percentage avail-

able to the University as a whole, it is unlikely to positively
affect the law school salaries in comparison with those at other
law schools.
REGION 2

REGIONS 1 & 2

NATIONAL

Cost
Diff
to bring
in Avg those below
Salary avg to avg

Cost
to bring
in Avg those below
Salary avg to avg

Cost
to bring
in Avg those below
Salary avg to avg

% Diff

%

% Diff

Educ
Engr
FA
GC
Arch
ASM
Dent
Nurs
Law
Pharm
PA
TOTAL

-1.92
-2.94
-5.01
2.95
5.43
-9.37
4.90
0
-7.97
-7.25
-3.83
8.13
-2.30

357,922
131,582
167,015
15,224
0
35,358
0
0
64,685
91,038
17,161
4,120
884,105

-4.95
-4.27
-4.03
3,00
7.03
-7.52
0. 84,
-3.16
-8.84
-10.15
-3.18
10.86
-4.10

664,174
166,888
141,591
15,622
0
27,806
31,528
3,764
72,429
135,324
16,325
2,053
1,277,543

-7.36
-6.14
-8.17
-0.88
6.84
-10.34
-1.57
-8.39
-7.02
-13. 26
-6.16
3.77
-6.72

865,565
216,518
275,113
37,068
1,955
39,447
30,519
10,152
56,453
178,014
25,619
8,532
1,744,955

Prof
As so
Asst
Inst

-3.58
-1.53
-0.64
-'5.13

552,896
179,470
139,078
12,661

-6.46
-2.81
-1.37
-4.74

851,940
246,114
167,574
11,915

-9.96
-6.02
-2.91
-4.57

1,136,831
389,986
206,631
11,507

A & S

2.

Staff Salaries

Staff salaries at the Law School are determined by schedules
and job descriptions prepared by the UNM personnel of.f.ice and are
uniform across the campus.

It is difficult to compare the salaries
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at the Law School with those in law firms and private industry, but
ctata compiled by the staff association at the university shows that
salaries are low.

For example, the data indicate that staff sala-

ries at the University are lower than those paid by the Albuquerque
Public School System or by state and city government agencies.

3.

Faculty Positions

The budget of the Law school provides for 29 full time (not
including the Dean, the Associate Dean or the Law Librarian)
teaching positions, 26 of which are filled for the current year by
individuals with tenure, on tenure track contracts or on three year
appointment contracts.

Two and a half visiting positions are also

filled.

4.

Staff Positions

There have been no additions to the staff authorized during
the past three years.

There are six (6) support staff positions

for the clinical program, five (5) for the non-clinical faculty and
two (2) for the law reviews.

In addition, the Law School has two

(2) full time staff positions for its copy center and one full time
audio- visual director.

5.

Student and Temporary

Most of this money is used to provide matching funds for work/
study students.

This line has proved troublesome.

For examole,

when the number of student work/study positions was increased
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several years ago, the University did not provide matching funds.
~s

a result,

~oney

had to be found elsewhere in the Law School

budget to pay the institution's contribution.
J. Bondurant Fund,

6.

(See W.E. and Hazel

~.)

Supplies and Expenses

This category·includes money budgeted for most of the nonsalary expenses incurred by the Law School:

e.g., telephone,

supplies, printing, repairs and alterations to the building,
maintenance contracts on all equipment, entertainment, and small
equipment such as staplers and video tapes.

For the past five

years, there have been rising deficits in this account which have
been offset primarily by transferring money from faculty salaries
allocated to unfilled slots.

Deficits are also offset somewhat

from money received by the Law School for services performed for
other units of the law center and outside agencies and deposited in
the account called napplied expenses."
With the 1983-84 introduction of personal computers for each
member of the faculty, an annual expense of. approximately $20,000
has been added to pay for the computers.
supra.).

(See, equipment section,

Also, maintenance contracts have added significantly to

the supply and expense budget.

In addition, faculty are distribut-

ing more materials for classroom use and the cost of LEXIS has increased to approximately $20,000 per year.
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Equipment

This section is for the purchase of new equipment, such as
typewriters, reproduction equipment, and audio-video

equi~ment,

but

no money has been in the budget for equipment during the Qast five
years.

A state bond issue also provides the University with money

for the purchase of major items of equipment which are used solely
for educational purposes.
the University.

This money is distributed separately by

Individual schools are invited to request money

for equipment and as many as possible of these requests are met.
In addition, the University will finance purchases of equipment over a five year period, payments being made by the colleges
out of supply and expense or other monies.

The law school has

significantly increased its equipment through this financing
process and through the use of private funds.

For example, two

years ago the school purchased 45 Rainbow computers for use by
faculty and staff.
years.

Payment fqr these were scheduled over five

This year, fifteen additional Rainbows were purchased using

alumni/ae funds.

In addition, equipment costing approximately

$75,000 has been purchased to provide a central processing unit at
the law school and to link all the computers in the building to a
network and to link that network to the main campus computing
center.

This was paid for in part by grant funds, and through the

University's five year financing plan.

In addition, the Law School

has been able to add copiers and other such equipment to meet most
of its needs.
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B.

Travel

Faculty and some student travel are budgeted in this item.
Travel funds are always insufficient.

Realistically, the law

school expends at least $20,000 for travel, the deficit being made
up from private funds· and transfers from other budget lines,

9.

Special Programs

The dues and fees asse·ssed by the AALS and fees imposed by the
ABA are charged to this line.

Moot Court travel, recruitment and

other co-curricular expenses also are covered by this line.

10.

summer School

Faculty salaries fot: the summet: clinical

p~:ogram

are included

in this item.

11.

Law Reviews

This covers printing of both the Natural

~esources

Journal and

the New Mexico Law Review, the salary of orte full-time editorial
person, one full time secretary, travel, and supplies.

The largest

item is for printing.

12.

Scholarships

Most scholarships are now provided by the Law School
endowment.

The $18,000 included here is appropriated by the

University for tuition remission.
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ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET
1.

Deans' salaries

The entire Associate Dean's salary and 64% of the Dean's
salary are charged to this account.

The other 36% of the Dean's

salary is charged to the instructional budget to reflect his onehalf teaching load over the 1985-86 academic year.
The former Dean's salary was approximately $7,000 below the
mean of the 170 approved ABA schools reporting this data.

2.

Professional and secretarial

Included are salaries for Peggy tovato (Assistant to Dean), Ed
Fuge (Administrative Coordinator), Dianne Gro.pper (Administrative
Assistant), Ethel Ortenburger (Receptionist), susan Collins and
Charla Gomez (Secretaries).

In addition, a new position for an

Administrative Coordinator (Placido Gomez) has been created for the
1985-86 academic year, this one-year position will be funded by
unfilled faculty position funds.

D.

INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAW

A five year budget for the Institute of Public Law is
presented in Table 2.

Both the number of agencies with whom the

Institute contracts and the total revenues from sales of services
to those agencies have increased sharpl¥ since 1981.
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NATURAL RESOURCES CENTER

Table 3 shows the current projects and the total grant funds
recieved.

No university funds are appropriated for the Center, and

the need for some base funding for a director and small administrative staff has become critical.
~ust

Presently, all administrative work

be charged to contract or grants.

F.

AMERICAN INDIAN LAW CENTER

The Law School and the American Indian Law Center continues to
work cooperatively in administering programs.

The Law School has

provided matching in-kind contributions on Law Center projects
which have collected tribal law and order codes for the library's
Special Collection on Indian Law.

There have also been joint grant

proposal submissions resulting in a recent grant awarded to the
University. (Table 4)

The UNM project director, a Law School pro-

fessor, supervises the project activities of the grant which was
subcontracted to the Law Center.
The following budget information includes the current grant
awarded to the University and the annual budget for the corporation.

The corporate budget (Table 5) reflects anticipated grant

and contract awards.

G.

OTHER INCOME
1.

Contracts and Grants.

For the current year, the Law

School has two grants in connection with its clinical law operations:
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National Legal

u.s.

se~vices

Salaries and Fringe Benefits

70,000

Other

30,000

s

Dept. of Education:
Salaries and Fringe Benefits

The

g~ant

$100,000

Co~po~ation:

32,400

32,400

from the Legal Services Corporation permits the Law

School to hire a staff attorney who assists the clinical faculty in
developing and supervising an elderly law clinical program.

The

Department of Education grant pays one-half the salary of a distinguished visiting professor for the clinical proqram.

Since both of

these programs are short-term, they do not result in additional
permanent instructional resources.

2.

Bureau of Legal Research,

this is a depository

account for unrestricted gifts ann for income derived from contracts performed by the Law School where
University resources.

the~e

is no expenditure of

It has been used for Faculty summer Research

(approximately $12-15,000 per year).

Balances in the account do

not revert to the University at the end of the year, and the
balance fluctuates depending upon the amount of gifts and expenditures.
ly

At the end of June 1985, the account contained approximate-

ss,ooo.
3.

John Field Simms Trust,

This trust was originally

established in 1954 by Albert G. Simms in the amount of $25,000 to
provide funds for an annual lecture at the Law school.

The purpose

of the trust was expanded in 1967 to allow the income to be used
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also for scholarships.

During the past, a 90rtion of the income

has been used to increase the corpus of the trust so that it is now
approximately $48,000.

The Sunwest Bank is the depository and

three individuals, one of whom is the law school dean, serve as
trustees.
During the past several years, income from the trust has been
used to sponsor lectures and visits to the law school,

Recent

Simms Lecturers include Robert O'Neil, Judge Dorothy Nelson and
Fred Graham.

During the spring of this year, Judge Alvin Rubin of

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals will be the Simms Lecturer.

4.

Law Schoo( Foundation.

Established as a separate

entity in 1969, the Foundation serves as an alternate donee to the
Board of Regents for substantial gifts to the Law school,

The

Foundation is a trust which is tax-exempt under section 50l(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code.

The trust has a principal of approxi-

mately $55,000 1 but no substantial gifts have been made to it over
the past five years.

5.

w.

The income has been allowed to accumulate.

E. and Hazel J. Bondurant Scholarship Fund.

This fund was established in 1975 by a bequest from

w.

E.

Bondurant, Jr., a prominent New Mexico attorney from Roswell to
provided financial assistance for law students.

The corpus of the

fund, which is held and invested by the University, is approximately Sl,250,000,

The income from this fund provides the principal

source of Law School scholarships and a significant portion of the
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funds available to support both work/study and non-work/study
student research assistants.

For the 1985-86 academic year, the

income from the fund will be approximately $210,000.

6.

Alfred and

Miria~

Grunsfeld Scholarship Fund.

This

fund was established by a bequest of $25,000 from Mrs. Reina G.
Roth in 1964.

For the past several years, the income has been used

to increase the corpus of the fund which now stands at approximately $50,000.

The income may be used only for law school scholar-

ships.

7.

Other scholarship, Loan and Prize Monies,

In

addition to the $18,000 tuition remission money in the basic budget
of the law school, the university makes available to the school
$10,000 from the Hugh B. Woodward Fund, and approximately 513,000
for upperclass

America~

Indian tuition grants.

The law school also

had 10 GPOP grants during 1984-85, but has only 7 during the
current year.

A number of small, restrictect gifts to the Law

School provide endowment funds for a variety of short-term loans.
The aggregate corpus of these loan funds is approximately $37,500.
In addition, several smaller scholarship funds generate income of
approximately $1,600 per year.
In addition, several funds have been established and some
contributions are received each year to provide prizes which are
awarded to outstanding third-year students at the annual qonors and
Awards Banquet.

Funded prizes include one with a corpus of approxi-

mately S17,000, the income from which funds a prize for excellence
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in medico-legal studies, and one funded in the amount of approximately $5,000 for outstanding work in ethics.
Gifts to the Law School also provide additional resources.
For example, during the current year the Law Alurnni/ae Association
has provided two full tuition scholarships.

S.

Law Alumni/ae Dean's Fund.

This fund; against which

the Dean may draw for any purpose related to the Law School, was
established by the law alurnni/ae.

The monies for the fund are

generated by an annual giving program approximating $50,000,
funds remain under the discretion of the Dean.
of approximately $6,000 are paid by alumni.

These

In addition, dues

These dues are dis-

bursed by the representatives of the Alumni/ae to support certain
alurnni/ae activities such as scholarships, loans, writing awards,
luncheons and receptions.

9.

Law Library Fund.

This fund, deposited in the

University, exists for gifts designated for the purchase of books
for the library.

The fund fluctuates· considerably: presently, it

has accumulated $5,000.

10.

Applied Charges.

work done by the Law School for

outside agencies, such as reimbursement for reproduction of
materials, is reimbursed and credited to the basic instructional
budget, and is called rlApplied Expenses."

The Law School repro-

duction fee is also deposited to this account.
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expenses constitute reimbursement of expenses incurred, income
generated does not affect the budget of the law school.

Charges to

students for xeroxing are also deposited in this account.

11.

Share of General University Endowment.

The Law

School receives approximately $14,000 per year from the general
University endowment to provide tuition scholarships for upperclass
American Indian students.

In addition, $10,000 is allocated annual-

ly to the Law School from the University's Hugh B. Woodward Fund,
and approximately $18,000 is provided for state scholarships
(tuition remission).

12.

Hatch Professorship.

8very other year the law

school has at its disposal a distinquished visiting professorship
Eor at least on semester.
the professorship.

Approximately $40,000 is available for

On the alternate year, the professorship is

available to the Division of Public Administration.

It was

initially intended that this professorship be funded by a gift that
was made to the University, but the income from the fund has been
far less than is necessary to pay the salary of a distinguished
visitor,

As a result, the university has picKed up the cost out of

general revenues.

Whether the university will be able to continue

to fund the professorship in absence of additional private money
has not been decided.
Hughes from

~ew

During the current year, Professor Graham

York University Law Center is occupying the Hatch

professorship during the current semester.
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13.

Presidential Professorships and Lectureshios.

In

1985 the law school was awarded one Presidential Lectureship by the
University.

The professorship allows the law school to all $5,000

per year to the salary of one full professor, and to make available
to that person $2,500 of travel and expense money.
ship normally has a term of 5 years.

The professor-

The law school has decided to

use this professorship to attem9t to attract a qistinguished visiting professor when one of its permanent professors goes on leave.
For

~he

current year, however, the professorship is held by

Professor Frederick Hart.

The Lectureship allows the law school to

supplement the salary of a junior faculty member by $2,000 and to
make available to that person $1,000 in travel and expense money.
The term is generally two years.

Presently, Professor Scott Taylor

holds the law school's lectureship.
In January of 1986, a local law firm, Kelleher and McCleod,
donated $67,500 to the University for the purpose of establishing a
second Presidential Professorship for the law school.

This will be

matched by an equal amount from state funds, to fund the second law
school professorship.

It is anticipated that this will be

available for the 1966-87 academic year.

14.

Fringe Benefits.

Faculty and staff fringe benefits

paid by the University are not included in the law school budget,
but are paid directly out of general university funds.

Thus, the

law school's total budget allocated by the University is augmented
by the amount of fringe benefits paid.
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15.

UNM Law School Charitable Trust.

The Law School is

the sole beneficiary of the UNM Law school Charitable Trust established as a separate entity by three friends of the law school.
The Trust is a tax exempt entity.

It has an annual income of ap-

proximately $12,000, and presently there is available about $20,000
in the Trust.

Expenditures must be approved by three trustees.

over the past three years, grants have been made for the purchase
of equipment, research assistance by students, books, summer
faculty grants, and travel.

G.

TABLES
1.

Instructional and Administrative Budget

2.

Institute of Public Law

3.

Natural Resources Center

4.

American Indian Law Center - Contracts and Grants

5.

American Indian taw Center - Corporate 8udget
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Table l
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM BUDGET
1985-86
Amount
F1'E*

1984-85
Amount
I'TE*

lllrect Instructional
l'acul ty
l'nJfesslonal & Secretarial
Student & Temporary
Supplies & Expenses
I\<Jul pment
Travel
Speclal Programs
Summer School--Faculty
I~LW Review
Scholarships
TOTAl,:

I, 308,260

29.15

266,786
21,000
106,614

---

I, 101 ,082
215,909
21,000
101,209

29.91

---

9,240
II, 100
18,600
100,200
L8,000(est.)
1,879,800

1983-84
Amount
FTE*
1,085,662
204,867
20,919
90,052

28.41

I, ll9, 160
205,406
20,919
104,895

28.47

---

---

8,800
10,900
37,800
95,200
17,000
1,808,900

1982-83
Amount
~'TE*

8,400
18,000
13,000
90,000
17,000
1,567,900

191!1-82
Amount
~'TE*
979,650
184, 161
19,889
99,900

22.5

---

8,820
18,900
16,000
90,000
15,000
1,619,100

8,400
1,800
35,000
65,600
20,000
1,414,400

Administration
lleans
l'rofesslnna l & Secretarial
Student & Tumporary
Supplies
1'rave I
Contlngenclus
TOTAL:

115,820
65,027

1.64

---

102,418
61,627

1.59

---

5,491
1,960

---

1.59

89,873
72,830
3,857
4,935
1,785
2,520
175,800

5.10
19.0

153, .j()()
219,169
17,784
19,980
1,402
8,170
205,748
645,751

---

5,231
1,874

4,935
1,785

---

188,100

89,873
66,812

---

171,150

161,425

I .59

81.500
66,299
1,701
4,700
l, 700
2,400
160,100

1.59

110,000
222,009
If>, 9'16
22,195
I, 115
7,781
187,044
591,100

5.25
18.5

1.1 hrary
1.1 brarlans

Professional & Secretarial
Slluh.!nl & Temporary
Supp II es & l!,ju lpment
•rravel
IHndery
lluuks & Serf a Is

,,

'I'OTAT.:

TOTAl. IIIII)(:Jn:

*

"\lui 1-Thne

I~1Jn1valcnt''

155, lOll
299,471
Hl,ll48
25,64!1
I, 544
9,007
210,079
739,699

S.50
18.0

157,600
261,423
18,479
24,427
1,470
8,578
219,121
691, 100

6.0
19.0

115.500
241,448
17,766
2'!,266
I ,402
8,l70
205!748
631,100

2,807,799

2,675,150

2,164,62'>

=:=.==.::;.;;:;;;:.:::;::

~===:;;;;=.:.:.;:;.

==========

2,440,65]
=::;;=::::=====

6.0
18.5

2,168,000
=-=====...::====

N

,~.
\J->1

O';

'l'i.ible 2
ltlSIIIIJII Ul I'UIIIIG IIIH
Arll\1 Y~IS Or RLVI NUl S Mill fXI'LtlUIIIIIIES
1011 IY l!)tl1-8<!, IY 1982-63, fY 1963-llll, fY 19811-85 and FY 198!>-86

2/1<'/86

N

~~
~

~

\:..~.1

"-!
m'!'!!!!!I

ACIIIAl

! Y.

!!OH!t!!!

Gnv1:nuu·'s orrit:o
IU!Ji~lativu euamcil Survico
IHVUSliiiUIIL C:UIIIicit
nuard ur I iiiHIIGO
Sl.pi'UJIJi! CUIJI'L
Cuuuni~sion

Gnna{Ji Int. ion

()opt. or I illillu;u & Adtnin.
Nuw f.h~x i cu S Lll t.c: Ua r·
A:-:.cu:iat.ion ur Cuuntius

J2lll:!l~

$ 31,000.110
8,3111.69
3,1139.211
3,092. "Ill
f2,1lllO.IIIl
85,0110.00
17,500 .. 00

s

AGfiJAJ

AGJUAI.

E.'Ll2!Jg:!J~

J'Y ~!2.!U=811

19,0110.00

$ 12,1113.00

72,1lllD.Illl
85,1Jll0.00
3,5110.00

survit:u Gnlumiss1ora
lr'arrt,: Shft!LY Uurmtu Grnnt
IINI1-IIa L i nroa I lh:Sil\llt:t:s .lllllrHa I
liiii.Lili"Wnrth I ll!Jal 1'11hl ishcrs
SLillt: II!JUIU:y nn II!Jiii!J
l'tthl&t!

!Y !2!!2::!!§

30,000.00

$ 13,11!12.36
5lJ,IlOIJ.OO

$ IJ~,IIIIfi.IIIJ
50,Illlll.ll0

36,9311.66
76,795.52

60,631.~1

~:s.uou.uo

37,829.711

6!>,0IIIJ.Illl

SL .Jnsnph' s IJnspi La I

I-1Hn i c: i pa I I na!JUU

C:ur·purat.ihn Cmumissiun

Admin. orricn ur tfm c;uurts
Tr·unspur·t.iat.iura UoparLtuunL

11111.00

~.OUO.IlO

lll,OilO.Oil

35,1196.00
25,991.87
111,711.60

?(o,OOil.IIO
69,0110.00

--·----~

J,llOO.Oil
Ill, !1110.11/J
511,1lOO.Illl

~. /~0.00

?.!!. !!\!!!.!!!!

1£!!. /lOll.!!!!

$179,5110.00
62,8!16.53
lll. 2!!£~ 00

$176,959.01
711,398.75
115.000.00

$3211, 1!.19. 35
69,609.30
120.J2!!!l...!!!!

$11!.11, /~ll.llll
21l,IJOil.llll
)g!J,!J!J!!,!J!!

~l!!!! •.2!!! .J l

llill. 328. 5:j_

~66,

357. "(6

~2!!2...{!!!!~!!2

~2!/L

$2;.!(). 06~ .. ;!;.-

$221.63 (. 51t
32,836.611
8,315.111
0.00

$311?.,511.2(
5 ( ,031. 56
9, 802.71
1111,1155.116

$11112. lllll. ()()

!!~.!U!i,!Hi

$2311,2:12. (9
JO,IJ/3.1111
10,937.28
B,56J.Jrrr
132.Ji!!!LJ!!!

~ 1 !!! Z. !!!Hi,~!!

!ill!£.!!!!!!~ !!2

$372,582.2Jl

IU VI IIlii 11<011 51111 S Ol Sl HVI!:LS
IIIVItllll 111011 Sl\lfS Of MAifRJALS
lltiM AllUI:AfiUII

$226,3116.63

IOIAL All

IILVItllll SOUHCLS

3,826.011

313.03
259.16
6119.81
11,3116.90
18,0110.011
1,0110.00
6,391J.IJI)
111,957.93
332.96

ur

Uot.irut.l l"orsons
Ath:lnnt.u Unvutupmunt. Gnntcr
llual l.h Scr·vic:ns Ui vis i 011
Amnr. 1\SSUL:.

I'Hil.JI Gllll

!2!!!J:1l:J

2,118.25
198.50
707.30
6,500.00
2,5111.23
5,287.25
3,11311.30

Ali.UI'IIUY C;mmr·ai 1 S Office
lhUnan Snr·vif!OS llivisiUII

ACilJAl.
FY

56. 5~~. 111

!2!U.!!l

! X!'!!l!!! !I!!!! S
Sa larius
I ri II!Jn Uunuri Ls

tr·avul
l.llUipUIUUL

t-taturials ;:uuJ Survicus

IOIAI

IXI'ItlllllliiU S

Jil, /llll.6ll
16,01111.119
21196.2?.

1!!2..l2hl!!

!l!l.11n.. u
~23!l.fig!J,.ll

li~. /~0-00

211, 1?11.110
ll,llllll.OO
~~,_f1H!~!H~

~!!21.

{!!!!dill

Table 3
NATURAL RESOURCES CENTER
1983-85 Projects

Project
unappropriated Water Study (with
New Mexico State University)

,\.'l\ount and
Source of F'unds*
$ 200,000

(Specific Legislation
Appropriation)

Copper Smelter Study (with
Bureau of Business and Economic
R.esearch)

$

Upper Rio Grande Water Study
(with John Muir Institute)

$

~exico/U.s.

Ground Water Treaty

20,000
(Contract with
Governor's Office)

40,000
(Ford Foundation Grant)

10,000
(Lincoln Land Foundation
Grant)

$

Participation in Environmental
Litigation

$

Participating in Interstate Water
Litigation

$

10 '000
(Contract with State
Highway Department)

15,000
(Contract with N.M.
Attorney General's
Of.fice)
:

* The amounts set forth are approximations and include ~onies paid
for professional services to non-UN~ Law School personnel

Table 4
American Indian Law Center, Inc.
Indian Tribal-State Training Assistance Project
Child Welfare Training Grant 06CT268/0l
(Office of Human Development Services/
Department of Realth and Human Services)
In-Kind Contributions by UNM
$

12,884

Fringe Benefits

$

1,933

Indirect Cost @ 8%

$

1,185

Indirect Cost Not Collected

$

25,500

Salaries & Wages
Professional
Clerical

$
$

12,519
365

Total In-Kind

$

41,502

Subcontract to AILC

s

41,112

Fringe Benefits

$

14,322

Staff Travel

s

9,539

Consumables

$

420

Telephone

s

GOO

Postage

$

420

Photocopy

$

564

Training Materials

s

600

Meeting Expense

s

l,IJSO

Indirect Cost @ 8% of
Total Direct Costs

s

6,373

Salaries & Wages
Professional
Clerical

Total Subcontract
TOTAL PROGRAI-1 BUDGET

$
$

3'5,623
5,489

:

$

75,000

s 116,503

==========
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Table 5
American Indian Law Center, Inc.
Corporate Budget
Salaries & Wages
Professional
Secretarial/
Clerical

TOTl\L

$ 306,250
$ 246,890
$

59,360

l"ringe Benefits

$

93,008

Staff Travel

$

28,800

Photocopy/Printing

$

13,200

Postage

5

6,828

Telephone

$

10,200

Office R.ent

s

22,2'27

Consum·able Supplies

$

5,650

Consultants

5

15,000

Indirect Cost (18% of
Total Direct Costs)

5

90,209
$ 591,372

===========

III.

A.

ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES.

The University of New Mexico School of Law is the only law
school in the state, public or private.

The school acknowledges,

therefore, a special obligation to provide access to the legal
profession to residents of the state.

This obligation is reflected

in the law school's admission policies: substantial preference is
given to New Mexico residents and recruitment is confined principally to the state, although, in 1985, a representative did attend the
LSAC Forums in New York City and Los Angeles.
The law school faculty has adopted a policy of admitting an
entering class comprised of approximately 90% New Mexico residents
and 10% non-residents.

In addition, a geographical distribution

from within the state is an important objective in selecting an
entering class.

Although most applications come from the Albuquer-

que area and two or three other smaller metropolitan areas, special
consideration is given to applications from the state's many outlying rural areas where legal resources are scant.
The law school is also firmly committed to its long-standing
affirmative action policy with respect to minority groups.

The

racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity of the state provides the
law school with an opportunity, perhaps unique among

prof~ssional

schools, to attract a student body as richly diverse as the state
itself.
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The law school recognizes in the admissions process that traditional quantifiable factors such as undergraduate grades and LSAT
scores

~rovide

~icture

only a Qartial

of a law school

potential for success in the legal profession.

a~plicant's

Accor~ingly,

a wide

variety of non-quantifiable factors are considered, including
letters of recommendation, the applicant's personal statement,
employment history, extracurricular activities in college, as well
as the geographic, racial, ethnic and cultural factors referred to
above.
By most standards, the UNM Law School would seem to have
achieved considerable success in implementing its affirmative
action objectives.

A student body whose composition at the begin-

ning of the 1985-86 school year is 38% minority and over half
female should suggest achievement of any reasonable goal.

~everthe

less, the law school continues to struggle in some areas of its
affirmative action program.
40% of the state's
minority group,

Hispanics, who make up approximately

~o~ulation,

occu~y

and thereby make up the largest

only 27% of the seats at the law school.

The large American Indian

~opulation

of the state continues to be

significantly underrepresented both in the legal
the law school.

~rofession

and at

The number of applicants from this population

continues to be small.

In 1985, for example, only 41 applications

from Native Americans were received by the law school.

Similarly,

the number of Black applicants continues to be smallt in 1985, only
20 of the 632 applications (3.2%} were from Blacks.
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The foregoing serves as a constant reminder that, although
significant success has been realized in attracting a diverse and
representative student body, much remains to be done.

B.

THE APPLICANT POOL.

1.

Resident/Non-resident Applications.

Since 1977 an average of 47% of the applications received by
the law school came from residents of the state,

This percentage

has increased slightly since 1983, when in-state applications for
the first time constituted more than half of those received.

Table

1 illustrates the trend in resident and non-resident applications
from 1977 to 1985.
The law school receives applications from a wide variety of
persons.

The single largest group of applications are

~ew

Mexico

residents who received their undergraduate degrees f.rom the University of New Mexico, but applications from every .other colleqe and
university within the state are also received.
applicants, no pattern is readily apparent.

Among out of. state

Every section of the

country is represented, as is every variety of undergraduate and
graduate college, public and private.

The 105 members of the 1985

entering class had attended some 108 different colleges and universities at various times.
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Table 1
Non-resident vs. Resident Applications
1977-1985
1000
950
933
900
850

BOO
789

787
757

750

748

723

720
700

677

650

~

600
550

547

426

401

421

366

400

367

319

317

500

59%

54%

56%

54%

51%

53%

49%

47%

50%

450
400
350
300

~

250
200

386

363

319

366

357

357

381

358

315

150

41%

46%

44%

46%

49%

47%

51%

53%

50%

1983

1984

1985

100

(New Mexico Residents)

so

I I l

1

0

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981
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1982

While it may not be incorrect to characterize the law school
as having primarily a local appeal, significant numbers of out of
state applications afford an opportunity to •elect matriculants
from a variety of backgrounds.
of the New Mexico
elsewhere.

~esidents

Moreover, a significant proportion

applying for admission have been raised

Of the 105 students admitted in 1985, 31 (29.5%) were

born in New Mexico and 56 (53.3%) had graduated from New Mexico
high schools.

Students classified as residents had lived in the

state an average of 13 years.

Some came to the state to attend

college: others are relative newcomers to New Mexico, having come
with families or to pursue job or career opportunities.

Accord-

ingly, the strong preference given to New Mexico residents does not
preclude the admission of a varied, diverse and cosmopolitan
student body.
For years the law school has stated that it has a goal of
having about 100 entering students each year.

From 1979 through

1983, the entering class was over 110, reaching a high of 124 in
1983.
t~e

In 1983-84 the decision was made, with the concurrence of

central administration to go back to an entering class of 100.

The limitation on the size of our classes is based upon an
evaluation of the facilities and resources available to the law
school which will support a student body of about 300, comparisons
with legal education available in other similar states, and our
al)plicant pool.
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2.

Minority and Female Applications.

The largest proportion of minority applications comes from
within the state.

The overwhelming majority of Hispanic applicants

in 1985 (58 of 82, or 71%) were New Mexico residents, although
applications from other Southwestern states and the
uncommon.

~idwest

are not

Most of the Black applicants (12 of 20, or 60%) were

f·rom New Mexico residents.

over half of the Native American aJ?pli-

cants, however, (29 of 41, or 71%) were from outside New Mexico.
The large Navajo and Pueblo populations within New Mexico make up
the single largest pool of Native

&~erican

applications, but appli-

cations from members of a wide variety of tribes throughout the
country

ar~

also received.

The increasing number of women aspiring to the legal profession is reflected in the law school's applicant pool.

In 1980 the

law school, for the first time, admitted an entering class that was
over half women.
was female.

By 1982 over one half of the entire student body

Of 632 applications received for the 1985-86 incoming

class, 250 (40%) were from women,

Of the 202 applicants accepted

in that year, 100 (50%) were women; of the 105 who registered, 57
(54%). were women.

3.

Applicants' Backgrounds.

Although UNM attracts applications from college seniors who
intend to matriculate directly to law. school, such applicants are
the exception rather than the rule,

Most applicants to the law

school have had jobs and careers, raised families, or gone to
graduate school before deciding to attend law school.
age of those admitted for the 1985-86 class was 29.
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4.

Applicants and Registrants Compared,

The following table compares quantifiable admissions criteria
(i.e., grade point averages and LSAT scores) for applicants, accepted applicants, registrants, resident registrants, and non-resident
registrants for the period 1977 to 1985.
The data reveal that after 1977 both median grade point averages and LSAT scores for the students who actually registered were.
slightly lower than those for the applicants who were accepted,
This would indicate that most of those who turn down UNM tend to be
those with the highest objective admissions qualifications.

On the

other hand, the range of both LSAT scores and grade point averages
for residents is consistently wider than for non-residents, which
suggests that, with respect to registrants, greater diversity in
objective qualifications exists with respect to residents than with
respect to non-residents.

In other words, New Mexico residents

tend to make up both the most highly academically qualified matriculants as well as the highest risk matriculants.

Conversely,

non-residents tend to be more concentrated toward the middle of the
objective qualification spectrum.
Table 2
STATISTICS ON FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
1977

1978

NO. IN CLASS

103

106

112

111

Non-resident

8

9

8

46
57

43
63

45
67

Nomen
'1en

11.22.. l2!Q. 1981

36

1982

1983

ill!

1985

116

113

124

103

105

11

8

8

15

8

8

60
51

56
60

58
55

65
59

59
44

57
48

:

----

-
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1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

~

1983

1984

1:.2.ll

Hispanic
Black
Native Amer.
Asian

29

26
2
8

28
3
10

23

36

38

1

':i

28
1

8

10

11

1

9
1

31
1
10
1

25
4
8
0

Average Age

25

27

28

29

28

29

28

29

29

Average GPA
Median GPA

3.23
3.28

3.• 20
3.24

3.16
3.21

3.19
3.28

3.12
3.13

3. 17
3.20

3.27
3.38

3.12
3.10

3.11
3.14

Average LSAT
Median LSAT
Ave. INDEX

584
607
2. 72

607
624
2.77

574
596
2.67

591
604
2.73

578
593
2.67

602
610
40

33
34
46

34
34
46

?.

6

3

33*
35
47

... Since early 1982 the LSAT has used a scoring scale of
10 to 48. Prior to that time a scale of 200 to 800 was
used. Accordingly, most applicants for the years 1983
and 1984 took the new test.

C.

THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS,
1.

The Application Process.

In order to be considered for admission to the law school, an
applicant must satisfy two criteria.

First, the applicant must

have (or be in the process of completing requirements for) a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university.

Second,

the applicant must take the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) administered by the Law School Admission Service.
An applicant initiates the admission process by filing an
application with the Law School and by registering with the Law
School Admission Services (LSAS).

The Law School Data Assembly

Service (LSDAS) compiles a report which analyzes the applicant's
college transcript and performance on the LSAT.

~oreover,

the

report quantifies the combined LSAT score and the applicant's
undergraduate grade point average to produce an index.
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is produced pursuant to a formula developed from a validity study
conducted by LSAS for UNM each year.

The study correlates a

student's undergraduate grade point average and LSAT score with his
or her first year law school grades to produce a number between 22
and 65 which is a rough measure of the strength of the quantifiable
data in the application.

Thus, a numerically weak application with

a UGPA of 2.0 and an LSAT score of 10 would yield an index of 22,
whereas a strong application with a UGPA of 4.33 and ari LSAT score
of 48 would yield an index of 65.

The present formula for the UNM

taw School is:

First year index

{8.0313 x UGPA) + (.6250

X

LSAT)

Thus, a grade average of 3.51 and an LSAT score of 41 would yield a
first year index of 54.
Although LSDAS performs a validity study for UNM most years,
the law school has utilized the same formula for the oast three
years in order to maintain continuity from year to year and to
afford a basis for comparison from one class to another.

As

further experience demonstrates that the index is becoming less and
less reliable as a predictor of success in the first year of law
school, the formula will be updated,
UNM's application form is designed to elicit from the applicant a broad spectrum of information relevant not only to the
evaluation of academic success in law school, but also to the
assessment of the applicant's maturity, sincerity in his or her
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desire to attend law school, and commitment to the notion that the
profession exists to serve people rather than as a means toward
self aggrandizement.

2.

The Admissions Committee.

Admissions decisions are delegated by the faculty to an
Admissions Committee.

The committee is comprised of four faculty

members and one student.

The Associate Dean serves as an ex

officio non-voting member.

3.

Preliminary Screening of out of State Applications.

An initial screening of all out-of-state applications is made
by the Associate Dean and the chair of the Committee.

Applications

from out-of-state applicants who clearly would not be admitted in
light of the competition are rejected.
resident applications plus all

~ew

The remainder of the non-

Mexico resident applications are

submitted to all members of the committee for evaluation.

Approxi-

mately 45% of the out-of-state applications received are rejected
at the preliminary screening stage.

4.

Evaluation of Applications.

The law school engages in a "rolling admissions" process,
which means that applications are considered as they are received.
The committee begins its operations in mid-January, and the process
is continuous through mid-April when the final selections (except
for persons placed on the waiting list) are made.
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Admissions decisions are made at a series of weekly Admissions
committee meetings.

An application is ready for consideration and

circulation to committee members when the following items have been
received by the law school:

(1) the application form1 (2) the

LSDAS report; and (3) at least one letter of recommendation.
During the week before each committee meeting, completed
application files

ar~

circulated among the committee members for

individual consideration.
member before each meeting.

Each file is reviewed by every committee
At a typical committee meeting 40 to

50 applications will be discussed.

At the beginning of the discus-

sian of each application a preliminary vote of. committee members is
taken.

A member may give an application a numerical vote between 1

and 4, with 1 being the highest evaluation and 4 being the lowest.
(Half points may be awarded so that the actual range of votes is
between .5 and 4).

After the preliminary votes are cast, the

members of the committee may further discuss the applicants and one
or

~ore

members may change his or her vote.

These final votes are

recorded for all applications.
In evaluating applications a variety of criteria are considered relevant.

Objective, .quantifiable criteria, i.e., undergraduate

grade point average, LSAT score and the resultant index, are considered.

~owever,

other factors more difficult, perhaps impos-

sible, to quantify play a significant part.

For example, the

applicant's residence is an important factor both because substantial preference is given to New

~exico

residents and because of the

policy of attracting and admitting students from throughout the
state.
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The applicant's undergraduate school and curriculum are considered.

The committee recognizes that grading policies are f.ar

from uniform among different colleges and universities and that
identical grade point averages from different colleges or different
departments within colleges may not be equated.

The choice of

undergraduate subjects may shed some light on the student's
academic ability.

Committee members may disagree as to the types

of courses considered to be challenging, but all feel that information about the courses taken by the applicant is helpful to the
evaluation process.
The committee gives careful consideration to
personal written statement.

the applicant's

The statement affords the applicant

the opportunity to express his or her motivation for applying to
law school, to describe his or her plans for continuing with a
legal career, and to explain any factors that might he relevant to
a proper consideration of the application.

In addition to its

content, the quality of the statement may provide committee members
with further evidence of the applicant's ability to succeed in law
school.

For example, a member might consider it important that the

personal statement be clear, well-organized, and thoughtful.
other may be influenced by grammatical or spelling errors.
may place a premium on creativity.

AnAnother

In any event, the personal

statement plays a significant part in the overall evaluation
process.
lvhat might be ter:ned an applicant's "life experiences" may
influence the committee.

Jobs, careers, travel, extra curricular

activities, creative works and other experiences may reveal
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something about a person's maturity, responsibility, willingness to
work hard, or sensitivity to social issues.

Such factors may also

add interest and diversity to an incoming class.
Letters of recommendation play an important part in the
applicant's consideration for admission.

Particular attention is

paid· to letters from persons who have reason to be familiar with
the applicant's potential for success in law school.

For example,

letters from college instructors may be especially helpful in
evaluating the applicant's academic ability.

Letters from

employers or job supervisors may tell much about the person's sense
of purpose or responsibility.
casual but perceived

On the other hand, letters from

~influential"

sources carry little weight.

In

general, letters of .recommendation are most valuable when they
disclose something about the applicant that is not apparent from
the application or transcript.
Ethnic, racial, cultural and geographical considerations also
play a role in the implementation of the law school's affirmative
action policy.
Each committee member exercises his or her individual judgment
in ascribing values to the foreg.oing criteria.

The committee

approach to admissions is calculated to ensure a broad spectrum of
attitudes and approaches to the evaluation process.

5,

Disposition of Applications.

At each committee meeting a number of applications will be
deter.mined to be in the "clearly admit" group based on the weighted
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voting process of evaluating an applicant on a scale of 1 to 4 with
1 being the highest score.
to those applicants.

Acceptance letters are sent immediately

At the same time, a "clearly reject" group is

identified by the same process, and those applicants are advised
accordingly.

The remaining applications are held for later consid-

eration at a time when substantially all applications have been
received.
In April, following the initial evaluation process, and after
the early acceptances and rejections have been sent out, the committee determines the approximate number of additional acceptances
that will fill the class.

At this time the committee begins the

process of "Yes-No" screening.

The remaining applications are

again considered and each member casts a "Yes" or a "No" vote for
each application, and the totals are recorded for each application.

The applicants with the largest number of "Yes" votes are

then sent letters of acceptance; those receiving the largest
numbers of "No" votes are rejected, leaving a group which becomes

:

the waiting list.
The "Yes-No" process is repeated at subsequent meetings as the
committee determines the number of additional acceptances required
to f.ill the class.

During this time applicants who have been

accepted will either confirm their acceptances or notify the school
of their intention not to matriculate.

As this information becomes

available the committee makes further decisions on whether to
accept additional applicants in order to fill the class.
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An important part of the admissions

~recess

is the simulta-

neous consideration of applications from members of racial and
ethnic minority groups and from persons with educationally disadvantaged backgrounds whose objective qualifications (i.e.,
undergraduate grades and LSAT scores) would not ordinarily enable
them to compete favorably with the applicant pool at large.

These

applicants are evaluated to determine whether they are eligible to
attend either the Council on Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO)
program (a federally funded program sponsored by the American Bar
~ssociation,

Association of American Law Schools, National Bar

Association, Hispanic National Bar Association and Law School
Admissions Council), UNM's own Institute Preparative or the Special
Scholarship Program in Law for American Indians.

These programs

afford persons who are conditionally admitted to law schools the
opportunity to attend a special course on legal analysis and
writing during the summer prior to matriculation.

Successful

completion of the program demonstrates ability in the context of a
law school, and

will ordinarily permit the applicant to gain

admission to a law school.
These "special admissions" applications are evaluated
according to the same initial weighted (1-4 point) voting system
and the subsequent "Yes-No" procedure.

Acceptances and rejections

are made as part of the regular admissions process, except that
acceptances are made conditional upon the successful completion of
one of the summer programs.
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The number of acceptances issued depends upon the committee's
ability to forecast the number that will ultimately enroll.
Between 1977 and 1983 the law school's "capture ratio" (the
percentage of accepted applicants who matriculate) for New Mexico
residents remained fairly constant, varying between 64% in 1978 and
76% in 1983.
1985.

In 1984 that figure dipped to 58%, but rose to 66% in

During the same time the "capture ratio" for non-residents

varied from 14% in 1982 to 26% in 1978.

Thus, it can be seen that

a much higher percentage of residents than non-residents who are
accepted actually enroll at the law school.

The following table

illustrates the ratio of acceptances to registrations for the
period 1977 to 1985.
Table 3
N.M.
Residents
Accepted
Registered
Percentage

134
95
71%

152
97
"64%

144
104
72%

144
100
69%

151
108
72%

150
10 5
70%

144
109
76%

163
95
58%

147
97
66%

39

34

48

41

57

a

55

55

20%

14%

63
15
24%

15%

15%

192
116
60%

207
113
60%

207
124
60%

228
103
45%

202
105
52%

NonResidents
Accepted
Registered
Percentage

8

9

8

21%

26%

21%

46
11
24%

All
APPlicants
Accepted
Registered
Percentage

173
103
60%

187
106
57%

182
112
62%

190
111
58%

:

a

a

8

The foregoing data demonstrate that until 1983 the law
school's capture ratio had hovered around 70% for residents, 21-22%
for non-residents, and 60% overall.

In 1984, however, as was the

case nationally, those figures dropped dramatically to 58%, 15%,

45

and 45%, then rose slightly in 1985 to 66%, 15% and 52%.

In the

eight year period between 1977 and 1984 the total number of
acceptances mailed by the Admissions Committee increased gradually
in order to maintain an entering class size of approximately 105 to
115 members; in 1985, however, the number of acceptances declined.

6,

Waiting List.

The "Yes-No" voting process results in the creation of a
waiting list made up of the remaining candidates who have not yet
been admitted,

The waiting list is created to fill vacancies that

occur as a result of late cancellations during the
positions in the class
from the list.

beco~e

su~~er.

As

available, the Committee fills them

This process continues throughout the summer until

the class registers.
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IV.

A.

STUDENT BODY AND ALUMNI/AE ACTIVITY

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF STUDENT BODY

During the 1985-86 academic year the UNM School of Law had a
total of 333 students.

Of these, 104 were first year students, 107

were second year students and 119 were third year students.

In

addition, there were 3 visiting students who were completing their
degree requirements for other law schools at UNM.
The following table describes the breakdown of UNM entering
students in terms of residence status, sex, ethnic background, age,
undergraduate grade point average, LSAT scores and LSAT index:
1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

No. in class

103

106

112

111

116

113

124

103

105

Non-resident

8

9

8

11

8

8

15

8

8

women
Men

46
57

43
63

45
67

60
51

56
60

58
55

65
59

59
44

57
48

Hispanic
Black
Native Amer.
Asian

29
2

26
2

28

23

36

3

5

28
1

38
3

.g

10

10

11
1

9
1

31
1
10

25
4

6

3
8

l\.verage Age

25

27

28

29

28

29

Average GPA
Median GPA

3.23
3.28

3.20
3.24

3.16
3.21

3.19
3.28

3.12
3.13

3.17

3.20

584
607

607
624

574
596

591
604

578
593

602
610

Average LSAT
Median LSAT

1

8
0

28

29

.29

3.27
3.38

3.12
3.10

3.14

33
34

34
34

33*
35

* Since early 1982 the LSAT has used a scoring scale of
10 to 48. Prior to that time a scale of 200 to 800 was
used. Accordingly, most applicants for the years 1983,
1984 and 1985 received scores under the new scale.
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The foregoing data reveal a steady and significant increase in
the percentage of women who are enrolled in the UNM School of Law.
on the other hand, the percentage of minority students has remained
fairly constant, at least since 1977.
The typical first year student for the last several years has
been 28 or 29 years old.

Most have been out of college for several

years; many hold graduate degrees; and many have had other careers
before deciding to attend law school.
The following data for the 1985-1986 class reveals that, with
respect to age, little difference exists between the ages of
applicants, applicants accepted, and registrants; nor does any
significant difference exist between males and females.
1985-86 Applicants
Total
Applicants

Accepted
Applicants

Registered

Female Average Age

29

29

28

Male Average Age

29

28

29

There are 97 New Mexico residents in the first year class and
6 non-residents.

Since most who are non-residents when admitted

become residents during their first year, the second and third year
classes have even fewer non-residents,
The Law School admits students from all regions of

~ew ~exico,

and the Admissions Committee recruits vigorously in an effort to
obtain a fair representation of
and residences.
ed.

~ew

Mexico high schools, hometowns

Albuquerque and Santa Fe are the best represent-

No discriminatory pattern in favor of these urban areas
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exists; rather, the Law School's student population simply reflects
the areas from which most applications are submitted,
Data for the previous several years indicates that many of the
residents registered are not native New Mexicans.

During the three

classes entering from 1982 to 1985, about 60% of those admitted as
residents reported attending high school in

~ew

Mexico.

For

example, of the 97 residents registered in the first year class in
1985, 55 attended a New Mexico high school.

For the l984 first

year class, 59 of 95 attended high school in this state,
Law students at the University of New Mexico obtain their
undergraduate degrees from a variety of colleges and universities.
In 1984, sixty-seven different colleges were represented in the
first year class; in 1985, the entering students had attended
one-hundred eight different colleges,

A.

POST-GRADUATION 8MPLOYMENT

The following data reflect the actual type of positions that
members of the most recent graduating class have accepted:
Class of. 1984 Placement Questionnaire
(as of 3/27/85)

114

Total Graduates
Respondents

100

Total Respondents 8mployed
private practice
self-employed
firm size: 2-10
11-25
26-50
51-100
over 100

49

88
53
13
27
4

4
4
1

-----------------

-

--

31

government
administrative agency
judicial clerkship
military
prosecution
other

4

15
1
8
3

public interest organization
legal services
other

3
2
1

other

1
12

Not Employed
Unknown Employment Status

14

Seventy-nine graduates from the class of 1984 reported their
starting salaries to the Placement Office.

The average reported

salary was $23,1901 the median salary was $22,000,

C.

STUDENTS AND THE BAR EXAM

Virtually every student who has graduated from the University
of New Mexico School of Law in recent years has taken a bar exam.
The overwhelming majority take the New Mexico bar exam.

Statistics

from the past three years confirm this.
In 1984, 112 students graduated from The University of New
Mexico School of Law.

The same year 106 graduates of UNM took the

New Mexico bar exam (this incluctes the exam given in Feb. 1985),
Of these, 87 (82%) passed the exam.
from UNM.

In 1983 101 students graduated

The same year 99 UNM graduates took the

~ew

'texico bar

exam (this includes the Feb. 1984 exam) and 88 (89%) passed.
1982 114 students graduated from UNM.

105 UNM graduates who took the

~ew

That year 88 (84%} of the

Mexico bar, passed it.

includes the test given in February 1983.
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In

This

The following table compares the passage rate of UNM students
with that of graduates from all other schools.
UNM
February 1983*
July 1983
February 1984*
July 1984
February 1985*
July 1985

*

Other Law Schools

71%
91%
75%
85%
58%
81%

76%
91%
88%
78%
85%
76%

UNM had only S or 6 who took the Bar each of these dates
D.

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF THE LAW SCHOOL

Student responses to a number of questions in a recent questionnaire, discussed at length in Chapter 10, provide a glimpse of
the students' perception of the quality of their legal education.
The questions and a tally of the responses are given below:
oo you consider yourself well treated by the
faculty
Yes 111
No
administration
Yes 107
No
staff
No
Yes 114
No
students
Yes 102

4
8
1

12

What is your opinion of the general quality of
the faculty?
qualification
highly qualified professionally
53
qualified professionally
63
unqualified professionally
0
pre(.Jaration
well prepared
73
adequately I_Jrepared
43
inadequately prepared
0
Are you gerterally satisfied with their performance?
Yes 103
~o
12

51

2:1.63
E.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

UNM law students participate in the organizations described
below. They are based at the School of Law and open to all law
students.

Law students also participate in other organizations

based at the University's main campus.

1.

Student Bar Association

The Student Bar Association (SBA) is the official liaison between law students and the Law School administration, and between
law students and the State Bar of New Mexico.

Every student is an

SBA member; annual dues are $13.00.
The SBA offers many opportunities for involvement through committees and general participation.

Its work includes coordinating

the activities of other student organizations and assisting them
with their funding.

The SBA also sponsors a range of social and

academic events and organizes a comprehensive orientation program
for first year students.
During the current year, the Speakers Committee has been very
active, and speakers at the law school have included Donald P.
Walsh, General Counsel and Senior Vice President of Sun Company;
Barry Nicholas, Dean of Braesnose College, oxford, England; Noel
Lyon, Professor of Law at Queens University, Ontario, Canada; Andy
Schultz, our first graduate to clerk for the United States Supreme
Court; and Judge Andres Jose D'Alessio of the high criminal court
of Argentina.

The committee has also arranged to have the New
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Mexico Court of Appeals sit in the moot court for one day.

The

proceeding will be open, and shown on video in one of the large
classrooms.
The Placement Committee, in cooperation with the Alumni
Association, presented a series of speakers talking about problems
encountered in the practice of law, and is preparinq a handbook
summarizing the type of work done by the various New Mexico law
firms,
The SBA also administers the Honor Code, and this year has
begun publishing the Bratton Hall Bulletin which informs students,
faculty and staff of activities at the school.

The Bulletin is

distrbuted at the law school, to select offices on the main campus,
to the Supreme Court and other New Mexico courts, and to the Alumni
Board and the Board of Visitors.

2.

Law Student Division of the American Bar Association

This organization is a subdivision of the ABA but elects its
own national officers, formulates its own programs and conducts its
own national meeting each year.
life insurance to students.

LSD/ABA offers low-cost health and

Bach member receives the ABA Journal

and the Student Lawyer.

3.

American Indian Law Students Association

The UNM chapter of the AILSA was established in 1971.

Its

purposes are to identify and recruit American Indian students for
the law profession, to support American Indian students enrolled in
law school, and to foster awareness and interest in
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Law.

AILSA provides a framework through which the student-oriented

goals of the American Indian Law Center and the Scholarship Program
in Law for American Indians can be accomplished.

4.

American Trial Lawyers Association/New Mexico Trial
Lawyers Association

ATLA/NMTLA is dedicated to assisting present and future trial
lawyers in developing litigation skills.

ATLA publishes a monthly

magazine: NMTLA host seminars and publishes helpful periodicals.
Members of the School's Trial Practice Team annually participate in
ATLA-sponsored national trial competitions.

5.

Black

~~erican

Law Students Association

The UNM BALSA chapter embraces four goals:

to articulate and

promote the professional needs and aspirations of Black American
law students; to focus the relationships of Black attorneys to the
~~erican

legal structure; to instill in Black attorneys and law

students greater awareness of and commitment to the needs of Black
Americans: and to influence the American legal profession to bring
about changes which meet the needs of the Black community.

6.
~embers

Christian Law Students Association
of this organization analyze problems and dilemmas

often faced by Christian law students in their personal and
spiritual growth and explore the relationships between Christianity
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and law practice.

CLSA provides Christian fellowship, support, and

inspiration to law students through Bible studies, talks by invited
speakers, tutorials and group discussions.

7.

Delta Theta Phi Law

~raternity

This law fraternity is the second oldest in the United States
and one of the world's largest professional fraternities,

Although

not primarily a scholastic honor society, Delta Theta Phi highly
values academic accomplishment and recognizes academically outstanding members with awards.

Delta Theta Phi's principal objective is

to bring together men and women committed to high professional
standards in the study and practice of law.
All law students are eligible to join Delta Theta Phi.

The

UNM chapter conducts course reviews for first-year students,
professional enrichment programs, and job placement services.

rt

also regularly sponsors social events and special projects which
give members a chance to interact with each other, the larger
student community, local attorneys, and judges.

B.

Jewish Law Students Association

Established in 1983, JLSA is an organization open to all law
students interested in Jewish culture, informal meetings, lively
discussions, and bagels.

9.

Mexican .::unerican Law Students Association

MALSA's goals are threefold.

The first goal is to encourage

and help Latinos seeking admission to the UNM School of Law.
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second is to serve as a support group for Latino students in an
educational system with a cultural perspective different from their
own.

The third is to examine individual roles in the legal

profession, the Chicano community, and the global community.

These

goals necessarily relate to the broader goal of overcoming the
effects of past and present societal discrimination.
As an organization, MALSA embraces the concept of la familia.
This means that MALSA respects differences in political perspectives and recognizes that efforts to advance ethnic minority
peoples and preserve their cultural heritages proceeds at various
levels and by various means.

10.

National Lawyers' Guild/New Mexico Lawyers' Guild

The NLG's long and rich history, dating from 1937, reflects
the development of progressive social reform in the United States.
The UNM student chapter of this organization is a branch of the
state chapter, the New Mexico Lawyers' Guild.

Members of the r,uild

act as a support group

for each other and for legal/political

struggles in New

Their activities include research and

~exico.

discussion of legal questions related to the death penalty,
environmental protection policies, and various forms of civil
disobedience.

They have recently helped in the legal defense of

people involved in disarmament demonstrations and in the Sanctuary
Movement.
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11.

Women's Law Caucus

This organization focuses on women in law school and in the
legal community and attempts to oridge gaps between student life
and professional practice.
men.

The caucus is open both to women and

It is the major backer of the proposed Battered Women's

Advocate Program, which would be operated by the Bernalillo County
District Attorney's Office.

This program would permit law students

to serve as guides through the legal system for victims of domestic
violence who have decided to file charges against their abusers.
With the receipts of its fundraising activities, the WLC sends
delegates to the annual National

C~nference

of Women and the Law.

Participation in this natronal conference is of paramount importance to WLC members, for the conference attracts thousands of
women who are involved in all areas of the legal profession.

~.

STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNANCE

0~

THE LAW SCHOOL

Students serve as full voting members of all standing faculty
committees except Faculty Appointments, Honors and Awards, Library
and Faculty Leaves.

With regard to Faculty

~ppointments,

all

candidates Eor a regular position meet with students while visiting
the law school and their evaluations are obtained by the faculty
committee.

Students are appointed to committees, other than the

Admissions Committee, by the President of the SBA.

The student

member of. the Admissions Committee is elected by the student body
and appointment is subject to the approval of the dean,
person has ever been disapproved.
committees.
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students usually serve on ad hoc
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students attend and have full voting

Th~ee

meetings.

a~e

These students

elected by

~ights

at faculty

thei~ ~espective

classes.

Student leaders also have influence through informal meetings with
the administration and members of the faculty.

G.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO LAW STUDENTS
1.

Introduction

Because New Mexico is a poor state and because of the large
percentage of ethnic miporities at the Law School,

the~e

is a

greater need for financial assistance to our student body than at
many other law schools.

This need is met in large measure by the

public funding of the Law School, which results in a low tuition of
$445 a semester.
School

ope~ational

In a sense, this state subsidization of the Law
budget may be viewed as undifferentiated

financial assistance to all students at the Law School.

It is

clear, however, that even this substantial subsidy does not meet
the real financial needs of some of our students who, without
further financial aid, would find it difficult or impossible to
start,

o~

continue in, law school.

The financial assistance available at the Law School to meet
student needs divides into three categories:

(1) scholarship

assistance; (2) student loan assistance; and (3) student employ~ent.

Scholarships are administered substantially within the Law

School under policies generally within the control of the taw
School.

Student employment is administered by the Law School, but

within parameters and under policies set by federal statute and the
University administration.
tion of emergency loans, are

student loan programs, with the excep~dministered
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wholly outside the taw

School.

During the 1984-85 academic year 125 students received

scholarships totalling $170,800, 180 received loans totalling
S788,500 and 61 were employed in work-study positions receiving a
total of $250,000.

2.

Scholarship Assistance

During the 1984-85 academic year the Law School distributed
approximately $170,800 in scholarship aid to 125 students.

The

average grant to these students was $1366, over $400 in excess of
tuition costs.

This assistance came from four principal sources.

The Bondurant Endowment accounted for $97,000.
New

~exico

granted about $29,000 in

~uition

The University of

remissions.

Other

university sources, including nine Graduate and Professional
Opportunities Fellowships, contributed almost $42,000,

Finally,

Alumni Grants accounted for approximately $2,000.
Scholarship assistance is distributed to students pursuant to
two systems.

The Law School awards approximately 14% of the

scholarship aid to students in recognition of superior academic
performance or substantial contributions to Law School programs.
Members of the Moot Court team, Law Review and Journal Editors, and
the Student Bar Association Executive Board received scholarships
totaling $22,290 in 1984-85.

Scholarship funds are not used to

attract applicants.
The bulk of the scholarship assistance is distributed to those
students who demonstrate financial need.
mined from information filed

wit~
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rinancial need is deter-

the Educational Testing Service

--------------------------
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on the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service
form.

This standardized form elicits information concerning the

student's income, resources, debt and loan history, special circumstances and the income and resources of the student's parents.
This information is processed and returned to the Law School in a
standard and usable format.

From this information an ascertainrnent

of need is made and scholarship assistance may be awarded.

The

goal of this process is to meet the complete financial need of the
student through a combination of scholarship, educational loan and
work-study.

3.

Loan Assistance

Law students received approximately $788,000 in new loans
during 1984-85.

The Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program

accounted for about $660,000 of this amount.

Forty-five students

received National Direct Student Loans totaling approximately
$40,000, and law students received loans amounting to $88,500 from
"other" sources.
Additionally, the Law School operates a small "emergency" loan
program which provides short-term, interest-free loans to Law
Students to assist them in meeting specific emergencies.

These

loans are not a resource available to meet the general educational
needs of law students.

Ratherh this fund reflects an awareness

that many law students live on very tight budgets which provide
them with little flexibility to meet an emergency.
loan fund is derived from

~rivate

earmarked for this purpose.
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The emergency

donations to the Law School

4.

Student Employment

The Law School distributed almost 5250,000 through its student
employment program in 1984-85.

Of this, 563,500 came from the

federal share of work-study, $173,000 from the Bondurant income,
and $13,500 from the student and temporary line of the
Instructional Budget.

Students are employed either through the

federal work-study program or directly through the Law School.

Law

students are prohibited from working during their first semester,
but may work up to fifteen hours a week during their second
semeste~

and up to twenty hours a week thereafter.

The Law School

supplements the work-study rate of pay to make the salary
comparative with that offered by local law firms.

Thus, law

students can earn from $6.00 to $7.00 per hour through the student
employment program.

Figures for 1985-86 are incomplete.

It is

clear, however, that there will be a significant decrease in the
amo~nt

of money made available to law students for work done at the

school, largely because the Bondurant Fund was

overspe~t

last year

by approximately $35,000.

5.

Administration of the Financial Assistance Programs

Law School financial aid programs are administered by the
Financial Aid Committee and the Associate Dean.

Policies are

recommended by the Committee for approval by the general faculty.
Individual decisions concerning applications for scholarship
assistance or assignment of student employment positions are made
jointly by the Associate Dean and the Chairperson of the Committee.
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H.

ALUMNI/AE ACTIVITY

The UNM Law School Alumni/ae Association was estal?lished in
1966.

Its activities have increased significantly over the past

twenty years so that, at present, it provides a wide range of
services and opportunies for the law school community.

The Associa-

tion's current president is Brad Zeikus, who has contributed
greatly to law school affairs since taking that position in October
1984.

Other current officers who have been generous with their

contributions and effort are:

Haskell Rosebrough, Vice-President,

and Kenneth Leach, Treasurer.

The Law School Dean serves as secre-

tary.

The Association has or1anized or initiated a number of

alumni/ae-sponsored activities over the past year:
Annual Alumni/ae Association Dinner. This was first held
in January, 1984. The keynote speaker was Tom Farer,
President of the University and a member of the UNM Law
Faculty.
Scholarship Program. Each year the Association awards
full-tuition scholarships to two law students selected by
the Law School.
Writing Competition. The Association awards cash prizes
in the agregate amount of approximately $1350 to three law
students who compete by submitting articles or ~apers for
a special law school committee to judge.
Lunchtime Seminars. Beginning in the Fall of 1985, the
association sponsored several lunchtime seminars for law
students on the practical aspects of the practice of law.
State Bar Breakfast. The Association sponsors a special
breakfast for alums at the annual ~eeting of the New
~exico State Bar.
Homecoming Reception. The Association sponsors a reception for alums, faculty and law students during each fall
homecoming season.
Annual Alumni/ae Luncheon. For the past three years, the
Association has provided an annual luncheon to allow third
year students, faculty and alums to ~eet,
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Annual Fundraising Drive. The Association has recently
been active in fundraising for the School. T~e increasingly successful efforts of the ~ssociation in this important area have resulted in total annual funds of S40,000,
over the ~ast two years and $35,185 for this year (beginning November, 1985). These funds have been allocated by
the Law School for faculty research stipends, student
scholarships, student and faculty travel, and for the
support of student organizations. They have been very
important in view of restricted increases in the monies
allocated by the University.
~lurnni

Directory. The Association will publish a directory of all UNM graduates this spring. This will be the
first such effort in the School's history.

The Alumni/ae of the Law School have also assisted in the
educational and Bar-related activities by serving on the Board of
Visitors along with other distinguished non-alumni/ae members of
the New Mexico Bar.

The present chairman of the

Boar~

of visitors

is the Honorable Justice Vern Payne, former Chief Justice of the
~ew

Mexico Supreme Court.

The Board has approximately thirty

members and meets two or thre•3 t i·nes each academic year to propose
and react to

~deas

relating to legal education.

The Board

considers many aspects of the School's educational program and
•nanagement, the delivery of legal education

wit~in

the state, and

about how Law School information can best be disseminated
throughout New Mexico.
The Board has been of significant help to the Law School, most
particularly with the following committees:
Entry Into the Profession. This committee deals with the
bar examination or other methods leading to admission to
the Bar, olacement and career selection of st•.1dents.
Education Program. Included for Committee consideration
are the Law School's general academic program and the
Clinical Program.

----------------

--

-
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Ba~ and Alumni Relations.
Included in this committae is
the Law School's gene~al ~elationship with the Bar and the
State, CLE prog~ams and fundraising.

Planning Committee. This Committee comprises the chairs
of the above committees, the chai~ of the Board and the
Dean of the Law School.
Its pu~pose is to plan ~eetings
of the Board and to handle other matte~s not included
within one of the above committees.

:
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V.

A.

FACULTY AND STAFF

FACULTY

The strength or weakness of any educational institution lies
ultimately in its faculty.

It is the strength of this Law School.

(See Appendix A for faculty members' resumes.)

The Law School long

ago decided that its first responsibility lay in teaching and, to
that end, went about selecting members who understood that we
emphasize our educational function, not only for those who might
attend any law school but for a student body representative of the
state's general oopulation.
We have, we believe, succeeded in that enterprise remarkably
well.

The faculty as a whole share a commitment to the teaching of

law to a diverse student body, and doing so as well as it can be
done.

It may be worthwhile to indicate several reflections of this

commitment.

At the most general level, hiring, retention, and

promotion decisions are heavily influenced by teaching evaluations
conducted by the faculty and the students.

This, more than any

othar criterion, governs the compoGition of the faculty.

; second

general indicator of concern Eor teaching may be found in the
attitudes of our students toward their educational experience.
school is probably

~owhere

Law

widely considered an amusing way to pass

time, but faculty members who have taught at other schools are
Jenuinely convinced that there is a greater sense of community and
excitement at New

~exico

than is found at most other institutions.

It is also appropriate to refer to the experimentation described in
the chapter on curriculum as evidence of the faculty's commitment
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to our educational or training function.

The individual and

collective investment of time required for curricular development
is very great, and worthwhile only in terms of improved teaching.
A more specific indication of individual commitment to teaching can be found in the materials used for classroom instructions.
In many law schools, teachers rely almost exclusively on commercially' available casebooks and sets of prob·lems.

Pre[)aration of one's

own teaching materials is an extremely time-consuming activity, for
which no reward exists beyond the sense that the educational
program has been in some degree enhanced,

It is a measure of the

faculty's acce[)tance of their responsibilities that, as Table 1
indicates, a vast number of. courses at this law school rely
entirely or significantly on materials prepared by the faculty
member teaching the course or by another faculty member who has
previously taught that course.

TABLE 1
MATERIALS USED IN LAW SCHOOL COURSES
1983-19fl4
No. of

F.;;culty

of
Courses

~o.

Commercial casebook

14

21

Casebook significantly supplemented
by, faculty (100 pages)

11

17

~aterials

25

52

This

entirely prepared by faculty
infor~ation,

which reflects the materials used for the

acactemic year 1983-84, indicates that almost every faculty member
employs materials prepared by himself or hersele in at least one
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course, and that the vast majority of cour5es are taught through
cases, readings, 9roblems, and other materials assembled by the
teacher.

The immense investment of time required to produce these

materials can only be explained by the faculty's interest in teaching as effectively as possible.
Another aspect of the f.aculty's commitment to the teaching
enterprise is reflected in the belief, formally incorporated in our
standards for promotion and tenure, that education is not solely or
even principally a classroom activity, conducted for six hours a
week.

Rather, we assume that much of our teaching, and the

students' learning, will take place outside of the classroom.
~ccordingly,

the faculty of this law school, unlike many others,

does not keep office hours but is generally in the school and available to students virtually all day long.

Moreover, the availabil-

ity of faculty members to students is published in a variety of
ways and, we are glad to say, relied upon heavily by the students.
The faculty has taken seriously its obligations to the
community as well.

A large number of faculty have served and do

serve on committees established by the executive and judicial
branches of state government, engage in contract work with state
agencies, and lend their services to a variety of community
activities,
It should also be said that service to national organizations
was also rendered by a significant

~umber

of faculty members.

It

is a reflection of this school's profound interest in legal education that its faculty are heavily involved in national legal educational organizations such as the Association of American Law
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Schools, the .tvnerican Bar Association, and the Law School !\dmissions council.

It is a reflection of the regard in which our

faculty members are held that they occupy important offices in
those organizations.

Among our faculty are three who have been

recent trustees of the Law school

Council (one has been

~dmissions

President), one who has served as a member of the

8xecuttv~

Commit-

tee of the Association of American Law Schools, and one faculty
member· serves on the governing board of the Council on Legal
Education Opportunity (CLEO); a far higher representation than is
true of most other law schools in the country.

In addition, one

faculty member is an officer of the American Association on Mental
Disability, the national organization of professionals from all
disciplines who are concerned with legtslation, litigation, and
policy regarding mentally disabled persons.
The

~aculty

have also widely engaged in presenting legal

matters to professional and lay groups, both nationally and
locally.

Table 2 sets out those activities for the ?.4 faculty

members on whom data are currently available.

This Table reelects

activities only during the period from January l, 1983 to
December 31, 1985.
TABLE 2
PAPERS AND SPEECHES
Jan, 1983 - Dec, 1985
24 F'aculty

~ational
N.~.

or International Audience

Bar or Law Audience

68

'lo. of

of
Faculty

Papers/Speeches

15

85

15

76

~o.

Audience

-----------

21.80
i>tany of the l?resentations to national grout's wet"e formal
l?abJet"s, and the audiences included groups oE law teachers at the
Annual Meeting of the Association of American Law Schools, the Law
&

Society

the

~ssociation,

~~et"ican

the Mid-Continent Law School Association,

Association for Mental Deficiency, the Law School

Admissions Council, the ABA Dean's Workshop, and other pt"ofessional
organizations.

In addition, many faculty pt"esented b)apers on local

and national legal issues to the New Mexico Bar Association and
Judicial Conferences.

A large number of speeches, usually

informal, were given to local groups of all kinds, ranging from the
Kiwanis Club to neighborhood citizen's groups, on a variety of subjects.

Three members of the faculty also had occasion to address

Canadian and

~exican

groups in connection with their specialties.

The previous discussion t"efers only to services to the community in which faculty
training.

~embers

drew expressly on their professional

No attempt will be made to list all of the general

community activities in which faculty have engaged.

~s

one might

expect, however, these activities reach almost every area that
might attt"act the attention of a varied group, from Cub Scouts tp
the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera, the Vortex Theatre to the
Albuquerque Boy Choir.
It

~ight

seem, perhaps, as if the demands of teaching and

service to the national and local community would preclude a commitment to scholarship.

Table 3, summarizing scholarly oroductions

for the 23 faculty on whom data were available, indicates that this
is not the case.
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TABLE 3
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Jan. 1983 - Dec. 1985
23 faculty*
:<o. of

No. of
Faculty

~

Books Published or Accepted for
Publication

7

9

Contributions to Books

8

15

Articles Published or Accepted for
Publication Outside ~.M.

10

20

Articles Published or Accepted for
Publication in N.M. ·

12

16

Monoqraphs

2

4

Book Reviews

3

10

* out of 26 full-time faculty members, excluding the Associate
Dean, Law Librarian, persons on leave at other institutions and
professors emeriti. Total number of faculty is greater than 23 due
to uultiple publications by faculty.
1his is a significant body of scholarly work to emerge from a
relatively small faculty over a three-year period.

Ni~eteen

of the

23 faculty for whom data were available published articles, books,

or book reviews during that period, appearing both in

~ew

Mexico

Journals (the New Mexico Law Review and the Natural Resources
Journal) and in journals published elsewhere.

The place of publica-

tion also reflects the division of subject matter between national
and local issues.

Looking only at articles published, an almost

even distribution between local and national audiences is plain.
When contributions to books are included, however, the balance
TIOves in favor of nationally-addressed scholarship.
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In a recent survey of publication activity by senior faculty
members in American law schools, from January 1, 1980 through 1982,
the University of New

~exico

stood 14th in its cadre of 58 law

schools based upon the average number of publications per senior
faculty member.
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What with leaves and administrative duties, it is difficult to
give a firm count of faculty at the law school at any one time.
There are, however, 30 persons who have full-time tenure or tenure
track appointments at the law school.

Of these, 24 (77%) have

tenure, and tenure decisions will be made on two others this
semester.

One tenure track position is presently open, and an

additional position has been authorized in the event that we can
attract a particular individual.

This year, one faculty member is

serving as President of the University, another is Acting Academic
Vice President, and a third is University Counsel.
of 30 also includes the Dean, the
Librarian.

~ssociate

The total count

Dean and the Law

Four members of the f.aculty are presently on leave

during this semester.

In addition to the 30 full time tenure track

positions, there is one permanent half time appointment, one
Research Professor, and two professors emeriti.

During the present

year, 5 individuals have visiting appointments to the law school:
Professor Edward Godfrey, former Justice of. the

~aine

Supreme Court

and Dean of the Maine School of Law; Professor Thomas Goetzl,
Golden Gate Law School; Ms. Maureen Sanders, former Director of the
Civil Division of the New Mexico Attorney General's Office; the
Honorable Ann Steinmetz, former New Mexico District Court Judge:
and Thomas Tapia, formerly in private law practice in Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

During the spring semester, the Chief Corporate and

Securities Counsel for sun Company will spend month at the law
school teaching a one credit course in Current Issues in Securities
Regulation.
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several years ago, the faculty voted to take one f.ull time
faculty position and use it to invite professors from other
colleges of the University to visit at the law school for a
semester or a year.

Because of financial difficulties in the

university, this is now funded only as a half-time position,
generally supporting a visitor from the main campus for one
semester.

During the past few years, the position has been

occupied by historians, psychologists and sociologists.

Presently,

the former chair of Sociology is with us half-time for the full
year,

Every other year, the law school has available the Hatch

Distinguished Professorship, presently occupied by Professor Graham
qughes of

~ew

York University.

The law school also has a director of its writing program, who
is not law trained, but who has a

P~.D.

specializing in learning issues.

This position is not, however,

funded on a permanent basis.

in Research Psychology

One clinical attorney is employed

during the current year and will be during the next year and
one-half on a federal grant.
The thirty professors obtained their first law degrees crom 17
different law schools:

Albany Law School, 1; University of Ari-

zona, l; Berkeley, 2; Boston College, 2; Georgetown, 3; qarvard, 6;
university of Indiana-Bloomington, 1; University of
University of New

~exico,

4; New York Law school, 1;

~ichigan,
~ew

l;

York uni-

vet"sity, 1: University of Oregon, 1; Sl1U, l; UCLA, 1: i'lashington
ryniversity, 1; Yale, 2; and Oxford, 1.
in law.

Bight have advanced degrees

Sixteen have taught at other law schools either as regular

faculty or as visitors.

The total number of schools at
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UNM faculty has taught is close to 30.

All but two faculty members

have had experience in the full-time practice of law ranging from
one to 13 years with an average of 4 years.
taught or conducted research abroad.

several have studied,

one is over 60, four

bet~een

50 and 60, seventeen between 40 and 50, seven between 30 and 40,
and one under 30.

One is just starting teaching this year, eight

have taught between 3 and 10 years, ten between 10 and 15 years,
and twelve have taught fifteen years or more.
During the current year twenty-two adjuncts (including a
historian and a philosopher} are teaching at the law school.

In

addition, approximately 100 lawyers and judges participate in the
various trial and appellate practice programs of the school, some
spending considerable time assisting in the teaching of courses
throughout a semester.
There is much to be proud of in our faculty, and it seems
right to express that pride in this report.
~;~y

It also seems right to

t'tat the compensation levels for a faculty with this

.iemonstr:~t

ed commitment to providing excellent leqal education and excellent
lawyers to the state and its citizens are low.

It is not that

faculty compensation is lower than the compensation paid to equally
well qualified lawyers in practice, although that is certainly
true.

Nobody on this faculty compares what he or she makes with

what our classmates earn in practice.

We understand, and accept,

that lawyers employed in an academic setting do not earn what practicing
~till

lawy~rs

earn.

The compensation at this school is, however,

very low compared to that paid academic lawyers at other law

schools.

Table 5 displays our compensation, together with that of
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nine othec law schools in the Southwest:
Colorado, Kansas,

O~lahoma,

Arizona, Arizona State,

Texas, Texas Tech, Utah, and Wyoming.

OE these ten schools, New Mexico had the second lowest salary
Eiguce and the third lowest fringe benefit package.

~ore

impor-

tant, last year we were $7300 below the median salary Eor these law
schools and $10,000 below the median total compensation.

These

f.igures say a great deal both about the salary available to faculty
here and the fringe benefit package.

Many schools, for example,

provide a non-contributory 15% tax-sheltered retirement plan, to
which our partial contributory plan does not compare Eavocably.
The weakness of our fringe benefit arrangements plainly compounds
the inadequacy of the base salaries at UNM.
Two other points must be
obvious:

~ade

about these figuces.

One is

they ace drawn from the 1984-85 academic year, and do not

ceflect the

celati~e

worsening of our position as a cesult of last

year's low salary increment.

This table, therefore, underrepce-

sents the compensation differential between this and comparable law
schools.
~~erican

The second point is that the figures compiled by the
Bar Association do not include cesearch grants given to

faculty members to support summer research activities.

This form

of suppoct is common at law schools, and might be consideced a
salary supplement.
UN~

Because of difficult financial circumstances,

has not recently been in a position to offec research stipends

to its faculty on a regular basis.

~or

a faculty member who would

qualify for such support, the difference between the compensation
at

~ew

Mexico and at the median would reach Sll,OOO-Sl2,000.
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TABLE 4
~EDIAN

School
1
2
3

SALARIES fOR COMPARABLE LAW SCHOOLS*
1984-1985

Fringe Benefits

Base Salary

4

5
6
7
B

UNM
10

(Source:

Total Compensation
$72,100
68,600
65,200
65,200
64,000
58,800
55 ,·400
54,200
54,000
52,100

$10,000
15,000
12,200
12,200
10,700
8,300
9,800
7,500
8,000
6,600

$62,000
53,600
53,000
53,000
53,300
50,500
45,600
46,700
46,000
45,500

American Bar AsBociation)

* See also comparisons made in the Budget section of this study,
What are the costs of inadequate compensation, and what do
they portend, for this law school?

Perhaps the most obvious, but

perhaps least important, is the sense of unfairness that faculty
members feel in knowing that they are oaid less than what other
state law schools, in comparable areas, think right to pay their
teachers.
This is, however, the least of the problems created by
inadequate compensation.

Far more significant are the effects that

underpayment may have on the discharge of our principal
bilities.

r~sponsi

Among these effects is the potential loss of faculty

members themselves, either to practice or to law schools offering a
~ore

attractive compensation plan.

These are not

~ythical

This year the faculty has lost one of its most productive

ris~s.
~embers

to the practice of law, in part at least, because the financial
rewards were .so much greater.

This loss is deeply regrettable,

because the colleague who left was an expert in his area.
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Perhaps,

however, even significant improvement in faculty salaries would not
have kept him because it is simply not to be ex?ected that the law

school will be able to pay lawyers to the extent that
practice can.

~rivate

Indeed, next year it is likely that 5 faculty will

be on leave without pay for part or all of the year.

Under the

present conditions, it will be fortunate if all return.
This cannot be said, however, should we lose faculty to other
law schools.

We have only lost one faculty member in this way

within recent years, but that is not because offers have not been
made to present faculty members by schools of at least equal
reputation and standing.

Ultimately, those offers--sometimes after

a visit f.or a semester or a year--have been rejected, but the
reasons for rejection have to do with continuing commitment to the
of this school rather than because financial aspects were

~rogram

as favorable here as there.
In the final analysis, it is the damaging eefects on the perE~rmance

of our teaching, service, and scholarly responsibilities

that underpayment may create that should be the greatest cause f.or
concern.

As the average faculty age moves into the 40-45 year

range and choices must be made about their children's high school
and college educations, there is good reason to expect that income
will become increasingly important.
inco~e

As that happens, outside

will be sought to relieve the consequences of underpayment.

So long as the University limitation of one day a week in outside
employment is observed, there is nothing illegal or inappropriate
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in seeking outside compensation.

Faculty members on a

nine-~ont~

contract are entirely free to work during the summers for as rnuch
time as they like.
Commitments to practice on a significant scale may be expected
to reduce the amount of time faculty members have available to
vursue teaching outside the classroom.

The tradition, as we have

said, has been for faculty to be available virtually all day long,
five days a week.
An even more predictable cost of the movement towards outside
compensation will fall in the area of scholarship.

Even without

income problems, scholarship at this law school has always represented "stolen time."

When teaching responsibilities are taken as

seriously as they are here, and particularly when faculty make themselves routinely available outside class hours as well as during
classes, the time to carry out difficult and long-term research
must often be taken from evenings, weekends, and summer vacations.
If that time must, however, be dedicated to income-producing activities, even teaching every summer, scholarship will
~eavily

necess~rily

and

be affected.

Moreover, it will not be enough merely to raise the compensation levels of the faculty, if continued excellence in all of the
school's responsibilities is seriously desired.

To the extent that

teaching continues to be understood as requiring close and frequent
consultation with students throughout the academic year, scholarship will be substantially conducted during the summer.

Direct

suoport for research undertaken during the summer is necessary for
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those faculty who actively
pe~petually

pu~sue

that activity, if they are not

to be faced with a choice between financially

rewa~ding

pursuits and legal scholarship, which is customarily uncompensated.

That is not to ask

sometimes (and
is

cu~rantly

w~ongly)

fo~

a "paid vacation," as a sabbatical is

conside~ed,

uncompensated despite its intimate connection with the

discharge of our professional

13.

but for payment for work that

responsibiliti~s.

~

The Law School is fortunate to have a highly motivated and
talented staff,

The approximately 16 full-time non-library and 25

library staff members, make a vital contribution to both the smooth
functioning and the positive

atmosphe~e

of the school.

The staff

of the Institute of Public Law and the American Indian Law Center,
while not directly involved in the educational process of the Law
School and therefore not discussed herein, are also an important
part of the UNM Law School community.

The staEE has traditionally

assisted both students and faculty by editing, typing and providing
a wide range of administrative support.

Downstairs - Dean's Area
Ms. Peggy Lovato, the Assistant to the Dean, assumed that
position in 1983, replacing

~s.

Kathryn Nauyak who had been with

the Law School for over 18 years.
in the Law Clinic, most recently as
over ten years.

Prior to this,
~ssistant

~s.

Lovato

wor~ed

to the Director, for

Dianne Gropper, Administrative Assistant, has been
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assisting the

-

~ssociate

Dean in the areas of financial aid, place-

ment, admissions and miscellaneous administrative duties since June
1981.

Dianne succeeded Ms. Mary Crume, who retired in 1984 after

over 18 years at the Law School.

Susan Collins is a relative

newcomer to the Law School but is making appreciated contributions
to our productivity.
1985.

~s.

She became the Dean's secretary in October

Charla Gomez worked as a work-study student for several

years before joining us on a full-time basis in

~ay

1985 as a

Clerical Specialist.

Downstairs - Central Office
As the most visible person at the School, Ms.

Et~el

~.

Ortenburger is also one of the most helpful and responsive.

She

has been the Law school's receptionist and "voice" on the telephone
since August, 1980.
~s.

Camille M. Pompeo has been in the office since May 1984.

She is currently the OS-6 operator and was an Editorial Assistant,
using the IBM Displaywriter, prior to that.
~r.

Edward K. Fuge became the Law School's Administrative

Coordinator in May 1983.

He has done an impressive job

sine~

replacing Lou Camp, who retired in 1983 after over 20 years of
service.

Ed performs the functions of the registrar within the Law

School as well as serving as faculty secretary and administering
budgetary and financial matters.
A one year

~ositi~n

of Assistant Coordinator has been filled

by Mr. Placido Gomez for the 1985-86 academic year.

~r.

Gomez has

assisted the Associate Dean and the faculty in a wide variety of
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administrative matters, including admissions, placement, and the
first year writing program.

Downstairs - Natural Resources Center
~s.

Helen R. Rucker, the

~ssistant

to the Director, has been

guiding the Natural Resources Journal and, later, the Center since
1965.

~s.

Rucker administers the entire publication process of the

National Resources Journal, including proofreading, key entering
and printing.

In 1979,

~s.

secretary to the Center.
the Law

~eview

Barbara Jacques began working as

Barbara administers the accounts for both

and the Journal in addition to her secretarial

duties.

Copy Center
Ms. Norma

~.

Schmider has been the Supervisor of the Law

School's Copy Center and
operator, since 1977.

~r.

Terry L. Gordon has been its multilith

Norma worked for the Law School

~dministra-

tion for over three years prior to taking the position in the Copy
Center.

Norma and Terry have made sure that students

~re

eurnished

with materials despite impossible deadlines and last minute
necisions by faculty.

Upstairs - Clinic
The Clinical Law Program staff is composed of the eollowing
positions:
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2193
Sandra Struve is the Assistant to the Director of the Clinical
Law Program (Program Specialist).
since August 1981.

Sandy has been

wit~

the Clinic

She began as an Editorial Assistant I; in

September of 1983, she was promoted to her present position.
The receptionist (Clerical Specialist Vl is Maria Gonzales.
She has been with the Clinic since November 1983.
The file clerk (Clerical Specialist V) for the Clinic is Rose
Hubbard, who has only been with the Clinic for
months.

ap~roximately

3

In addition to keeping case files in order, Rose is the

liaison person between the Clinic and the courts and the Public
Defender's Office.
Evelyn Baca came to work for the Law School in December 1979.
She worked in the main office as the receptionist until June of
1980, when she came to the Clinic as the file clerk.
position until

~ovember

She held this

1985, when she was given a lateral move to

Editorial Assistant I.
At this time, the Clinic has only one Editorial Assistant II.
(A search is currently underway for the second position,)
position is held by susan Godbey, who startai
receptionist in March 1983.

wit~

This

the Clinic as

In October of 1983, susan was

Promo~ed

to the Editorial Assistant I position vacated by Sandy Struve.
When Sandy left the position, it was in the process of being
upgraded.

The position was officially upgraded to an Editorial

Assistant II in July 1984,
The Editorial Assistant positions are

~ainly

word processing

positions, although susan is also in charge of keeping track of the
students' cases, entering these on the computer and doing weekly
printouts of such.
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Since Ms. Struve has been Assistant to the Director, the
Clinic has had 8 turnovers in positions, counting promotions from
within.

Most of the people who have left the Clinic have done so

for higher paying jobs.

Upstairs - raculty
Ms. Janet Cox, who began working at the Law School in 1966,
presides as Administrative

~ssistant

over the flow of faculty

articles and assorted paperwork.
Ms. Carol Kennedy, Assistant Editor and the Law School's
artist-in-residence, in addition to supervising the IBM complex,
has been at the School since 1968.

She recently returned to us

from a two year tour in Santa Fe.
In October 1985, Ms. Norma oliver joined Carol as an Editorial
Assistant, working on the IBM Displaywriter.
· Ms. Sabra Dreyer, Clerical Specialist V, joined the Law School
in July 1984 and assists the faculty with word processing on her
DEC Rainbow computer.
Ms. Cox, Ms. Kennedy, Ms. Dreyer, and Ms. Oliver are now
responsible for 'preparing the bulk of the publications of the
faculty.

Library
See Chapter VII for a description of the Library staff.
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21S5
Services
Ms.
Ms. Linda

~ary

s.

Helen Maurer, Food Services Supervisor since 1980 and
Dooley, her assistant since 1981, keep the Law School

community well nourished with their excellent selections in the
Canteen.
Mr. Dan Noyes, Video Engineer since 1982, provides invaluable
technical expertise in videotaping lectures, mock trials and moot
court arguments in a manner that assures maximum educational value
for our students.
The non-library and library staff members are important
colleagues.

Their cooperation and willingness to contribute their

considerable talents and energies to our community exceeds the
usual scope of support that might be expected given their general
level of compensation.

University-wide, staff compensation is

estimated at 20% less than comparable positions in private and
public sector offices in

~lbuquerque.
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VI.

A,

CURRICULUM

INTRODUCTION

The Law School seeks to develop a true academic community
where students and teachers work together to provide the best
possible legal education for what may be the most diverse student
body in any law school in the country.
to teaching

The faculty are dedicated

a process that goes on both inside and outside of

the classroom.

The School has developed an innovative curriculum

without abandoning those traditional elements of legal education
which have proved to be successful.

The most distinctive character-

istics of the curriculum are the very intensive first year program,
the clinical program, and the strong emphasis placed on trial and
appellate moot court work and skills training.

The School is com-

mitted to offering a broad variety of introductory and upper level
courses, and to offering an opportunity to specialize in Natural
Resources.

The curriculum also provides a variety of independent

research opportunities, and encourages students to take courses in
other divisions oE the University.

The faculty and administration

encourage and support new course ideas and new teaching techniques.
ti~s

Finally, the curriculum encompasses courses and opportunifor students with actual or predicted academic problems.

B.

CURRICULUM OEVELOPMENT

The Curriculum Committee (five faculty and four students)
reviews the curriculum annually and offers a proposed curriculum
Eor student comment and faculty approval.
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While the faculty

believe the teaching program is the best offered at any law school,
the School thoroughly reviews the entire curriculum each year.
Last year's curriculum
(~ppendix

J).

is attached to this report

~roposal

The annual process of curricular design is time

consuming, but the committee has committed substantial time and
energy to systematically and comprehensively review the entire
curriculum and to engage in long-range planning for the curriculum
as a whole.
There is general agreement that the strengths of the curriculum are its flexibility, diversity, the clinical program, the
natural resources program, the first year writing program, the
specialty courses, and the sectioning of first year courses.

C.

THE FIRST YEAR PROGRAM

The first year program is divided into two separate semester
offerings with no courses spanning the entire year.

During the

current year, the first semester includes the following courses:
Introduction to Law, Contracts, Property Law/Legal History, Legal
Writing, Legal Research, and either Legislative and Administrative
Process or Legal Analysis Workshop.
~

recent innovation in the first year, first semester, currie-

ulum is Introduction to Law first taught in the Fall of 1984.

In

this course, students are introduced to the study of law and a
legal career by way of a wide range of readings from various disciplines.

The justifications for the legal system and the role of

the lawyer in it are explained.

The class format includes small

group discussions, whole first year class sessions,
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a~d

interim

Z:t98
writing assignments.

The format is designed to enable first year

students to get to know each other well.

Materials for the course

have been compiled from a variety of sources by Professors Karl
Johnson and Ann Scales.
Legislative and Administrative Process was also introduced
into the first year curriculum in the fall of 1984.

This course is

designed to illustrate and analyze the processes by which policy is
translated into law and then applied -- and how these processes are
themselves governed by law.

The course is thus an introduction to

the processes of public law, with emphasis on the lawyer's role in
dealing with officials who formulate

~nd

administer law.

It conse-

quently de-emphasizes law-making and applying by privata transactions and the courts, the traditional focus of the first-year law
curriculum.

The course also has a methoctological function:

to

teach the principles and techniques of statutory construction and
interpretation.
The first year legal writing program has been strengthened in
the past three years by
faculty to the program.
~ichele

co~nitting

the resources of the entire

The program is designed and coordinated by

Minnis1 Ph.D., in consultation with Professor Scott Taylor

and several other member::s of. the faculty.

The course is built

around weekly, one-hour, small-group meetings.

8ach small group

consists of a faculty writing advisor and four or five students.
T~e

weekly meetings are

~upplemented

by six workshops.

shops focus on general composing and editing skills.

Two

wor~

Four work-

shops F.ocus on law school examinations.

This course covers the

style and conventions of legal writing.

tveekly
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2199
a~e

designed to

criticism,
In

sha~pen

~evision

pa~ticular,

student skills in analysis, composition,

and editing.
the course gives students practice in writing

law office memoranda.

Concentration in law office memoranda is

done, in part, to prepare students for their first major assignment
for the course in Advocacy taught in the second semester.

The last

of the three legal memo assignments in the legal writing ~ourse is
directly

to the case students are assigned in the

~elated

~dvocacy

course.
~ew,

if any, other law schools commit the resources of its

entire faculty to the task of teaching first year legal writing.
The program is intended to develop the legal writing skills of all
of the incoming students, to identify students who need more intensive work in writing or analysis, .to provide social

suppo~t

to

students who may have difficulty adjusting to the pressure of the
first year of law school, and to involve all faculty members in the
Ei~~t

year academic activity.

The course

i~poses

a significant

:)urden on the students (who receive one credit for their work) and
upon the faculty (who receive no teaching credit for their
this program).

~ork

in

Despite the burdens, the program was unanimously

approved by the faculty and generally welcomed by the students this
fall.
Legal research skills are presented to students in their first
semester of law school through a series oE lectures and
assignments.

~he

library faculty.

~roblem

lectures and assignments are preparad by the
The problems are graded and must be completed

satisfactorily by a student before he or she can be admitted to a
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clinical course.

Because completion of a clinical course is

required at UNM, the completion of the legal research problem is
required.

The legal research skills learned by students in their

first semester are reinforced by the requirement that they apply
these skills to the legal problems they confront in the second
semester Advocacy course.
Legal Analysis Workshop is offered as an alternative to Legis-·
lative and Administrative Process to about 25 members of the first
year class, based on their admission credentials.

The students

with the lowest admission predictors (LSAT and UGPA) are assigned
to this course although, effective Fall 1985, they may elect not to
participate (only 1 student did so elect in the Fall semester,
1985) and any slots thus vacated are made available to all other

students in the Eirst year class on a lottery basis (2 students
Erom the class at large elected to join the class).

The

cour~e

uses the same materials used in Legislative and .1\dministrative
Process.
The objectives of the course are to develop skills in reading
cases

t~rough

a more direct approach to teaching legal analysis 9nd

to develop the skills essential for writing good law school examinations.
?r~cess,

The course consists of three components:

the Self-Learned

Legal Analysis and Exam Writing, and the Tutorial.

The

Self-Learning Component is designed to help students become conscious of how they learn and to adapt their personal learning
styles to law school courses.

The Legal Analysis and Exam Writing

Component focuses on (a) the reading and analysis of legal materials, especially cases 1 and (b) the communication of one's analysis
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3nd learning in writing on examinations and orally in the classroom.

The Tutorial Component provides students with assistance in

oriefing cases, analyzing groups of cases, writing exam answers and
studying the substantive materials in other courses.
The first semester courses in Property and Contracts are
similar to those taught at most law schools in the first year.
Both are, however, given less credit than at some other schools and
this has required some rethinking of the content of. both courses.
Contracts emphasizes the issues of what promises are enforced by
the law and how they are enforced.

The Property course introduces

the students to the legal concept of

~roperty

through personal and

real property cases, and covers estates in land through a historical approach.

Upper division courses in Contracts and Property

deal with both subjects in greater detail.
The second semester of the first year consists of Introduction
to Advocacy, Torts, Civil Procedure I, and Criminal Law.

Students

are also permitted, but not required, to choose an elective from a
group selected as suitable for first year students.
In Introduction to Advocacy, students manage a simulated case,
from interviewing a client, through filinq pleadings (a complaint
or answer), discovery and preparing fact and legal memoranda, to
oral argument and brieF. writing.

The course also serves as a

vehicle for teaching legal research and writing.
st~dents,

each

wor~ing

Six groups of

with its own faculty member and student

assistant, are divided into three plaintiffs' groups and three
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defendants' groups.

Members of the bar, third year students, and

other faculty members judge the final oral arguments in the last
week of the spring semester.
The Advocacy course provides a useful illustration of the
degree to which the first year program has been a tnatter of concern
and an area in which resources have been heavily invested.

The

Advocacy course was added to the curriculum over fifteen years ago,
and originally was taught by adjunct faculty under the supervision
of one or two full-time faculty members.

Each adjunct faculty

member had a small section, and there was considerable difference
among sections in grading, content and philosophy.

over the years

the program has expanded into the course taught by six full-time
faculty members.

It is the most faculty intense course offered at

the Law School.
The course places a very heavy burden on Eaculty

~embers,

who

are expected to teach the fundamentals of legal research and
writing and review with great care lengthy papers and briefs of
twenty students.

The faculty members are also expected to teach

another course during this
academic activities.

sem~ster

and participate in other

By rotating the faculty who teach this

course, the Law School has been able to maintain a high level of
energy and enthusiasm in a course, perhaps unique among law
schoo~s,

that traditionally leaves its f.aculty and students both

excited about the legal process and exhausted.
The

~dvocacy

course

~lso

illustrates the extent to which the

video facilities are used in teaching.

In most sections, students

tape a practice argument, view that tape with a faculty •ember, artd
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discuss the tape prior to the final arguments.

All final arguments

are taped, and the tapes are used for a full evaluation of the
student's performance and also as a teaching mechanism through
which faculty member and student can view the final tape together
and discuss it.

In addition, video is used to present certain

other parts of the course, such as the initial client interview.
The courses in Criminal taw, Civil Procedure I and Torts are
similar to those traditionally taught in the first year.

The

second semester also offers an intramural moot court experience for
first year students, and an opportunity to "try out" for law
review.
A.s the curriculum committee reports of the past several years
show, much attention has been given by the faculty to restructuring
the first year,
tion:

This has resulted in considerable experimenta-

for example, the courses in Introduction to Law and Legis-

lative and Administrative Processes in the current first year
curriculum.

The goals of the faculty have been fairly constant:

to provide an introduction to the law in the first year that both
exposes the students to the broader issues in the legal procGss and
starts them on their way to becoming good technicians.

We believe·

that we have attained a measure of success in achieving a balance
between teaching those skills that are essential to good lawyering,
represented most clearly by the advocacy course and the courses
traditionally taught in the first year such as torts and contracts,
and the need for lawyers to be aware of how our legal system

works.

It is fair to state, however, that no one on the eaculty

feels that we have an ideal first year program or that
experimentation is likely to cease in the near future.

D.

SECOND AND THIRD YEAR CURRICULUM

Constitutional Law is required in the first semester of the
second year.

The only other required courses are ethics, a six-

hour clinical experience, and a writing requirement (fulfilled by
intramural or national moot court competition, law review Qarticipation, or by completing specific courses designated by the
faculty).

Virtually all students, however, take all of the core

courses offered here and at other law schools such as Evidence,
Business Associations, Commercial Law, Civil Procedure II, Property
II, etc., and making these courses required would affect the
courses taken by only a very F.ew students.

Having the courses as

electives does, however, allow students to select when they take
the course more freely and consequently allows them to take other
course that may be offered only in some years.
The second and third year electives are made up of such
staples as Income Taxation, Evidence, and Property II, a broad
range of courses and seminars on numerous topics, and a variety of
trial practice offerings.
offered each semester.

A wide variety of elective courses are

This year, for example, in addition to

clinical courses, trial practice courses and courses involvinq
with the journals, over 80 electives are available.
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wor~

Students may

Z205
also design individual research projects with faculty members, and
~ay

take a limited number of credits in approved courses in other

divisions of the University.
In core curriculum areas basic courses are usuall•t followed by
,nore specialized courses.

For example, this year the survey course

in Commercial Law is followed by a small elective courses in Commercial Paper and Negotiability, Sales, Commercial Drafting and
Creditors' Rights.

The first course in Business Associations is

followed by Business Associations II, Corporate Taxation and Business Planning, while the property area, in addition to Property I
and Property II, has courses in Real Estate Planning and Community
Property.

~

significant experiment during the current year is the

teaching of Taxation in short blocks.
A number of prospective and international law courses are
offered as electives.

During the current year the following course

were offered in addition to Introduction to Legal Method:
prudence, Alternate

~ethods

~!exican

of Dispute qesolution,

JurisBusiness

Law, Legal Regulation of the Medical Profession, Law and Medical
Sthics, Law and Social Change, Lnternational Legal Problems,
Supreme Court Decision-Making, Visual Art Law, First
~ights

Amend~ent

and the Public Forum, New Mexico tand and Water 9istory,

Indian Law, Environmental Law,
~mericari

La~

of International

~elations,

Constitutional History, Deterrence, Private International

Law, and Church and State.
~any

of the faculty members have designed oractice oriented

,roblem courses in particular substantive areas.
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These courses are

designed to provide a substantive legal background while also training students in the requirements and techniques of practice.

For

example, students are taught to draft documents in a contracts
drafting course 1 they develop, incorporate, and modify ?usinesses
in Business Planning; they argue current issues before administrative agencies in Administrative Law1 they prepare Supreme Court
briefs on First Amendment issues in Church and State; and they take
on the role of the bench in Supreme Court Decision Making.
The curriculum committee is committed to an in-depth evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the second and third year
curriculum during 1985-86,

At the faculty retreat held in Taos,

New "1exico, in September 1985, the chair of. the curriculum committee distributed a di~cussion paper concerning the ~tructure,
purpose and goals of the second and third year curriculum.

a

~fter

lengthy discussion, faculty directed the curriculum committee to
proceed with a complete analysis of the upper level curriculum.
copy of the discussion paper is

A

~ttached.

Trial Practice is available to approximately eighty students
each year in several
sections.

o~tions,

all of which involve small classes or

During most years, students may elect to take Trial

Practice (1) combined with Evidence; (2) in an intense National
Institute of Trial Practice style of workshop offered during the
intersession between the first and second semesters; or (3) as a
separate and discrete course.

Common to all of these 0fferings is

the emphasis on student performance in simulated

preble~~.

Video-

tnoed critiques of student performances are used extensively in
each of the trial oractice offerings.

Members of the bar are

heavily utilized for demonstrations and as judges in mock trials.
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It is not surprising that the faculty members who have designed and
who teach in these extraordinary courses are regularly called upon
to design and participate in national trial advocacy programs.

B.

THE APPELLATE

~OOT

COURT PROGRAMS

The Law School makes a substantial commitment to moot court
work.

In addition to the moot court aspects of the first year

~dvocacy

course, participation is encouraged in the intramural moot

court competition in the spring and in the national tnoot court competition in the fall.

The School sponsors two teams in the

national moot court competitions each year.

A faculty member

receives course credit for advising the teams, and the national
moot court team members receive two graded credits each for the
eall semester work.
The national moot court effort in the fall is intensive,

The

two teams argue in practice rounds at the Law School for several
weeks prior to the regional competition, and their briefs go
through multiple drafts.
~nd

The faculty secretaries type the briefs,

the Copy Center runs the necessary copies.

Faculty members

other than the advisor pr6vide some editing suggestions and many
faculty members assist in the judging of the practice rounds, as do
~lbuguerque

members of the

and Santa Fe bars.

our region includes ,;rizona r Utah r Colorado I
and

~ew

Mexico.

been satisfying.
teams

mai~tained

competition.

I~

t.~ontana r

lvyoming

The results at the regional competition level have
For seven years, from 1976 through 1983, our
a string of first place awards in the regional
1985, we again

~laced
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first in the region.

:

Frequently, one of the New Mexico teams places

fir~t

in the

regional competition and goes on to the national competition in new
York.

The second New Mexico team usually places second or third in

the regional competition.

The faculty and students who participate

in the moot court effort consider it one of the best

l~arning

experiences available at the Law School.
The 6 members of the final teams are selected by an ad hoc
faculty-student committee which bases its decisions on the results
of the spring intramural competition.

The members of the national

team run the spring competition under the supervision of a faculty
me~ber,

writing the problem, grading the briefs, administering the

trial and final argument rounds, and acting as judges in these
rounds.

All students are eligible to participate in the

~pring

competition; however, the competition largely attracts first year
students, with the result that the National Moot Court team is
~stJally

comprised of students in their second year when they

compete regionally and nationally.

About 20 students usually
;

participate in the intramural competition.
In addition, the school has begun to send teams to the
Frederick Douglas Moot Court Competition, and the Jessop International Law Competition.

P.

CLIENT COUNSELING

The Law School also makes a commitment to teaching client
counseling skills.

In addition to the client counseling aspects of.

Introduction to ;dvocacy, the clinical program and the interviewing
course, the School encourages participation in the
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intra~ural

client counseling competition and the national client counseling
competition.

This

p~og~am

was named the Helene Simson Client

Counseling Competition in 1984 in
Simson who was
member
and

ba~

membe~s

~dvises

hono~

of the late Professor

~esponsible

for building the

the teams.

Faculty

membe~s

p~og~am.

and

membe~s

~ounds.

assist in judging practice and final
of the client counseling teams do not

A faculty

~eceive

of the bench
~lthough

course

credit, their success in our region has evidenced sound and
thorough preparation.

G.

TRIAL ADVOCACY COMPETITION

The Law School has
in the ABA-Texas
tion.

Tri~l

~ecently

made a commitment to participate

Lawyers National Trial Advocacy Competi-

After an intramural competition in 1984-85, the Law School

selected six students to participate in the

~ational

Competition.

Both the UNM teams scored exceptionally well in the regional competition and one of the teams advanced to the national finals.
the finals, the UNM team placed second in the nation.
competition was concluded, that team oE students had
benefit of having tried more than

H.

thi~ty

In

When the
~eceived

the

critiqued jury trials.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS

The New Mexico Law Review, once a part of the Natural
Resources Journal, is now an independent, student-run publication
wit~

an editorial staff of 3.

Presently in its fifteenth year, the

Law Review appears three times per year, with a circulation of
about 900.

In addition to the editorial staff, returning second
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2210
year students act as editorial assistants.
~ade

Staff selections are

hy its editorial staff on the basis of a writing sample

provided by first and second year candidates in a spring writing
competition.

The Law Review members select the editorial board.

The Law Review, which contains approximately 600 pages a year,
publishes a wide variety of articles, primarily those of interest
to the New
Mexico Law.

~exico

bar,

One issue is devoted to a survey of New

Acting Dean Hart is designated as faculty advisor.

The size of its staff varies from year to year, but the number
averages about 25.

Students who participate in the New Mexico Law

Review also receive course credit (one hour per semester).
The Natural Resources Journal, now in its ?.5th year, is an international, interdisciplinary publication devoted to the study of
natural and environmental resources, with an emphasis on research
directly relating to public policy.

The Journal publishes approxi-

mately 1,000 pages annually in 4 quarterly issues and has an international circulation of about ?.,000.

It contains articles and

symposia written by leading authorities in the natural resources
field, reports and analyses of recent developments

~nd

decisions

prepared by the student editorial staff, and book reviews.
fessor Utton serves both as Natural

~esources

Pro-

Editor and faculty

advisor, and there is a student editorial staff of approximately
6.

Student members of the Journal staff also receive course credit

of one hour per semester.
Both the Review and the Journal share the same budget, the
major cost being printing.

Enough money is budgeted Eor 7 issues a

year of approximately 200 pages each.
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The two publications share

2211
an office area on the first floor of the new library wing, while
t~e

support staff is located in the faculty wing as part of the

~atural

Resources Center.

~lthough

the two publications separated in 1971, they contin-

ued to share the same student editor until 1977.

The two journals

now are autonomous and the editorial board of the Review has become
sufficiently self-sustaining that the faculty advisor is able to
allocate most of his time to the Journal.

The student editors

(nine) of the two journals receive a partial tuition scholarship in
recognition of their supervisory work.
The Law School publications represent an important area of the
curriculum in which writing is a central element.

A variety of

faculty members offer editing advice and help to students involved
in these publications.

At least 11 faculty members have edited

student work, with two having spent 20 hours each last semester on
editing.

I.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

The general requirement for independent research is that a
substantial paper be completed on a topic which will not duplicate
course work otherwise available in the curriculum.

On the average,

over 20 second and third year students elect this option each
year.

The maximum total number of hours that can be taken by a

student as independent research is 5, with a maximum of 3 hours
oermitted during any one semester,
supervising a

~aximum

Faculty members are limited to

of 6 hours a semester.
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Independent research

~~ejects

a~e

normally approved when

students wish to research topics not covered in existing

cou~ses

or

seminars, but independent research credit is available for projects
begun in a regular seminar or course where the student wishes to
continue and expand his or her research.

J.

THE CLINICAL LAN PROGRAM
1.

History

In 1970, the New Mexico Supreme Court spurred major changes in
~ew

Mexican legal education by adopting a rule

to practice before state courts.

pe~itting

students

Although the Law School had recog-

nized the potential value of field training, it had not previously
committed resources to the task.

Students' field experiences had

been limited to placements at Albuquerque's Legal Aid Offices,
where

ove~worked

staff attorneys had little time to plan or super-

vise a comprehensive legal apprenticeship.
the new rule and a grant

fro~

Given the impetus of

the Council on Legal Sducation and

Professional Responsibility, the School started an in-house program
to prepare students for legal practice.

Small in its beginnings --

staffed by one professor in a trailer office next to the Law School
-- the program grew as the faculty's commitment to clinical legal
education grew.
Today, approximately forty students participate each semester.

They are supervised by tenured

o~

visiting law professors in

a ratio of approximately one professor to every eight students.
The program is based at the School in a spacious, attractive, and
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9 ~13

well-staffed facility which
~anagement

technology.

offices of the

affo~ds

the latest in law office

It also has a small downtown branch in the

Be~nalillo

County District Attorney.

Few law

schools approach UNM in its investment in clinical training.
good

~eason,

the University of New

~exico

is widely

~egarded

With
as

having the country's finest program in practical lawyering.

2.

Clinical Method

Clinical training focuses on problem solving.

It

conf~onts

students with the problems of real clients who have real interests
in resolving them.

The students

a~e

expected to deal with these

problems as professionals, taking responsibility

fo~

decision and

action.
Through simulated client conferences and videotaped live
conferences, the clinical faculty coach the students through every
step in pursuing a case:

interviewing a client, diagnosing the

client's legal problems, gathering and weighing the facts of the
case, analyzing the facts in relation to applicable law, planning
~trategy,

drafting legal instruments, and writing briefs.

Students

and faculty also work to9ether preparing negotiation conferences,
conducting trials, and, where necessary, composing appellate briefs
and arguing appeals.

Faculty-student relationships developed

through working on clients' problems are closely collaborative,
modeled on the relationship of partner to associate.
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3.

Curriculum and Facilities

To satisfy graduation requirements, students must complete a
six credit hour clinical internship.

The six credit hours must be

earned in Law Practice or District Attorney courses directly supervised by law professors.

Students also have the opportunity ear

placements outside the law school "in-house" clinic.

The academic

credit earned by students for off campus work in judges' or attarneys' offices {"Law Office Extern" and "Judicial Extern") counts
toward completion of the J.D. degree, but does not count toward
completion of the Clinical Internship requirement.

Students can

begin their clinical work once they have earned 30 credit hours in
the academic program.

4.

Law Practice Clinic

The Clinic is run as a law firm, loosely organized into four
depa~tments.

Upon enrolling in Law Practice, students state their

preferences for cases handled by one of the departments:

General

Practice, Elderly Law, Tax and Business, and Legislative and Administrative
problems.

~gencies.

Each department deals

Cases litigated, for example,

wit~

mi•;~ht

a variety of client
concern domestic

disputes, consumer grievances, or defense of criminal charges.

;11

Law Practice students are assigned a mix of cases from the four
departments; however, each student's expressed preference is taken
into account and his or her caseload is monitored
supervising attorney.

~y

his or her

The students also participate in a classroom

component.
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The law faculty supervising in Law Practice Clinic are all
full-time tenure track members of the faculty.
are a half-time supervisor on a visiting

The only exceptions

appoint~ent

who is a

former District Court Judge, and a staff attorney who team supervises with the Director of the Clinical Program in an effort to
establish an Elderly Law component in the Law Practice Clinic.
The Clinic maintains law student-faculty ratios of no more
than one to ten if the supervisor is full-time in the Clinic, and
one to five if the faculty supervisor is one-half time.

In recent

years, the Clinic has made an effort to involve its core of six
clinical faculty in teaching purely academic courses and to involve
it~

~cademic

faculty in supervision in the Clinic.

This effort has

resulted in substantial crossover within the faculty and has benefited both the clinic and the classroom curriculum.
The Clinic's floorplan and other physical properties reinforce
its dual functions as law office and training center.

The core of

the facility is a 4,500 square-foot oak panelled room enclosed at
its north end by a wall of windows framing the Sandia mountain
ranqe,

The room's center serves as workspace eor an ofELce man-

ager, four secretaries, and thirty-four student interns.

Offices

for the clinical faculty are located along the room's east side.
The south end of the room opens into a front of.Eice
a

receptionist~s

permane~tly

The interview and conference

installed video cameras wired to recorders

and monitors in the hack office,
~tudent

includes

station, a waiting roorn for clients, four inter-

view rooms and a conference room.
rooms have

#hie~

With the client's consent, a

can record a case conference.

l04

The student's faculty

:

advisor can then either observe the conference in progress or
review the videotape with the student after the conference.
Every effort has been made to maintain the Clinic as a stateof-the-art law office.

case records, student work, and all other

office data are stored on computer files which are immediately
accessible for updating and review.

Each student is assigned a

carrel desk furnished with a telephone and a dictophone.

Learning

to use modern law office management tools is considered an important part of the students' training.

Hence, they are required to

use their carrel equipment, as well as the Clinic's word processors
and computer-assisted LEXIS and WESTLAW legal research [)rOgt"ams.
The students are also given hands-on experience working with
computers in a law office context.

They are shown how to use

computers to manage office caseloads, prepare legal documents, and
acquire other timesaving skills.

For example, one professot" has

designed a prototype software program that allows: students to
develop a trial notebook -- a set of quick-reference notes for
vat"ious courtroom situations that might arise during a particular
trial.
The bulk of the Clinical Program's funding is from the University of

~ew ~exico.

Purchase of much of the Clinic's equipment and

furnishing was made possible by a $100,000 grant from the Council
on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility.

The Legal

Services Corporation, likewise, has provided the Clinic a SlOO,OOO
grant to fund student work with legal problems of the elderly.

u.s.

Department of Education also has recognized the Clinic's

exemplary standing by awarding it seven grants in seven years.
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The

these grants, for which the law school has been in competition with
many other schools, have supported various projects to enhance and
expand the Clinic's capability.
the District Attorney Program is directen by one professor who
is appointed as an

~ssistant

program is in session.

District Attorney during the time the

The director is assisted by two attorneys

on the Bernalillo County District Attorney's staff.

Students who

participate in the program are provided workspace in the n.A.'s
offices.
The District Attorney Program enrolls a maximum of six
students per semester.
cases.

The students prosecute criminal misdemeanor

These often concern charges of driving while intoxicated,

violating city or county criminal codes, or violating fish and game
laws.
The D.A. interns have considerable opportunity for court
experiences, as their caseloads of ten require almost daily courtroom appearances.

The students work closely with police officers

to prepare cases for trial, then spend many hours arguing before a
judge or before a judge and jury.

Their program gives them prac-

tice in arguing motions and appeals and in negotiating settlements.

K.

PROGRAM IN NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY

The program in natural resources policy is a multidisciplinary
program in the area of natural resources and environmental studies.

The program is 3 years old, and has an average enrollment of

10 to 12.

Students who participate are required to take a minimum
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of 9 hours from a list of related law courses, 6 hours from a list
of courses in related non-law fields, and 4 hours work on the
,atural Resources Journal.
The program is a modest but effective method of using existing
resources to encourage area specialization and interdisciplinary
·.vork.

Four faculty members and one research faculty member provide

the law course coverage; faculty members on main campus in economics, biology, political science, geology and public administration
have provided the related non-law course coverage.

There is some

feeling among the faculty that this program merits strengthening
and emphasis.

Specific suggestions to strengthen the program

include more speakers in the natural resources area and more
research projects for students and faculty.

L.

OTHER INTERDISCIPLINARY/JOINT DEGREE PROGRAMS

Any law student may receive credit toward his/her J.D. degree
for up to 6 hours' credit for graduate level courses taken in other
schools of the university while enrolled in the Law School.

Eight

students, most of whom were second-year students enrolled in one ;)f
the joint degree programs, elected this option this semester.

Un-

der current policy, any J.D. candidate, with the permission of the
Dean or Associate Dean, can enroll in any Master's or Ph.D. program
available at the University and work toward both degrees

concurrent~

ly.
Two such joint programs have been successful at the Law
School.

The first is a joint J.D.-M.B.A. program requiring approxi-

mately 4 years if summer courses are taken.
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It typically involves

2219
a full-time first year at the Business School, full-time second and
thi~d

years at the Law School, and a fourth year devoted to elec-

tives at both institutions.

The second is a joint J,D.-Haster of

Public Administration program.
Other interdisciplinary opportunities include a standing
permission for Ph.D. candidates in sociology to take certain law
school courses,

The permission extends to no more than two or

three students per semester and is given when requested by the
chairman of the Sociology Department.

The arrangement is based

upon the fact that the sociology Ph.D. program now offers a concentration in criminology.

In addition, graduate students in other

departments can take up to 6 hours oE courses in the Law School
with the permission of the appropriate university departmental
chairman and of the Law School

(~ssociate

instructor).

lOB

Dean and course

VII.

LIBRARY

The Law School Library i.s one of three autonomous lioraries at
It functions as

~art

of the Law

School and its policies and practices are made

wit~

the express or

the University of New Mexico.

im~lied

consent of the Law School Dean and faculty.

function is to serve"the study,

referen~e

Its Drimary

and the research needs of

the Law school student body and faculty.
A.

Facilities.
The

libra~y

occupies a wing of the Law School building

constructed in 1971 and enlarged in 1978.
functional, !'It tractive and comfortable.

Its facilities are
The public "::1reas of the

library occupy some 40,000 square feet and providG seating for 330,
with 33,000 linear feet of shelving, about 60% of which is presently tilled.

The public parts of the library occupy two floors:

upper floor containing about 60,000 carefully selected books
needed for reference and research, all of

~hich

an

~ost

are restricted for

use to the floor, and a lower f.loor of circulating books.

The

upper floor also contains the library's microform collection,
facilities for typing and copying, a rare book room, and rooms for
student/facility use of Lexis and Westlaw.

The upper floor also

has sGparate rooms which provide student access to a halE-dozen DEC
Rainbow terminals and suit"e of offices housing the Reference
Center.
~any

Books are grouped functionally on this floor, allowing

alcoves and carrels for personal study.

A Restricted subject

Group on the UQper floor provides ready access by subject to a
selection of the major treatises, looseleaf
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~~rvices,

etc., thus
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The Law School Library is one of three autonomous
the

U~iversity

of New Mexico.

li~raries

at

It functions as part of the Law

School and its policies and practices are made

wit~

the express or

implied consent of the Law School Dean and faculty.

Its

pri~ary

function is to serve "the study, referenae and the research needs of
the Law School student body and faculty.
A.

Facilities.
The

libra~y

occupies a wing of the Law School building
It~

cqnstructed in 1971 and enlarged in 1976,
functional, attractive and comfortable.

facilities are

The public areas of the

library occupy same 40,000 square feet and providG seating for 330,
with 33,000 linear feet of shelving, about 60% of which is presently filled.

The public parts of the library occupy two floors:

an

upper floor containing about 60,000 carefully selected books most
needed Ear reference and research, all of which are restricted Ear
use to the floor, and a lower f.loor of circulating books.
upper floor also contains the library's

microfor~

The

collection,

facilities for typing and copying, a rare book room, and roorns for
student/facility use of Lexis and westlaw.

The upper floor also

has separate rooms which provide student access to a half-dozen DEC
Rainbow terminals and suit"e of offices housing the Reference
Center.
~any

Books are grouped functionally on this floor, allowing

alcoves and carrels Ear personal study.

A Restricted Subject

Group on the upper floor provides ready access by subject to a
selection of the major treatises, looseleaf
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Decisions relating to acquisition of new materials and the
maintenance and development of collections are the responsibility
of the head librarian, who consults with the law faculty and
library faculty.

To augment and maintain these collections in

fiscal year 1984-85, the library added 7,000 new volumes and spent
$270,000 for new books, continuations, serials and related
automated services.
was

~219,000

$50,000.

However, the Book/Serial budget for 1984-85

so that the library was underbudgeted by over

It is primarily through the income realized from the use

of the library's six public photocopy machines that the deficit has
been able to be met (1,370,000 photocopies were made in 1984-85).
Additional support for Books/Serials was received from allocations
to the library by the Law School Dean made from the Law School
~lumni

Fund ($33,000 in 1982-83; $2920 in 19R3-84; $10,000 in

1984-85).

Over the last five years, the average budget increase

for Books/Serials has been about fi.5% while it is estimated that
inflation for these materials has increased 12-15% per year.

Thus,

the Law School Library requires a 20% increase in its Book/Serial
budget each year to pursue an aggressive acquisitions development
program.

c.

Staff,
The regular library staff. is just under 25 full-time equiv-

alent members.

This includes 5.5 professionals who are members of

the library faculty, 15.5 library specialists and technicians and
3.5 clerks.
year.

Student assistance totaled over 25,000 hours this past

Last year, about $435,000 was spent f.or salaries and student

work.
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The Law Library has made much use of "on-the-job training" to
create a

su~poct

staff of highly competent pacaprofessionals, in

lieu of creating faculty positions.

The Refecence Center, while

headed by a tenured faculty position, is effectively staffed with
Library Information Specialists who share equally in the complexities of law ceference service (with the exception of legal
cesearch), in the teaching of legal bibliogcaphy to first year law
students, and in Westlaw and Lexis tcaining.

It has been possible

to hire beginning reference staff at a lower technical level, and
have them reclassified as a matter of course as they gain experience in the department -- usually over a two-year period.
positions in the library, traditionally

~eld

Other

by faculty at other

libraries, are also held by paraprofessionals:

currently these

include the Head of Circulation, the Head of Bibliographic Control
(Cataloging), and the Head of Acquisitions.

In addition, original

cataloging is performed by parapcofessionals who have received
in-house training in both serials and monographic cataloging.
There is a continual attempt to have these jobs cecognized for the
complexities they entail by the university pecsonnel department.

~

ceclassification of positions cesulting in upward qrades was done
in 1984-85.

The resulting levels still fall short of approximating

even the lowest of professional salaries.

The success of this kind

of staff development depends on low turnover.

To replace such

people quickly and efficiently would require an increase of faculty
positions in the library, in order to acquire previous experience
and credentials without years of investment in
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In the last year and a half, at least three key members of the
library staff have left for jobs outside the university which
offered higher salary and greater job satisfaction.

The inadequate

remuneration of university employees continues to be a chronic
problem.

There is serious dissatisfaction among the library

faculty regarding salaries and other benefits, e.g., total salary
increases have averaged 2% over the past three years.

c.

Service.
The Law School Library's commitment to library service is

reflected in the responsibilities it has assumed to provide service
to the New Mexico Bar and to the citizens and government of New
~exico.

As the only law school in the state, the library is a

major resource for legal materials and for legal reference services.

Except for the law library located in the Supreme Court

chambers in Santa Fe, it is the only public law library in the
state.

Because there is no bar library in New Mexico, it also

serves as the major source of materials and services for the State
Bar.
Through its Reference Center, the Law Library provides reference and other services state-wide.

For those attorneys who can

Jet to the Law Library, it offers assistance in the use of the
library's collections.

For those attorneys who cannot

~et

to the

library, it provides aid over the phone, including look-uQ service,
minor research and a large amount of photocopying from cases, statut~s,

periodicals and treatises,

In addition, the lawyer-librar-

ians in the Reference Center provide help with research strategies
t0

~embers

of the Bar.

The Reference Center also serves the
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general public by assisting lay people in the use of law books as
well as doing look-up questions for them on the phone.
services offered by the Reference Center to the New
to the citizens of New

~exico

Other

~exico

Bar and

include being a major provider of

information on state and federal activity, such as supplying access
to legislative history and executive documents, sponsoring a
program that furnishes free photocopying services to inmates in New
Mexico prisons and jails and assisting members of the bar in the
use of the law school's Westlaw facility.
Additional services to the public

~Y

the Law Library include

its open policy of lending books to New Mexico citizens and an
active interlibrary loan program where the library lacks books that
are requested.

Further, in cooperation with the Albuquerque Bar

Association, the library's Circulation

Depart~ent

offers general

legal information to the public through a tape-playing service
called TEL-LAW.

Finally the Law School Library serves the

reference and research needs of the Institute of Public Law, the
American Indian Law Center, the Natural Resources Center, the Law
School's Clinical Law Program, its Land Grant Project and its two
law journal staffs.
E.

Automation and New Technology.
The Law School Library is irreversibly committect to

automation in both its public service and technical service
operations.
infor~ation

In 1984-1985, about S29,000 was spent for on-line
retrieval services (about $9,000 Erom the Law Library's
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budget and $20,000 from the general budget of the Law School).

In

addition, the Law Library paid close to $19,000 for on-line bibliographic services.
Since 1976 the library has been using the OCLC national
cataloging system for cataloging and now uses this system also for
interlibrary loan, acquisitions and serials.

Last year, the Law

Library adopted an automated circulation/inventory system at its
Circulation Desk.

This opened up new possibilities for patron

service, storage and information retrieval from all on-campus
libraries and the library is moving toward a public on-line catalog
which may be accessible by patrons both within the library and from
areas of. the

~ther

cam~us

and state.

In the interim, there are

plans to provide law faculty with access to law library and university library holdings through DEC Rainbow terminals .located in
faculty offices.

Both Lexis and Westlaw are located in the library

Ear use by law faculty and students.

~he

library staff offers

training on this equipment throughout the year.

~

modified IBM

Personal Computer (OCLC 300) permits the Reference Center access to
all internal files and collections of the law and university
libraries on campus as well as access to texis, Westlaw, Nexis,
etc. in the Law Library.
~

new budget line is about to be requested for "automation

maintenance related expenses" in the amount of $50,000.

This

amount will be needed to support the library's on-line bibliographic services, the library's share of information retriaval and
its share of the university's circulation/inventory control
system.

In addition, critical equipment needs have been identified
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Ear fiscal years 1986-87 and 1987-88 which will amount to $75,000.
These are necessary to provide for a new automated serials

~ystem,

an automated acquisitions system, necessary upgrading of the automated circulation/inventory system and the automated on-line cataloging system.
F.

Special Collections.
Over the past several years, the Law Library has been

developing several special collections.

It began collecting

special material in American Indian Law in 1969,

This collection

now contains over 3,000 cataloged titles and is nationally recognized.

In the 1970's, the library developed a special collection

in Land Grant Law to support teaching and research in community
land grants,

More recently, the library has committed itself to

the rapid development of a Mexican-Latin

~~erican

Legal Collection

in recognition of its geographical position, its multi-cultural
state heritage and the university ties and commitments in Latin
American studies.
G.

:

Response to Recent Evaluation.
In 1980, Professor Julius Marke of

~ew

York University Law

School served as a consultant to the Law Library and •nade recommendations relating to the present state of the library and to its
future development and expansion.
1980.)

(Report dated December 8,

Regarding the first set of recommendations, he wrote (p.

3) :

nNow that the Law Library has achieved the stature of
a well-rounded, basic collection of Anglo-~merican
materials , • • some effort should be made to enrich
its scope and depth, Although well-selected and even
containing significant interdisciplinary materials,
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still it lacks the depths and comQrehensiveness the
Law school community should be able to rely on in
scholarly researc~ . • • • Future planning for Law
Library development should reflect goals to raise the
library collection to the status of a research,
scholarly one in the context of. primary Law School
institutional and eaculty interests • • • • "
Faculty interests were identified as ranging from traditional
subject areas to "research interests in Administrative Law, Natural
Resources, Welfare and legal services to the poor, Public Assistance, Immigration and Naturalization, Indian Law, Chicano and
Latino, International legal transactions, Juveniles and the Law,
Mental Disability, Health Law and related subjects."

Institutional

interests of the Law school were defined as American Indian, Land
Grants, Natural Resources, Public Law (Legislative and Executive
and State and Local Government Law) (p. 12-13).
Professor Marke made recommendations for collecting interdisciplinary materials, Foreign Comparative and International Law,
Legislative History, state and Local Law, Multimedia as well as
suggestions for book selection policy, library services and professional and support staffs (pages 4-11),

our response to these

recommendations these past five years has been to more actively
acquire materials in these areas in our book selection process, to
expand the number of serial titles we selected as a Depository
Library, to use recent bond issue funds to retrospectively acquire
the u.s.

Seria~

Set before 1959 and to consolidate responsibility

for microform so that microform management "should be a focal point
of future library development" (see Annual Report <?f Law
1984-85, p. 4).

Lil:>r:~ry,

In addition, the Law Librarian has worked more

closely with law-trained members of the library
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staE~

in the book

selection
~equired

p~ocess,

especially in

a~eas

outside the

for law school courses, e.g., government

t~aditional
~ocuments,

ones

books

selected for American Indian Law, Land Grant Law and Mexican-Latin
~merican

Law special collections.

As

pa~t

of the upgrading of the

book selection process, the library has prepared a Natural
Resources Collection Development Policy in consultation with
interested members of the law faculty.

Although budget constraints

have limited the amount of staff resources Eor special collection
work, the library is very active in this area, especially in
acquisitions work,
With regard to one of Professor

~arke's

specific

~ecommenda-

tions for the future, i.e., to establish an Inter-American Institute for Legal Studies and Research at the UNM Law school with the
law library "developed into a

~egional

scholarly research library"

(p. 12), the Law Librarian has been in touch with Professor Gilbert
~erkx,

Director, Latin American Institute at UNM, to explore this

possibility.
While continued infusions of state bond money* for

schola~ly,

research tnaterials would obviously make it more possible to attain
some of these goals in the near future, this would also require an
increase in the Law Library operating budget for books and serial

* In August 1985, $150,000 from the University's share of $5
million library bond ~onies was distributed to the Law School
Library "for library acquisitions and library computer equipment
and appropriate data bases • • • • " To date, the Law Library has
spent about $60,000 for retrospective microform collections of the
u.s. Serial Set and for the Congressional Journals. The balance
must be expended by April 1988.
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titles to maintain the currency of these new materials.

However,

the immediate need is for equipment, particularly computer-related
equipment, together with a continuing budget tor the Law Library to
pay its fair share of computer services support to the general
library on campus.
Since Professor Marke wrote his report five years ago, it has
become apparent that investment in automation generally, particularly in computer-related equipment, is the most pressing need not
coverea in the library's sxisting budget.

It is expected that de-

mand will also grow for computer-related data bases and services.
It ls becoming apparent that automation does not replace library
staff or reduce staff expense.

Rather it seems to displace some

staff and create pressures for additional skills among staff.
Thus, for the immediate F.uture, choices must be made between

~ore

books on the one hand or automation equipment and maintenance on
the 0ther.
made batween

Further on down the road, there will be choices to be
~ore

books or data bases and ongoing automation system

expenses.

H.

Summary of Goals for Law Library for 1986-1990

1.

Collection Development
a.

Use of state bond issue money allocated to
Library in 1985 to develop scholarly and
research-oriented collections.

b.

At least 20% increase per year in the budget
Books/ Serials.

c.

Substitution of. microform for hard copy of selected
materials.
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t~e

Law

f~r

2.

3.

4.

d.

Greater reliance on automated legal retrieval systems
and possible elimination from or storage of
collections now in Law Library.

e.

More active acquisition of materials in
interdisciplinary areas, Foreign, Comparative and
International Law, Legislativ~ History, State and
Local Law and Multimedia.

f.

Expansion of the number of serial titles selected as
a federal Selective Depository Library.

g.

Closer cooperation in book selection work between Law
Librarian and ·law-trained members of the library
staff.

Reference Center
a.

Addition to staff of a fourth Reference Assistant or
a Professional Librarian/Information Specialist.

b.

Provision for upward reclassification of Reference
Assistants beyond one-time graduation from LT; to
Library Specialist status.

c.

Reorganization of upper floor collection to
accommodate rnicrofor::m needs.

d.

Development of an automated public-access catalog.

e.

Planning for ~eEer::ence Center's role in a
fully-automated law library including added computers
and terminals for the Reference Center.

f.

Enhanced Reader/Printer capability for microforms.

Administrative Unit
a.

Automated photocopy billing and accounting
pr::ocedures.

b.

Upgrading Bookkeeping position to Accounting
Technician.

c.

Implementing financial components of
and acquisitions automated systems.

t~e

new serials

Technical Services
a.

Selection and implementation of a locally housed,
automated serials control system.
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5.

b.

Selection and implementation of a locally housed,
automated acquisitions system.

c.

Selection of (either in cooperation with university
library or independently) an automateo public access
catalog to replace existing card catalog.

d.

Completion of the data base and item identification
for the automated inventory control system.

e.

Attention to preservation projects for library
materials.

f.

8xpansion of Special Collections capabilities to
include detailed access to these collections and the
generation of extensive bibliographies.

g.

~n

increase in staff support to maintain the
increasing functions within Technical Services.

Circulation Department
a.

Addition of eight ALIS terminals placed in various
locations throughout libr~ry.

b.

Development of priorities and procedures Eor
maintaining and processing the collections on library
shelves,

c.

Reclassification of the three top positions in
Circulation.

d.

Addition of an OCLC terminal in Circulation.

e.

Building or remodeling an office for Circulation
f.lead.

f.

Building vestibule outside existing maintenance to
contain noise.

g.

If cutbac~s in work-study funding happen, addition of
4-5 full-time CS II or CS III staff for shelving,
shelf-~aintenance and des~ coverage,
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VIII.

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

In addition to research and service by individual members of
the faculty, the Law School has undertaken an institutional commitment to scholarship and public service through the establishment of
the Institute of Public Law, the now independent American Indian
Law Center and the Natural Resources Center.

A.

THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAW

The Institute of. Public Law was founded in 1969 as the public
service arm of the University of
November of 1983, Paul
Institute.

s.

~ew ~exico

~athanson

School of Law.

Since

has been the Director of the

It operates on funds from the University, sales of its

reference and research publications, and contracts with various
state agencies and other

organ~zations

(See Budget section of this report.)

to do specific projects.
The Institute attempts to

bridJe the gap between the state's only law school, the public, and
the various state and local government entities.
The Institute's activities can be divided into three major
areas:

educati~nal programs, technical and legal se~vices, and

publications.
1.

Educational Programs

Educational programs include providing training f?r magistrate, municipal and

~etropolitan

court judges; designing, develop-

inq and conducting training for district and city attorneys and
state law enforcement officers; teaching state and local government
law to law students and employees of executive agencies; teaching a
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clinical program in legislation; sponsoring a fellowship program to
enable one or two individuals to acquire hands-on experience in
public law; and providing legal education and information to the
general public through monthly Public Legal Education Sessions and
a weekly newspaper column.
2.

Technical and Legal Services

Technical and legal services provided to the state on a regular basis include:

supervising the compilation and publication of

the Annual Supplement to the New Mexico Statutes Annotated following each year's session of the legislature; drafting rules and jury
instructions for the Supreme Court of New Mexico; providing technical and staff support to Supreme Court committees which meet
monthly at the Institute; compiling opinions issued by the

~ttorney

General at the end of each four-year term; and maintaining and
updating a computer data base which contains parallel citations of
all session laws enacted in

~ew

~exico

starting with the 1915

compilation.
Recently the Institute has been engaged in a number of special
projects.
New

~exico

The Institute has drafted regulations to implement the
Insurance Code; developed administrative procedures for

the Public Service Company; drafted regulations for the Health and
Environment Department on the licensing of Adult Residential Facilities; and completely rewritten the Financial Assistance Policv
Manual for Human Services Division workers.
Currently, the Institute is preparing a study on water law for
the Governor's Office;

compl~ting

an entire revision of the State

Criminal Code for the Legislative council Service; conducting train-
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ing in DWI law enforcement for state law enforcement personnel
throughout the state; and is drafting and coditying general rules
of the Public Service Commission.

Research is also conducted on an

on-going basis for the Traffic Safety Bureau on topics of importance, such as DWI and license revocations.
A new activity for the Institute involves liaison between the
various state agencies and the state's office in Washington, D.C.
The Institute will work with state agencies furnishing information
about developments in Congress and in federal agencies, and will
also assist agencies and the Governor's office in preparing requests to the state's office in Washington.
3,

Publications

The Institute's publication program provides New Mexico governmental agencies with up-to-date

infor~ation

dures, judicial decisions and legislation.

on rules and procecurrently the Institute

assists in the publication of the C?mpilation of the New

~exico

Local and Federal Rules Handbook, which is a compilation of the
court rules of the thirteen state district courts, the United
States District Court, the United States supreme Court, and the
Federal Rules of Civil, Criminal, and Appellate Procedure.

The

Institute is also revising the Juvenile Probation 0fficer's Manual
and in the near future will be publishing a new edition of Walden's
Rules of Civil Procedure.

Recently the Institute published a

Prosecutor's Manual for DWI Cases, a Law Enforcement Guide to DWI
Cases in New

~exico,

a Municinal Benchbook, a

and a Metropolitan Benchbook.
the New

~exico

~aqistrate

Benchbook,

The Institute is currently revising

Driver's License Manual and provides yearly updates
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of the DWI Laws Pamphlet.

In the coming months, the Institute will

be editing and doing research regarding revision to the entire
Motor Vehicle Code.
Many of the Institute's projects have had and continue to have
a substantial impact on the administration of justice in New
~exico.

In addition to its involvement in the projects listed

above, the Institute provides staff assistance to the following New
Mexico Supreme Court committees:

Uniform Jury Instructions,

Criminal; Uniform .Jury Instructions, Civil; Courts of Limited Jurisdiction; Code of Judicial Conduct; and Appellate Rules Committee.
The Institute has access to, and, therefore, awareness of the
policies of the law-involved agencies of the State of

~ew

Mexico,

and its relationship to the School of Law places it in a unique
position to make suggestions regarding the needs and requirements
for legal education in the state.
In addition to his concern for the contribution the Institute
can make to the legal education of the public, to the education of
students in the field of law, and to the administration of justice
in the courts of New Mexico, the Director of the Institute, Paul
~athanson,

has a strong interest in laws which Kffect the elderly

population of New Mexico and the United States.
President of the

~erican

Society on Aging.

1e is presently

He is interested in

shaping today's legal system to make way for an aging

~merican

population.
Future emphasis at the

Instit~te

will be to continue tQ

address contemporary, legal issues of society and to expand its
participation in the university ?f
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mission by oro-

s.
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viding administrative support, research, training, educational
opportunities, consultation and publications f.or policy-making
agencies operating throughout the state and nation.

B.

AMERICAN INDIAN LAW CENTER

The American Indian Law Center, Inc. (AILC) is an independent
institute devoted to strengthening Indian tribal governments.
1.

History

The AILC began in the mid-1960's with a U.S. Office of
Economic Opportunity grant which funded a summer pre-law program
for Indians seeking to enter the legal profession.

During that

same year, a mooest contract with the Navajo Nation called for the
law school to provide technical assistance to

~avajo

judges.

The

pre-law program has been conducted annually since it was first
offered in the summer of lq67.

Its success prompted development of

other projects focused on the legal service needs of Indian communities.

Since its founding,

t~e

AILC has sustained its projects

through grants and contracts from the federal government, state
governments, and private foundations.

Although the University has

been helpful in extending temporary "loans" to the

Ce~ter,

no uni-

versity or state money has been made available to the Center on a
long-term basis.
In 1976, the AILC 3ained independent status as an Indian-controlled, non-profit organization.

Its staff, the majority of whom

are Indian, consists of attorneys, public

administrator~,

services professionals, and support personnel.

human

8ecause the Law

School provides invaluable resources for tribal assistance, the
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Center maintains its offices in Bratton Hall, and has a close
connection to the school.
2.

Activities

AILC provides tribes a forum for expressing their views and,
though its vigorous advocacy efforts, increases public awareness of
the challenges facing American Indians.
a.

Policy

~nalysis

By researching issues affecting Indians, the Center has been
instrumental in forming federal and state policy responsive to
tribes.

The Center assisted The American Indian Policy Review

Commission and its national task forces and is presently providing
the Commission on State and Tribal
b.

~elations

its staff support.

Technical Assistance

The AILC helps tribes administer programs and interpret

~egis-

lation: it supervises tribal evaluations on-site, 9roduces law and
procedures manuals, and analyzes regulations.

One of its notable

achievements is the development of a Model Children's Code which
provides tribes with a framework to develop tribal children's
codes.
The Center also contributes to the professional capabilities
of tribal employees: it distributes information about effective
program management systems and trains tribal court judges, clerks,
advocates, prosecutors, and paralegal personnel, and assists tribal
governments with training about governmental functions.
For Alaskan natives, the AILC has provided assistance in determining shareholder rights under the Alaskan Claims Settlement Act
and in conducting seminars on legal and land management concerns.
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In addition, the Center has trained
Indian Child Welfare

~laskan

state judges on the

~ct.

Although it does not represent individuals in court cases, the
AILC makes referrals to attorneys.

On issues it has determined are

of vital interest to tribes, the AILC files amicus curiae briefs in
state and federal courts on behalf of Indian tribes and

i~divid-

uals.
The AILC also offers audio-visual materials on Indian law and
publishes the American Indian Law Newsletter six times annually.
c.

Tribal-State Relations

The Center eases longstanding tensions
states by clarifying their relationship.

be~ween

tribes and

Workinq with the Cornrnis-

sion on State-Tribal Relations and the National conference of State
Legislatures, the AILC has inventoried agreements between tribes
and states, co-sponsored regional hearings to gather information,
and developed model agreements about hunting and fishing rights,
foster care, and other matters of common concern t·::> tribes and
states.
d.

Legal

Sducatio~

The AILC works with over 50 law schools to insure that able
Indian applicants receive full consideration for admission.
Through its Special Scholarship Program in Law for

~medcan

Indians, the Center supports these applicants directly with the
summer pre-law program, financial assistance, counsellina, and
other services.
The eight-week pre-law program began one year before CLEO and
helped spark development of similar minority nrograms now offered
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2240
at law schools across the country.

The program runs through June

and July and is attended by approximately 30 Indian students who
are Qreparing to enter law school in the fall.

It provides an

intensive introduction to substantive law, legal advocacy, legal
writing and the demanding law school work schedule.

Students spend

approximately three hours a day in classes taught by law profesLaw students who participated in previous summer sessions

so~s.

serve as tutors for the core courses and help the students with
research required for advocacy assignments.

The program culminates

in the final advocacy exercise--the students' writing of briefs and
the presentation of oral arguments before a panel of judges.

Now

nearing its twentieth anniversary, the AILC s pre-law program can
1

count among its graduates many Indian attorneys in leadership roles
at local, regional, and national levels.
e.

International Networking

The American Indian Law Center has an international reputation
resulting from its activities on behalf of native peoples.

Its

staff participates in conferences of the World Council of Indigenous Peoples and welcomes visits by third world representatives.

C.

NATURAL RESOURCES CENTER

The Natural Resources Center, founded in 1978, is an integral
part of the Law School.

It is housed in the School's qround floor,

served by regular law faculty and staff, and co-directed by two UNM
professors, one from the School of Law, one from the Denartment of
Economics.

The Center's faculty teach core courses in the law cur-

riculum as well as courses focused on natural resources.
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1.

Natural Resources ,Journal

The Natural Resources .Journal (NRJ), now in its 25th year, is
an internationally recognized quarterly devoted to the examination
of resource issues.

Multidisci[)linary in scope and policy-oriented

in [)urpose, the journal gromotes serious discussion of natural
resources.
NRJ contributors represent many countries and many approaches
to the complex issues raised by the need to balance resource
development and environmental concerns.
ambitious and practical.

The NRJ's goals are both

It seeks to foster collaboration among

resource specialists and, throuqh this collaboration, to inform
[)Olicy.
UNM law students edit and produce the NRJ under supervision of
a law professor editor-in-chief.

Student staff members take

special NRJ courses to develop the writing, editing, research, and
publication skills necessary to produce the journal.
2.

Natural Resources Program

Like the Natural Resources ,Journal, this [)rogram of. study
emphasizes

comprehensiv~,

problem-based approaches to questions of

resource management.

Its curriculum includes the following survey

and seminar courses:

International Law and Economic Qevelol_)ment,

Water Law, Mining Law, Oil and Gas Law, Environmental Law, Land Use
Planning, Federal and State Issues and Resource

~llocation,

and

Natural Resources Policy.
Students

~ay

take these courses as electives or as part of a

ce t:'t if ied nineteen-hour concentration in Natural Resources Pol icy.
Students who choose the latter combine study of resource law with
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Z242
courses in other fields--engineering and the social or earth
sciences.
3.

Natural Resources Research

Center faculty members advise federal, state, and local governments and participate in natural resource litigation affecting New
Mexico.
The following list of titles indicates the range of recent and
current research projects sponsored by the Center:
o

The Impact of Federal and State Water Laws on Energy
Development in Energy - producing Western States;

o

Bnergy Development on Federal Lands (a catalogue of
federal statutes and a survey of selected statutes);

o

The Impact of Institutional and Legal Constraints on
the Administration of Water Resources in the
Albuquerque Urban Area;

o

Legal Issues in State Taxation of Natural Resources
(Commerce Clause limitations):

o

Spanish Land Grants in the Southwest;

o

New Mexico Water Resource Institutions:

o

Pueblo Water Riqhts:

o

U.S.-Mexico Resource Issues to the year 2000:

o

State Appropriation of Water Resources:

o

Solar Energy Access:

o

Environmental Impact on the Gulf of California:

o

A Transboundary Groundwater Agreement:

o

Legislative ijistory of Flood Control Projects.
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4.

Community Outreach

In an effort to expand its audience and potential impact, the
Natural Resources Center sponsors conferences, short courses, and
seminars for community, regional, or national groups.
hosts policy

sy~posia

It also

for public officials, business executives,

interest group advocates, and other stakeholders in specific
resources controversies.

:
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IX.

A.

Facilities and Equipment

General Description of Building

Bratton Hall was built in 1971 and significantly exoanded in
1978.

Today, its total assignable space is 86,880 square feet.

The building is designed to reflect the spirit of the legal orofession while retaining the architectural legacy of the Southwest.
(See Appendix C for plans of the main building.)

The heart of the

building is the forum, a central concourse flanked by the library
and classrooms.
Centering the forum and the School is a circular moot court
room.

It serves as a reminder that one of the qreat purposes of

law and lawyers is to serve society in dispute resolution.

In

addition to the moot court room, Bratton Hall has 5 major classrooms, 7 seminar rooms, over 35 faculty offices, offices for
student organizations, a lunchroom, a locker room and administrative and secretarial offices.
Within Bratton Hall is a newly designed clinical law wing and
the law library.

The clinical wing provides 38 stations for

students and 7 faculty offices.

A grant from the Council on Legal

Education for Professional Responsibility, Inc. provided

funds~to

equip the clinic with a modern closed-circuit video system and the
latest computer equipment.
~ing

of the building.

The law library occupies a separate

It has capacity for over 250,000 volumes and

more than enough seating for the entire student body.
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Next to Bratton Hall is a smaller structure housing the
Institute of Public Law, the executive office of the

~ew

Mexico

State Bar, the Continuing Legal Education component of the Bar, and
other Bar Offices.

The Law School's Copy Center/Supply Room is

also contained in this building.
Although the building is spacious, it is fully occupied and it
is becoming increasingly difficult to allocate space.

P.or example,

faculty offices are at a premium and four interior rooms designed
for storage are occupied by faculty.

We have no rooms assigned to

the 10 or 12 adjunct faculty who teach each semester at the law
school, and the administrative wing is very crowded.

There is

practically no storage space available in the building, nor any
convenient place to locate faculty Eile cabinets.

B.

~llocation

1.

of Space in the Buildings

Administrative Offices

The total space occupied by administrative ofeices is 2,509
square feet.

The administrative wing contains individual offices

for the Dean, the Associate Dean, the
Administrative Coordinator.

~ssistant

to the Dean and the

The Administrative Assistant to the

Associate Dean, the Dean's secretary, a receptionist, a clerk and a
System 6 operator are also located in this area.

Generally, one or

more student part- time clerks are also housed here.
In addition to the four individual offices

~entioned,

the

administrative wing houses a reception area for the deans' offices,
a work area, a storage room and walk-in safe and a conference
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r~om

Eo~ semina~s.

that is occasionally used
numbe~s

The offices and

~oom

follow:

Dean's Office
~ssociate Dean's Office
Assistant to Dean's Office

Rm.

Administ~ative Coo~dinator's

Office

Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.

Main Office
Dean's Reception Area
Conference Room
2.

Classrooms, Seminar Rooms and Moot

A total of 12,911 square feet is available
inst~llCtion.

seminars.

2016
2018
2019
2011
2020
2021
2015

Rm.
Rm.

Room

Cou~t

Eo~

classroom

Twelve rooms can be conveniently used for classes and

However, two have other primary uses,

The moot court

room is used principally for classes involvinq skills training,
such as Trial Practice.
Eo~ ~eetinqs,

The Dean's Confecence Room is usually used

but it is occasionally

Furthermore, two of the seminar

~sed

~ooms,

as a seminar

~oom.

1217 and 1219, .are used

almost exclusively by the American Indian Law Center.

The

~ooms

and the capacity of each follow:
Basic

Class~ooms

Room

Capacity

2401
2402
2405
2406
1211

125
75
60
60
35
Semina~

Rooms

3211
2403
1325
1219
1217

22
20
15
15
10
Moot Court Room

2404

55
Dean's

Confe~ence

2015

Room
20
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3.

Clinical Law
prog~~m

Althouqh the clinical law

uses space throuqhout the

building, it is centered in one of the new wings of Bratton Hall.
This space contains offices for 7 faculty, work areas for 38
students, 5 secretarial stations and a receptionist's station, a
small library collection, storage, 2 conference areas, 4 interview
rooms, a conference room, a reception area and 10 small offices
designed as quiet offices for faculty and for students.

It is

planned to convert 3 of the small offices into computer stations
for student use.

~he

total square footage of the clinical wing is

6,585 square feet.
~

description of the clinical area, which was designed as a

modern teaching law office, was published by the Council on Legal
Education for Professional Responsibility, Inc., in Law School
Teaching Clinics:
4.

Plans and Pictures (1977).

Law Library

The Law Library occupies close to 40,000 square feet.

This

includes space allotted to stacks and seating, technical services,
of.f.ices F.or library faculty, offices for attorneys, a conference
room, circulation desk area, typing carrels, computer rooms, a
Xerox room, and a rare book room.
There is stack space for over 250,000 volumes and seating for
353 students and other

~atrons.

There are 117 carrels, 174 seats

at tables, and lounge seatinq for 62.

Additionally,

audio-visual carrels and 7 microform stations.

13?

t~ere

are S

The
~ESTLAW.

com~utec

cooms contain tecminals foe access to LEXIS and

Also, 6 DEC Rainbow

student use.

Pcesently, these

com~utecs
com~utecs

wece cecently installed for
ace used

pci~acily

foe

weed processing and computer assisted instruction.
A separate faculty library occupies 900 square f88t.
5.

Faculty Offices

In addition to the office space in the administrative wing,
the 7 faculty offices in the clinical wing, the 11 offices in the
American Indian Law Center, the library offices and those in the
State sar Center building, there are 30 cooms suitable for faculty
offices.

One of these is presently used for a small word

pcocessing center and two are used for secretaries in the Natural
Resources Center.
4,844.

The total square footage for these offices is

Individual offices range from 125 to 150 squace feet.
6.

Student Offices and Lounges

Six offices are assigned to student organizations.
offices occupy a total of 767 square feet.

These

There is also a locker

coom (600 square feet) and a lunch coom (1,205 square feet),

The

forum, which is the piincipal lounge area, has 10,409 square feet.
7,

Law Review Offices

The New Mexico Law Review and the Natural Resources ,Journal
occupy 1,110 square feet.
with

car~els

a.

This includes one large room equipped

Eoc 20 students, and 3 offices.
Secretarial and Staff Locations and Lounge

Secretaries and Staff are
out the building.

~laced

The staff lounge

feet.
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at vacious locations through-

(~~.

3126) contains 497 squace
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9.

Printing Facilities

The Law School's printing facilities are located in the basement of the bar center building, whlch is adjacent to the administ~ative

wing of Bratton Hall.

This ar.ea has approximately 1,024

square feet.
10.

Miscellaneous

The faculty lounge has an area of 507 square feet.

The

audio-visual control rooms occupy 292 square feet adjacent to the
moot court room.

The Law School uses 10 smaller rooms, with a

total area of 1,846 square feet,
11.

for storage.

American Indian Law Center

The American Indian Law Center has 11 faculty offices.
Additionally, the Center has 1,282 square feet which is used for
secretarial and support personnel.
12.

Institute of Public Law

The Institute of Public Law is located on the second floor of
the bar center building.

This floor contains an office Ear the

director and 14 additional offices for attorneys and professional
staff.

The total available space on the second F.laar is

apvroximately 4,500 feet.
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c.

Equipment
1.

Copy Center

The Copy Center produces material for classroom use as well as
reports, brochures, etc., for the Law School.

The following major

pieces of equipment are located in the Law School Copy center:
AM 4250MR Automated Of.Eset Press
Multi Copy Sorter 67-180
Multi Turbo Feeder 672
Xerox Copier 8200
Imperial 19" Semi-Automatic Paper Cutter
Challenge Paper Drill
Bostitch Stitcher
Kroy Lettering Machine
Multi Model 77 Jogger
Multi Model 582 Folder
Strip Printer
Bessler 45MCRV Enlarger
2.

Reproduction Equipment

In addition to those in the Copy Center, the Law School has
ten copiers.

Six are located in the library.

The other copiers

are located in the administrative wing, the faculty library, the
Clinic and the Institute of Public Law.
3.

Audio-Visual Equipment

A central control room, adjacent to the moot court room, is
the heart of the audio-visual system at the Law School.

The

control room is connected with all major classrooms, permitting
transmitting to the rooms or recording f.rom them.

The moot court

r0om serves as the principal studio Eor recording programs.
Each of the major classrooms has monitors.
available for use in other locations.

~on.itors

ara also

Four audio-visual carrels,

each equipped with a monitors and deck player are located in tl-te
library, and one is in the clinical wing.
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The moot court room, the

------------

inte~view

~ooms

permanent mounts for cameras.
~ossible

~oom

in the clinic and the clinic conference

have

Movable tripods make ~eco~ding

in other locations.

The control room contains most equipment used in
video production,

A time base

a

co~~ecto~,

com~resso~

generator,

characte~

and a 3/4" editing system are used in editing
mixing board, audio switcher,

professional

and

~rograms.

~n

equalize~ ~re

audio
used

fo~

video tape editing and can also be used with a four-track audio
~ecorder

for

~reducing

programs for audio tape use.

The control

room is equipped to edit and produce on 3/4", 1/2" VHS, and 1/2"
cee.l video tape.
The Law School has 21 black and whitA
monitors, and 2 video

~rejection

systems.

three are color and 16 are black and white.

~onitors,

13 color

There are 19 cameras,
The Law School also

has a portable video system for taping on location.

F~culty

and

students may use the 2 ovechead projectors and 16mm film projector
for s~ecial ~resentations.

The Law School also has a ~ublic

address system, a wireless microphone and a dozen regular micro~hones

for use in A/V productions or in the classroom.
4.

Com~uters

The Law School is making continuous advances in its
ca~abilities.

com~uter

computerized legal research, word processing, and

computer assisted educational materials are some of the areas in
which the school has made major advances.
The Law School subscribes to LEXIS and
access to a data base of recorded
materials.

c~ses

WESTL~W

and thus has

and federal administrative

The Law School is also a member of the Center for
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Computer Assisted Legal Instruction (CC,LI) located at the
University of Minnesota.

This provides access to CCALI's complete

collection of computer aided instruction materials.

These computer

exercises can be used by students in the computer laboratory
located in the Law School Library.

The computer laboratory in the

Library consists of 6 DEC Rainbow computers and three dot matrix
printers.

These computers provide word processing capabilities to

students.

Students are also provided access to DEC Rainbows in the

Law Review offices and in the Clinic.
Each faculty office is equipped with a DEC Rainbow computer
and a dot matrix printer.

Presently, these computers are used

primarily for word processing.

Each faculty

~ember

also has access

to the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program.
In the near future the computers will provide each faculty
member with access to a host of. additional systems.
will install a DEC MicroVax II in the clinic in

~arch

The Law School
1986.

In the

summer of 1986 all the faculty computers will be linked through a
network to the Law School MicroVax and all other computer systems
linked to the campus network.

Networking will provide faculty

members with a complete office automation system including
electronic mail, automated calendering, word processing, data base
programming, LEXIS service from faculty workstations, access to law
school data bases, and other computer services available through
the campus network.
The Law School Clinical Program has made a commitment to
provide all law students with hands on experience with computer
applications as they are employed in the actual
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pr~ctice

of law.

~
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law office management system specifically designed for use in an
educational law office laboratory has been developed for use on the
new MicroiTax II.

This system will manage the tracking of essential

information about client cases and records of student productivity
on their assigned cases.

Docket control, time management, and

billing are also features of the program,

Expert systems for use

by students in the actual practice of law are also under
development in the Clinic.

A system to assist students in

preparing for trial will be installed on the MicroVax, and
Professor L. Farmer, of BYU Law School, has made a commitment to
make the Law School Clinic a test site for the development of
expert systems using his vax-based Computer Aided Practice System
(CAPS).

Clinic students receive training in the use of these

programs as well as the office automation tools of word processing,
electronic

~ail,

and automatic calendering.

In the Library a terminal and printer connect the library
the On Line Computer Library Center (OCLC) data base.

to

Additi~nally

the tibrary's circulation system is computerized.
5.

Microform Readers

The library'has 5 microfiche and 4 microfilm readers.

Two

additional machines are available to produce hard copy Erom either
~edia,

and microfiche transparencies can be reproduced by another

machine.
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X.

Questionnaires

The Committee distributed questionnaires to law students,
members of the New MeKico Bar, law school staff and members of the
law faculty.

(See Appendix o for forms)

Approximately 114 (36%)of

the 313 students, 19 (70%) of the 28 current members of the law
faculty (including the Dean and the Associate Dean); 21 (50%)of the
41 library and non-library staff members described in Chapter V;
and 801 (21%) of the 3858 members of the Bar responded to the
questionnaires.

Set forth below are some observations as to how

each of the groups polled perceives the law school to be
progressing with respect to the Goals and Objectives discussed in
Chapter one of this report.

A.

LAW STUD8NTS.

The composite

questionnair~

is set forth at

the end of this chapter as Table X-A, followed by a list of
responses to Question VIII:

"IE you were the Dean, what changes

would you make in the operation of the School of Law?"
1.

Generally.
Highlights of. the responses, especially those most

relevant to teaching, scholarship and service, are the following:
102 (90%) of the students polled were generally satisfied with the
faculty's performance, as opposed to 12

(10~)

who

w~re

not.

Only 4

students were dissatisfiert because of the faculty's technical
expertise, only two (2) because of an insufficient demonstration of
legal scholarship, but twenty-four (24) thought that there was
insufficient focus on preparing students for law practice.
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one-hundred Twelve (112) (98%) thought that the faculty should
consider teaching "Very Important," whereas only seventeen (17)
(15%) considered scholarship and publication "Very Important."
Not a single student responding to the questionnaire considered the faculty unqualified professionally or inaoequately prepared.
2.

Intended Areas of Practice.
An analysis of Question III, "Intended 'reas of

Practice", and Question IV, "Law School Preparation", is interesting in light of what perception the students have concerning their
education.
In responding to Question III, students were asked to indicate
their intended area of

and then to evaluate whether law

pr~ctice

school was p·roviding useful training.

Only six (6) areas were in-

dicated by more than 25 responses as an intended area of practice.
Of these six (6) areas, law school was considered to be

~roviding

"Very Useful" training as follows:
Trial and Litigation
Personal Injury/plaintiff
Cdminal Law
Constitutional Law
Civil Procedure/state
Civil Procedure/federal

61'5

?6%
48%
66%

76%
33%

Only two responses were "Not Useful" (for Trial & Litigation),
in all other subject areas indicted above, there was not a single
response in the
3.

Useful" category.

Law School Preparatioh.
a.

(~aw

·~ot

Legal Knowledge.

School Preparation)

t~e

law

In responding

stude~ts

t~

Question IV

said that law school was

pl3ying either a "Helpful" or "Essential" role as follows:
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Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
b.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

99%
93%
94%

common law
statutory law
constitutional law
ethics
agency regulation
municipal ordinances
procedure
community resources

Methodology and Skills.

81%

71%
30%
93%
30%

With respect to

preparation for "Methodology and Skills" the responses for
"Helpful" or "Essential" were as follows:
66%
69%

Research
Writing
Drafting documents
Interviewing clients
Interviewing witnesses
Counsel clients
Negotiate
Try lawsuits
Conduct discovery

51%
57%
60%
48%

45%
74%
66%

It is interesting to note that UNM graduates on the whole had
a higher regard for their training in research, writing and
drafting skills than those students still in law school.

With

respect to law school preparation for legal knowledge, however, the
graduates ranked law school performance lower tl1an did the law
students.
4.

Law Library.

The following chart sets forth the responses of law
students to the adequacy of the indicated items:
nuplic3ting facilities
Staff
Space
Noise suppression
Research assistance from staff
Books
Periodicals
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45%
89%
75%

55%
::38%

75%
71%

8,

MEMBERS OF THE NEW MEXICO BAR.
1.

Gene rally.
The composite questionnaire is set forth at the end

of this chapter as Table X-B, followed by a list of responses to
Question XI:

"If you were the Dean, what changes would you make in

the operation of the School of Law?"

The responses to the ques-

tionnaire were entered into a computer, enabling the Committee to
isolate various responses within the group.
2.

Law School Preparation.
a.

Legal Knowlenge.

With respect to Question IV:

"Law School Preparation- Legal Knowledge", the following chart
sets forth the responses of all UNM graduates responding; UNM
graduates 1980-84, and Non-UNM graduates.

The percentages shown

are those respondents who believe Law School played either a
helpful or essential role in their attainment of competency in the
indicated at'ea,

Knowledge of Common Law
Knowledge of Statutory Law
Knowledge of E:thics of the
Profession
Knowledge of Procedural
Rules of Court
b.

All UNM

UNM 1980-84

~on-UNM

98%
69%
73%

95%
70%
80%

87%
64%
69%

78%

82%

76%

Methodology and Skills.

With respect to

preparation for "Methodology and Skills", the responses for helpful
or essential were as follows:

Research
Nri ting
Drafting Documents
Interview Clients
Interview Witnesses
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l\11 UNM

UNM 1980-84

~on-UNM

92%
78%
60%
36%
30%

96%
84%
60%
45%
37%

87%
66%
53%
19%
20%

All UNM

UNM 1980-84

Non-UNM

36%
22%
63%
46%

42%
34%
74%
51%

25%
20%
53%
42%

Counsel Cliants
Negotiate
Try Lawsuits
Conduct Discovery

A fair conclusion is that while UNM law school has done about
the same as other law schools in terms of imparting legal knowledge, it seems to be significantly

mor~

highly regarded in terms

of developing methodology and skills.
c.

Professional Performance.

With respect to

Question VII, "Professional Performance", of the 456 lawyers (both
UNM and non-UNM graduates) who have had occasion to evaluate the
professional performance of recent graduates of the Law School, 281
rated

t~em

"about the same as other law schools"; 60 rated them

"more competent" and 107 "less competent".

100 said that new UNM

graduates were less competent that former classes, 77 said "more
competent", and 201 said they were "about the same".

Breaking the

respondents down to UNM and non-UNM graduates the results were as
follows:
UNM graduates:
UNM graduates.

237 lawyers had occasion to evaluate recent

68% rated recent UNM

gradua~es

about the same as

those of other law schools, while 20% rated them more competent and
3% less competent.

54% ranked new graduates as about the same as

Eor11er graduates; 13% said more competent and. 19% said less
competent.
Non-UNM graduates:
recent UNM graduates.

217 lawyers had occasion to evaluate
55% rated recent

U~M

graduates about the

same as those of other law schools, while 6% rated them more competent and 40% less competent.

33% ranked new UNM graduates as
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about the same as former graduates: 21% said more competent and 24%
said

l~ss

competent.

With respect to Question IX(a), regarding law school preparation for the Bar Exam, of the 685 responses, only 25% of the UNM
graduates responded that they felt well prepared while a majority
of 75% said they were not: the non-UNM graduates were about the
same with 36% responding that they were well prepared and 64% saying they were not.
3.

Law Library.

The following chart sets forth the responses of all UNM
graduates responding and UNM graduates from 1980-84 to the adequacy
of the indicated items and services of the Law Library.

Non-UNM

responses are not set forth because the majority of respondents are
not familiar with the library and did not respond to the questions.

Duplicating facilities
Staff
Space
Noise suppression
Research assistance from staff
Soaks
?eriodicals
-·

~·

All UNM

UNM 1980-84

70%
77%
74%
66%
70%
69%
74%

75%
88%
83%
69%
86%
76%
84%

Of the 21 questionnaires returned, thirteen (13)

were from female and six {6) were from male members of the staEE; 2
did not specify.

Seven (7) were from law school library staff and

fourteen (14) from non-library staff.

The median period of employ-

ment of the law library staff was 10 years and for non-library
staf.E 5 years.
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1.

Compensation.

Fifteen (15), of which six (6) are

members of the library staff, consider the general compensation of
the staff inadequate1 while 8 (2 library) feel that their personal
compensation is fair.

Only nine (9) staff members believe that

fringe benefits are inadequate.
2.

Working conditions.

As to general working condi-

tions, three (3) (all library) said that they were either

unsa~is

factory or intolerable1 nine (9) (2 library) said they were satisEactory1 seven (7) (2 library) said they were "good"1 and one (1)
said they were excellent.
3.

Job satisfaction.

Only three (3) staff. members, 2 of

which were library staff, responded that their work was not
reasonably satisfying.
Six (6) (1 library) said students were "always" considerate1
16 (1 library) said they were "usually" considerate.

Six (6) (3 library) said faculty was "always" considerate1 12
(1 library) said "usually"1 and three (3) said "sometimes."

Three (3) (2 library) said other staff members were "always"
considerate1 sixteen (16) (3 library) said "usually"1 and two (2)
(1 library) said "sometimes."

4.

Aspects Enjoyed by Staff,

The aspects of the Law

School community that staff members mentioned most frequently
within the top five are the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

nature of work [most frequently mentioned as top
aspect]
association with fellow staff members
pace of work
informal atmosphere
association with students
association with faculty
benefits {leave time, taking classes)
physical facilities
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D.

LA\'1 SCHOOL FACULTY,

1.

Generally.
Nineteen (19) members of the law faculty, out of 28

(including the Dean and

Dean), returned a completed ques-

~ssociate

tionnaire.
The principal comments and concerns of the law faculty with
respect to the goals and objectives set forth fn Chapter I can be
summarized as follows:

Teaching:

The faculty generally regards

this as the matter of highest priority.

The faculty believe it is

devoting a significant amount of its energies to teaching and is
performing well.

Several faculty members were concerned that

despite our emphasis on teaching, we are not challenging the
students enough.

Several others revealed that we could be doing

more with continuing legal education.

Scholarship:

Despite the

accomplishments of most members of the faculty in terms of scholarly activity and output, the questionnaire generally revealed some
dissatisfaction in this regard.

Many faculty members believe the

School should be putting greater emphasis on scholarship and should
offer increased incentives, such as research stipends or release
time, to encourage greater activity.

Service:

did not express any concern in this area.

Most questionnaires

It was considered as

important to most respondents, but did not generally receive as
high

~

priority as teaching or scholarship, which is perhaps

surprising in light of the significant service activities in which
faculty members tend to become involved.
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2.

Salary and Compensation.
There was general satisfaction with the Administra-

tion, the Library, and Colleagues.

A significant difference of

opinion exists, however, with respect to salary and compensation.
Approximately half of the respondents felt they were fairly compensated, and half felt they were not.

The following are representa-

tive views:
(are you fairly compensated?) "The question of 'fair' compensation is a tough one. We the faculty are certainly, by any
standard and any comparison, more fairly compensated than the
staff at the law school. By any comparison to other employees
of the State of New Mexico, including faculty members other
than in the medical school, and including judges at the highest level, the faculty members at the law school are fairly
compensated. Compensation is also fair given the total amount
of time that the teaching school year takes up in a calendar
year. Although we normally talk in terms of compensation for
nine or ten months out of the year, in fact, we are only
teaching for a total of seven months out of the yaar when one
excludes summer vacation, Christmas vacation, semester break,
and exam reading periods. In addition with dealing with the
fairness of compensation, one cannot ignore the opportunities
Eor outside consulting which many faculty members take advantage of. On the other side of the balance, however it is my
understanding the UNM law professors are still less well paid
in some degree than law professors at other southwestern and
Rocky Mountain law schools. Certainly, UNM law professors are
significantly less well paid than members of the bar wit~ ~om
parable experience and competence. However, on the whole, the
highly paid members of the bar work longer ~ours and under
more pressure than most UNM law professors.
Pinally, a personal note. I am not satisfied with the
salary that I make at the University of New ~exico. Not
because I do not think it is F.air in any significant degree,
but rather because I simply want to make more money. That, it
strikes me, is not a question of 'fairness,' but rather a 1uestion which each individual has to make as to his professional
and personal lifestyle. If compensation is not 'enough,' as
opposed to not 'fair,' then an individual simply has to make
professional and personal choices."
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(are you fairly compensated?) "I feel I am fairly-treated
within the law school. I do not agree, however, that our
salaries are competitive with other schools. Case in Doint:
several years ago I was a consultant to a federal agency along
with several other law professors from across the country. I
was the only one among them who did not get the standard consultation fee----simply because federal regulations placed a
limit on such fees based on the consultant's regular salary.

.

.

(fringe benefits adequate?) I don't have much of an idea of
what fringe benefits should be in this job. I don't think we
have much of a retirement plan. I also wouldn't call our
health plan a 'fringe benefit' since we pay for it entirely
out of our own pockets; Come to think of. it, I'm not sure we
have any fringe benefits.
(what consequences from inadequate salary/benefits?) We've
been fortunate to have attracted and retained very good
teachers, •nany of whom have been hired or tempted by higher
salaries at other schools or in law practice. I think, however, that we have also lost good applicants to better paying
jobs,. and I think some of our present faculty may succumb to
the same temptations as more and more faculty kids reach
college age. We may also see more outside practice and
consulting."
(are you fairly compensated?)

"No - underpaid.

(fringe benefits adequate?) No-- State Retirement Fund is
not as good as TIAA Cref -- ~eed Dental Insurance -- Need the
following for faculty children: One free tuition at any UNM
or other school for each child - which tuition could be traded
with a faculty member at another school in the country. ~
My daughter goes to ~t. ijolyoke free in exchange for a Holyoke
faculty child going to UNM Law School free.
(0t~er

. . .

faculty members fairly compensated?) No. It is
serious. We are completely shut out from hiring at any but
the entry level. We can't make serious bid f.or (one teacher]:
lose (another] in part due to money. Those who don't have two
income families are forced to work outside law school,"
(are you fairly compensated?) "No. Jur salaries are falling
further behind those in other law schools and those in the
private practice of law.
(fringe benefits adequate?) No. ~tf.e and health insurance
costs take too much out of our payroll •

.

(other faculty members fairly compensated?) ~o. I feel that
all members of the faculty are unfairly compensated. I do not
feel that some members are fairly compensated and ot~ers not.
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. . .

(what consequences from inadequate salary/benefits?) Engaging
in professional activities for compensation instead of traditional research and scholarship."
(what consequences from inadequate salary/benefits?) "The
second greatest costs are (1) inability to compete successfully for new faculty members and (2) loss to practice or
other schools of present faculty members.
The greatest cost, if it is realized broadly, will be the
increased resort to practice by faculty members to supplement
their salaries. This will detract from availability to students outside of class and from scholarship."
3.

Goals of Legal Education.
With respect to Question IX of the questionnaire,

"Goals of Legal Education", Teaching was rated as "Very Important"
by all respondents.

Scholarship was rated as

~Very

Important" by

most respondents: several comments included "our greatest responsibility," "very important but less than teaching,"

Scholarship was

ranked as number 2 in importance to teaching by most respondents
and tied Eor number 1 (with teaching) by one respondent.

There was

no clear ranking of the other goals listed, except that Preparation
for the Bar Examination tended to be a very low priority with most
respondents.

The faculty generally considers itself to be doing

well with all of the listed goals.

Several respondents said that

we do very well with teaching, but need to concentrate more on
research and publication.
~0%

~ne

respondent said that we do well with

of the students, but allow the remainder to slip by.
In terms of how the faculty might improve its performance, the

following responses are representative:
"·~othing."
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"We should place a little more wei~ht on scholarship/publication •• ,in the promotion process, and I str?ngly ~elieve we
should be a bit less flexible in applying academic rules to
individual students •••• We tend, on occasion, to shy away
from biting the bullet: when this occ~rs, we do neither
ourselves not the student a favor."
"Encourage more scholarship.
Help new teachers with their
teaching. Stimulate burnt out teachers with their teaching."
4.

Attitudes to the Law School.
The responses were uniformly positive

the faculty's attitude towards the Law School.
tions of the form were:
colleagues?

2. Staff?

"IV.

wit~

The two final ques-

Are you well treated by:

3. Students?

respect to

1. Your

4. Administration?" and "XV.

How long do you expect to remain at the Law School?"

All faculty

responding to the questionnaire answered "Yes" to Question XIV(l),
(2), and (4), and all but two responded "Yes" to XIV(3).*

With

respect to Question XV no respondents indicated a desire to leave
the School.

* Of the two, one answered "usually" and the other noted an
exception with respect to a student "lampoon" publication.
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TABLL X-A
Composite of Responses

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL Of' LAW
STUDENT SURVEY
SPRING 1985
I.

BAC~GROUND.
The following are background questions which will help
us understand and interoret the results.

A.

In what year do you expect to graduate from law school?

B.

In what year

c.

What is your overall rank in law school?
[~t
[lj]

['i ]
[Ji]

di~

you graduate from college? --------

U'Oper 1/3
Middle l/3
Lower 1/3
Unknown

D.

From which college or university did you graduate?
write in name. (Optional)

E.

Do you consider yourself well treated bv:
'!es
the faculty?
the administration?
the staff?
your fellow students?

[ I Ill

[ 1107

[ I IILfo
[ )lOl.

Comments:

F.

How do you describe yourself? (Optional)
P-ta
fi;f]

Male
Female

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Tribal Affiliation
(I 1 Asian or Pacific Islander
[I I
Black (Non Hispanic Origin)
[2G! Hispanic
White (Non Hispanic Origin)
[.:!]
Other
U~
Do not care to respond
[~]

nsr

"10

['tJ
[5]

[ IJ
[I~

Please

II.

TEACHING. ?lease check the
your ~eaction.

A.

app~op~iate

box that best

desc~ibes

What is your opinion of the general qualitv of the faculty?
(Check one box under each column)
Prl'!oaration

oualif.ication

53 ( J
~c3

( l

hiahly qualified professionally
qualified professionally

(0]

unqualified professionally

73 (

well prepared

~31

adequately prepared

(01

inadequately prepared

Comments:

B.

you gene~ally satisfied with their performance?
Yes I 1 t o3
No I 1 I '-

A~e

If not, in what general respects are you

f

t

dissatisfi~d?

insufficient technical expertise

~~

insufficient demonstration of legal scholarship

qr

insufficient preparation

l't I

insufficient focus on preparing students for law practice

3r

insufficient attention to theoretical background of
subject area

7r

insufficient intellectual challenge

1bf

insufficient contact with students

1q I

insufficient concern with student progress & well-being
other (please specify)

c.

Should formal teaching evaluations regularly be made for each
faculty member?
Yes [ 1
No ( 1

fOt\

,5'
2.

:

2268
If so, should such evaluations De made by

~3

[ ]

~:2.,[

P.

students only

] both students and other faculty,

How important should the faculty consider the following?

.
...

c:Ill
0

0

......
Ill

..»

8

0

!

ill

>

,j'[

(\~[

'o [

0[

'1lff

f '7 [

l't!

SH

Counselling of Students:
Interchange with Students:
69!
Community service:
.l.j.[
Preparation for Bar Examination: +5!
Developing the Students' sense of
Professional Ethics:
70!
Develocing Students' Professionala
competence:
17 [
III.

......

c:

c.

Scholarship/t~ubl ication:

c:

..

....8
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INTENDED AREAS OF PRACTICE. Please indicate (A) areas of law in
wh1ch you 1ntend to practlce or do legal work; (Bl whether you
think law school crovides you with useful training in these areas •.
I do not intend to practice law or do any legal work. (In this
case, please answer only Part B.)
Please check the area(s) in which you expect to work and
whether it is a primary or secondary area.
Please indicate the extent to which law school is providing
useful training in each area indicated in Part A
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Commercial law (including
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condemnation law
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constitutional law
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Consumer law
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Criminal law
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Trial and litigation
Trusts and estates
Water law
Workmen's Compensation
Zoning law
Other (please specify)
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What course or courses not presently offered would you recommend be
included in the curriculum?

IV.

LAW SCHOOL PREPARATION. Please indicate how important each of the
following skills or competencies will be for you in vour-Tntended
work and whether your law school training is helping you to attain
that skill or competency.
Role of Law School
Trainins for
attainment of
comEetencv

ImJ!ortance for
Your Intended
~
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Legal Knowledge

Knowledge of
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Methodology and Skills

Ability to analyze and
(OJ
[~J ,;t~
synthesize law/facts
[\o} 311
[OJ
Ability to do research
(OJ
19'1 .l't(
Ability to write
Ability to draft legal
19138!
lOI
documents
Ability to interview
clients
tl1 1'11 11\1 [
Ability to interview
witnesses
l(12.JJL£3!
Ability to counsel clients
l 11 :2.1( 131;1
Ability to negotiate
It l II¢ 13'.l.I
Ability to be effective in
oral communication
!OJ !4-J 4-Bl
Ability to investigate facts [I J l:l( J tt-S
Ability to direct work of
others
I'1 J Jir 1lt'll
Ability to organize work flow!ol'.l'ae JSf(
Ability to try lawsuits
17J 131 1.37 I
Ability to examine witnesses I? ll.l I 1.331
Ability !:o conduct discovery !y-J 1~1 1:2.'71
Other abilities important in
your intended work (please
specify): - - - - - - - -
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LIBRARY.

A.

How often do you use the University of New Mexico School of
Law Library?
'
[01

Never

:2.lf" [ 1 once !;)er day
Lt9 ( 1

(!i>J

2'1 I I
!bl
l3l

More than once a dav
once per week
More than once a week
A few times per month
Other: ------------------------------------6.

B.

Oo you think the

~aw

School

~ibrarv

Ouolicating facilities?
Staff?
Space?
Noise Suppression?
Research Assistance from staff?
Books?
Periodicals?

VI.

has adequate:
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.53 [
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C.

If you think the library lacks books in a certain area, please
state the area, naming specific titles or periodicals if
desired:

D.

Row could the library provide better service to the students
at the Law School?

PLACEMENT.
As a law student seeking emplovment,have you participated in
the University of New Mexico Law School's placement program?
Yes [ 15(,
No [ 157
If yes, are you satisfied with the services offered?
Yes [ 132.
No [ 130
If you are dissatisfied, please describe the nature of the
problems encountered.

In what way could the placemPnt orogram better assist students
seeking employment?

7.

VII.

ADMISSIONS.
A.

The University of New Mexico Law School receives many more
applications for admission than there are spaces available in
the entering class. The Admissions Committee rejects every
applicant whose grade-point average in college and LSAT scores
demonstrate that the applicant cannot satisfactorily comolete
the Law School's requirements for graduation. Even after the
unqualified applicants are rejected, there remain several
qualified applicants for each available seat in the entering
class.
Which of these factors do you feel the Admissions committee
should consider in choosing among those qualified applicants?
Relevant

Not Relevant
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Undergraduate Grade Point
Average
LSAT Score
Age
Sex
Ethnic background
Whether applicant is biling1.1al
Whether applicant is legal
resident of New Mexico
Length of time applicant has
been a legal resident of New
Mexico
Letters of recommendation
Impressions gathered in personal
interview of applicant
Applicant's extracurricular
activities in college
Applicant's determination to
succeed
Applicant's personal statement
Whether a relative of the
applicant has graduated from
the Law School
The reputation of the
applicant's undergraduate
college for excellence
The kind and quality of the
courses taken by the aoplicant
in college
The likelihood that the
applicant will practice law in
a geographical area or subject
matter area which is in need of
additional competent lawyers.
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Information

a.

Relevant

»ot Relevant
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B.

VIII.

Information
Prior work experience of
applicant
Others: (please specify)

oo you lTave any comments about the admissions policies or
procedures of the University of New Mexico Law School?

GENERAL.

If you were the Oean, what changes would you make in the ooeration
of the School of Law?

·.

9.

Responses from Law Students to the question:

"If you were the Dean ... ?"

I believe the Programmed Studies sections for first year students should be
abolished. As a student who was forced to go through the humiliation of the
course, I feel 1 was put at a great disadvantage in my first year of law school.
First, I was made to feel different from the other students, by different I mean
inferior. Second, I feel that since I was required to go to tutorial classes
where I was essentially given outlines for each of my classes, I ~ailed to go
to outside services (hornbooks, nutshells, the professor) for help in understanding
something I was struggling with. This is not a good thing I know ~· because I
presently use these outside sources and I benefit in two ways. First my research
skills have improved (though minimally) and second, reading another person's
opinion on a strand of subject matter in a course broadens ideas on the subject
and leads to understanding. Programmed studies made me feel like I was too
"stupid" to even understand the readings in any source ourside the classroom.
Another reason the Programmed Studies program doesn't work is that most of the
people in the class (including myself) spend their time trying to understand why
they were singled out for the class, leaving almost no time to study and concentrate on class work. Our legal analysis/programmed studies course was a "bitch
session" for about one week and it created a very uncomfortable class environment
for the entire semester. The problems the Programmed Studies class(es) created
fully outweigh the benefits students derive from it, if any. I would much
rather have been left alone, to struggle through my first semester year along
with the rest of my classmates. I regret to say that the Programmed Studies
course bas left me with a very bitter feeling about UNM Law School and my first
year. I will never forget that the administration singled me out (along with
others) as "different" and told me in essense I could not make it on my own. 1
bad the best semester (grade wise) I ever bad Fall of '84 without anybody's
"help", by doing what I do best, working hard and learning on my own. Give
people a chance to succeed alone, before you brand them 'failures' from the
first day of law school.
Get rid of the wailing wall and send grades to students like other civilized
schools.
(1) Instill a cleanliness ethnic in the student body. People here are slobs.
They leave their old oxidized apple cores lying around; half empty cold cups of
coffee and cigarette butts. Create and propagandize interdisciplinary links
with B school, and any other relevant university operation. (3) Formalize
academic ties (e.g. exchanges) with Mexico. I know some ties exist. But, as in
#2 above, these things should be promoted. (4) More emphasis on basic writing
skills development. First and second year required writing something like we
had for first year class of 1986. ~· weekly, short writing assignments.
But the law school must be careful to avoid parochialism. The state already
suffers from an inferiority complex. The state legislature is comic. Let the
law school at least be a source of national cosmopolitanism.
Clinic was a disappointment. One of the reasons I came to UNM was the clinic
program's reputation. Instead of an educational experience that introduced me
to the actual practice of law and the role of the lawyer, howevet, I found a
bored advisor whose only interest was processing cases as quickly as possible.
From my conversations with other students, I know that the interest and quality
of faculty make or break the experience. The clinic is the pride of the law
school--why not assign the best, and rotate to assure interested faculty?

Stricter admissions criteria. Less spoonfeeding of students. Mandate that
professors carefully evaluate final exams. Develop placement program. Tighten
up on honor code violations (i.e. students calling in "sick" at exam time).
Definitely more emphasis on the journals, NRJ and Law Review. A guidance counselor
would be helpful. Currently school of£ers no assistance to students in charting
courses and careers.
Eliminate program studies. Either everyone gets extra help or no one should.
More than one exam, especially in first semester.
More emphasis on research and writing. Some emphasis are sole practitioners/
small law firms. Ethics: concentrate on the rules--the courses should not be
conducted like other courses (i.e. ethics should not be reduced to the level of
a mere intellectual exercise). Each course should include a week or two devoted
entirely to the practical aspects of working in their area. Some of the faculty
are in dire need of a seminar on teaching methods. Those that play games in
class, "hide the bill" and insult students do so, I believe because they don't
know how to teach. A good teacher will share information and help her students
to develop a way in which to analyze the law. The school needs a better communication system. All of the papers tacked up here and there are very distracting.
(1) Every student should be required to take and successfuly complete a core of
building block courses (C.P. I and II, Crim. Pro., Wills, Evidence, Con. Rts. or
Con. Law) Unless this is done, the quality of the legal profession will, in my
opinion, decline. (2) Since the emphasis in law school is on taking law school
exams, teach everyone how to take them. An examination, from a pedagogical
standpoint, should be an extension of the student's learning experience. The
current practice appears designed to induce stress and examine a student's
ability to correctly identify each professor's unique quirk. (3) Referring to
question D. Ability to teach head and shoulders above the rest. A teacher who
can't teach must be a frustrationto him/herself and an absolute frustration to
the student. This person does not belong in the classroom. Each one of us,
from early grade school, has been able to point out the good teachers in their
lives. We may not be able to define what a good teacher is but every student
knows one when he/she sees one,
I'd take steps to remind the administration and staff that this is an educational
institution, and that their purpose is to aid the students ..
I would encourage students to use the library more. I would encourage less
coddling of students in the first year, and demand that they take more responsibility for their education, especially in learning the peripheral necessities
important to a graduate level discussion of law. Students should know that when
they have a question on a case, the place to look is the reporters, the journals,
ALR, etc., rather than asking in class what is available in black and white.
I'd raise admissions standards.
I would provide an enhanced bar review answer/preparation course for students of
borderline ability. The horrendous failure rate of American Indians and Hispanic
who attempt the bar for the first time mandates such a course. Perhaps summer/
night bar review method spread out over years is in order. The present system
simply is not working for certain minority groups who are needed in the profession.
They know the law and can be competent lawyers if we can get them over the bar
barrier.
2.

(1) I would add a separate placement office for the law school.
(2) I would
assist first year students in obtaining summer jobs. (3) I would require a
3-credit course of legal research for all first semester students to take.
(research class should be very in depth.) (4) I would offer to first year
students the opportunity to be tutored by private tutors (all first year). (5)
I would eliminate programmed studies or else extend the program to the second
semester. The reason for this is that the first semester programmed students
get a false feeling of ability to handle the course load, when in the second
semester they find they have been dumped into the ocean to "sink or swim."
Perhaps if Programmed Studies students would have to take the same amount of
courses everyone else is taking, plus P.S., they wouldn't get this false sense
of security. Or, perhaps if P.S. were extended to second semester to help these
students cope with the added pressure, this would help them get better adjusted
to the real pressure of law schoool. (6) I would also develop programs of one
kind of another which would help the students' family because more a part of the
"law school experience." (7) Provide support groups comprised of law students
and faculty to help the law students family members realize what the student is
doing and the amount of encouragement, understanding and support he will need.
This will help the family understand what the student is doing and how they can
help him and also they can understand the times when the student can't be with
them as much as he really wants to be.

I'd tighten up grading system so that a "C' was really a C and not a catch all
grade for C, D and F work. I'd encourage use of multiple choice tests and
eliminate of essay tests. I'd continue to support the clinical programs.
I'd stop paying lip service to the non-academic needs of students and provide
(a) more personal interest in the students and their academic/financial/personal
stress problems; (b) I'd create the position of placement director hire someone
whose sole professional responsibility is to locate a job for every student in
this law school by the time (s)he graduates. For students not in the top 10% of
their class and with no old-boy political connection, the competition from
out-of-state attorneys makes it very difficult to locate vacancies, much less
find employment. As an older student, I'm finding the disinterest of the firms
you've brought to school this year extremely disheartening. I think the law
school could and should do some affirmative P.R. work with the legal community
about the type of student they should be looking at.
Allow second or third year students to take finals when they want, during exam
weeks of course. Seriously, I'd give most of the professors a raise.
Provide stress-management course. Move advocacy to second year; clinic to third
year; CPI and CPII in first year. Provide longer "dead week" in spring semester.
Reduce possibility of cheating on exams, either give different exam for alternative
time or only have alternative time on same day (morning & afternoon). Require
that all exams be checked out by number and returned. Crack down on exams taken
on pass/fail basis e.g. require compelling reason, and then require that all
exams for semester be taken pass/fail or none at all. Demand professiona~
behavior from faculty--e.g. no vulgar language in classroom, keep private affairs
private, stop making abusive and personal remarks about students in the classroom-the "comic effect" is disruptive ad all students suffer in the long-run. Eliminate
the Shyster once and for all.

3.

:

Focus on the exit from school at least equally with focus on entrance. Compared
to main campus, the law school luxuriates in benefits, luxuries and an atmosphere
condusive to a community of scholars. Bring in more top-flight laywers to
speak to classes or teach. Evaluate ~carefully practicing lawyers' reputations
before asking them to teach. Just one hour of a practicing attorneys comments
on, for exame the ins and outs of a contract dispute; and oil and gas lease; a
messy divorce, would help bring the abstracts into focus.
Better regulate the climate in the building. Quit beating the students over
the head with honor code slips during finals. If the students aren't honorable
by now they never will be.
More emphasis on ethics, jurisprudence, and mission of lawyers. Other than law
and social change, there are few opportunities·for professors to examine the
interaction of personal-professional philosophy. I would like this to be encouraged.
Also more inter-class (C.P. and family law, evidence and law and social change)
activities to promote a holistic view of law. Foster more institutional respect
and cooperation between practitioners in different fields (for example-the
antipathy toward public defenders, or insurance company defenders--they are not
synonomous. Finally, quit worrying about the shyster and fragility of our
students. It only gets tougher in the real world. Fostering a strong sense of
personal/professional responsibility in the face of idiots who write the shyster
seems far more productive than attempting to exercise the demon by continuous
chanting of "outrage".
The dean should exercise greater control over the affairs of the school. He is
too dependent on other individuals for advice and direction. Upon assuming
control of the law school, the dean apparently neglected the first rule of all
new leaders: execute the old leader.
Hire more socially conscious faculty members.
color.

We need more women and people of

Something petty that really bothers me that should probably be handled by the
student bar is the uncaring attitude of students toward the permanent property
of the law school. In a purely graduate school atmosphere it is amazing the
amount of trash left on every table in the forum and cafeteria. I think this
shows immaturity and irresponsibility and disrespect. Furthermore, it angers me
to see the janitor having to pick up after the students' messes.
All in .lll, whenever I find myself "poor-mouthing" this law school, I always end
up reminding myself that I am indeed fortunate to be a part of this school and
to be receiving the overall quality legal education this school provides.
Make first year classes pass/fail because the tests do not test one's knowledge
of the course, only one's writing ability. This is inherently unfair because
some people have had more practice writing than others.
I would abolish Programmed Studies. The amount of harm it does surpasses any
benefit it is intended to confer. Prelawschool program are the answer to the
program. I suggest that those responsible for the program re-read Brown v. the
Board of Education.

4.

Keep emphasizing cleanliness in forum. Take the plants out of the forum.
Change format of Contracts I (offer ... etc. in the beginning).
(1) Prescribe the curriculum for first and second year, we have too much leeway.
(2) Contracts, torts and con law should be year long classes. (3) Criminal
law should not be taught semester one of year one, should be semester two or in
2nd year--required. (4) CPII should be required. (5) Roll should be taken in
classes. (6) If a person is on probation and does not raise his/her grades-should be suspended. To my knowledge, this has not happened since I have been
in law school. (7) More correlation/training regarding the practice of law-clinic is the greatest preparation for this--perhaps allow 15 hours maximum of
clinic instead of 12. Clinical program is great.
-I would change the method of evaluation or at least provide alternative methods-methods that are less arbitrary and that measure knowledge and performance over
a given period of time rather than merely performance on a given day in an
unrealistic and highly stressful situation. If I were going to promote admitting
minorities (and I would), I would require the instructors to be well versed in
teaching and evaluating minority students. In light of this, I would can the
competitive approach and encourage humanistic approaches that recognized more
than one value system. My goal would be to produce individuals who possessed
the ability to choose in the world of lawyering when and how to use their knowledge and skill~ould discourage always teaching effects designed to turn
individuals into dehumanized lawyering machines.
(1) UNM Law School needs to develop a better image of itself as a unique law
school serving a multi-cultural community. (2) Strong efforts should be made
to diminish interracial tensions. "Leave it to ~IALSA/ AILSA/BALSA" is an administrative cop-out. (3) Programmed studies needs to be de-stigmatized. (4) · All
law students deserve more feedback, more frequently, and opportunities to improve
performance. (5) Grades should be completely removed from first year curriculum.
(6) Tensions within the faculty should be confronted head-on and resolved. (7)
Faculty and staff need pay increases.
There must be a more humane way to "teach" or "learn" the law. The teachers are
excellent, there is a good range of subjects offered, but you have to pick up
most "real life stuff" on your own. Perhaps some nuts and bolts--'this is what
you would be doing if you were working'--classes could be offered in addition to
clinical.
These are not suggestions for change as much as areas I would investigate to see
if change were worthwhile: (1) Perhaps more required courses. (2) Perhaps
relaxation of rule regarding independent studies that one must take basic course
before independent study allowed. (3) Perhaps move advocacy to second year: I
understand the "right-of-passage" quality of advocacy. I question whether the
time and energy (and ~) involved during first year detracts from basic
substantive legal education in first year. (4) I would change one thing: the
requirement of a passing grade of D in ethics is a laugh. Moreover, from a
public relations standpoint, it looks terrible. When I first showed my wife and
friends the requirement we all laughed: everyone agreed that such a requirement
reconfirmed the view that lawyers have no ethics at all. Why not a C or even a
B?

5.
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Less emphasis on 'stress'--(we are all aware of stress)--more emphasis on sense
of community (to help lessen stress) and continued emphasis in the academic
aspect. Overall, I believe continued and increased emphasis on student input
would serve us all. As to grades, I wish there was a better way of measuring
ability--but, having no concrete, workable solution, the system will have to
remain as such--unfortunately.
Give staff a pay raise.
Expand placement opportunities for all UNM graduates both in areas of law and
geographic areas.
Enlarge and clean up lunch area. Grading: the competition among second year
students is out of all proportion--! don't know how to fix it, but it must be
dealt with. Infant/child care. Registration on law campus--you've got the
computers!
Employ a counselor. Recognize the possibility that some students will not
practice law by notifying students of employment opportunities in non lawyering
fields. Consult learning experts when there's curriculum controversy. More
paring. Acknowledge skills other than IRAC exam taking skills. Embrace suggested
changes even though the idea of change is frightening.
I would demand more writing and more practical clinical experience. Also, I
would either make a commitment to the affirmative action program or abandon it.
Furthermore, I would not "pass" every pupil who simply shows up. The quality of
the students depends upon the standards the dean sets.
I'd insist that professors see their teaching duties as their first priority.
(Now it's essentially a self-taught program at present where students are
expected to dig it out and understand it on their awn. Professors flap their
jaws in class, give exams, and hurry on to their pet projects which are more
lucrative. And they hire "slaveys" to do their research for these pet projects.
Too bad we can't recognize how worthless most of the professors are, how useless
is the time spent in class and save all those salaries. Just pass out the
materials, acknowledge that we have to learn all the stuff on our own and be
done with it. And if they were unwilling or unable to do that I'd not recommend
them for tenure. For tenured faculty I'd visit and evaulate classes a little
more often·. (Not once have I seen an evaluation in any of the classes. Obviously
this dean doesn't know or care what goes on. But just as well. He couldn't say
if the teaching was high quality or not because he doesn't know.)
(1) Require check of all books--students and professors keep books in carrels
and others who need the research materials can't locate them. (2) Eliminate the
wailing wall--post grades at professors' offices or send to students--this would
eliminate comparing students and grades. (3) Require professors to put evaluation
sheets on grades.
First: Physically clean the building and provide that it is kept clean. Second:
All first year students should have the same identical curriculum, especially
in the first semester. With this in mind, swap teachers half way through the
semester. (Between the two teachers who swap, grading of finals would be done
on a random selection process.)
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I can't think of any major changes I would make--with the exception of putting
notices in the third year boxes about the bar--we get notes about everything but
are expected to guess when we are able to pick up bar applications--even a note
to tell us we won't be told would be okay! On the whole I think things operate
remarkably smoothly and successfully.
Lawyers must be people too--encourage outside interests. Once within the system
that diversity's discounted. No real credit is given for past experience and no
allowance for people with special needs. A special plea here for parents,
people who are from Santa Fe and elsewhere. Explore possibilities of branch
courses, especially in summer. Explore also better relations with main campus.
Many courses there I would have liked to attend but our schedule made impossible.
More emphasis, support etc. for Natural Resources Journal and Law Review; (this
means both money and faculty support so that relationship between the journal
staffs and administration is less adversarial and more supportive. Less emphasis
on grades/class rank and competition (and curve grading). Less preoccupation
with protecting faculty and more accountability for individual grading standards
so that there might be less arbitratness in grading!
(1) Discourage Socratic .method. If it's necessary, the standards of admission
are too low. It's only effective in small classes. (2) There are more minorities
in this school than ethnic ones. Make schedule more flexible--night classes and
more summer classes. {3) Lawyers, at least as I've observed, in the school are
intellectual and genuinely interested in the well being of people as individuals.
This is not appreciated by the public and most importantly by the educated
public. Lawyers need positive publicity and positive laison with other professionals. (4) Older law students have problems different than other groups.
Two of my classmates in this category have quit. If its worthwhile having
older students in the class, some effort should be made to define problems
special to the group. If their admission is for political reasons, pre-admission
counseling should be provided to aquaint them with the difficulty they will
face.
(1) The law school needs to kick out those who fall below a certain academic
level. There should be no pressure on instructors not to give D's and F's.
Some are motivated positively and others negatively. The threat of academic
suspension should be real for those unable to be motivated positively. A frequently heard comment is that the range of C's is so large that some will get a
high C by studying hard or get a low C by not studying at all. If so, why
study? The Bell curve needs a D and F side to be legitimate. (2) I feel
certain of the historically prestigous law activities (law review, Moot Court,
etc.) discriminate in a sense against married students with families. The
timing (near finals) and duration (only a week or two) put those who have to
work to support a family at a•disadvantage. Even those who do not work dead
week need that time to prepare for finals if they work weekends. There are a
number of intelligent students in each class who would like to have the opportunity to compete, but have made the long run choice in favor of family. Law
school is three years and your family is for a lifetime. The choice isn't too
tough when put in those terms but it is unfortunate that it must be made at all.
An ungraded first year wuld improve the atmosphere at the school and would make
the grades a more accurate evaluation of incompetence. Continue to attract the
kind of faculty that is concerned about teaching students.
7.

More student access to word processing and computerized research facilities.
Try to arrange classes with hour lunch for all. This would help alleviate
stress. People need time to talk, discuss and be with other students and faculty
in an unstructured environment. Develop an attitude in the staff that law
students are adults and responsible for their own behavior. This would eliminate
lecturing students for not doing their homework or not attending class. People
must be permitted to accept the consequences of their own choice (and behavior).
More emphasis on teaching, less on publish or perish.
Take tighter control over the actual decisions and operation of school. Too
many faculty members exercise too much informalcontrol over decisions affecting
other faculty, students,. staff, and the school in general. Former Dean Hart
should remember the adjective before his title. Also, the school should place
great emphasis on placement for the middle and lower ranked students, as well as
attempting to establish lower ties to the local ad state bar.
(1) Encourage more professors to have students write briefs instead of papers.
This would give applied experience. (2) One unit courses in bar-related subjects
so student get bar preparation but can take classes they want. (3) Combine law
reviw and NRJ. There aren't enough students involved to keep up the quality of
two journals.
I liKe the fact that we are free to plot our own academic course, but I think it
should be supervised more closely. There is no course of info regarding what
courses should be taken to prepare for bar, when to take them, why, etc. The
lecture in 2401 was aimed at that and it was helpful, but last spring my main
source of info has been other students, and that's pretty haphazard.
I would encourage the faculty to provide some positive reinforcement for students.
I would abandon the position "these people don't need to be told what they're
doing right, only what they're doing Wt"ong." I would face the ~:eality that law
students are incrediby insecure, ego-stat"Ved, and have spent their entire lives
t~:ying to overcome an absence of self-esteem by means of competitive achievement.
I would fight for a full-time counselor--! would initiate programs that promote"
unity rather than competition. Think of all the competitions that teat" us
apart: g~:ades, advocacy, mock trial, moot court, law ~:eview, NRJ, we are
constantly pitted against one another.
Less emphasis on grades.

More emphasis on practical experience.

I would have more clinical externships and practice in trial work, interviewing,
counseling and negotiations. I would increase emphasis on the workings of state
and national government and legislative and administrative process relative to
common law.
Remove the faculty and students' political biases from the classroom, from the
curriculum (re: law and social change) and from this state owned facility. I am
very pleased with the law school thus far with this o~ception. When faculty
members wear political buttons during lecture, this is not only against state
law, but also unfair to those who happen to disagree with them. wnen law school
facilities are consistently used for clearly political functions/ organizations
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(Nat' 1 Lawyers Guild, Central American "problems", etc.) this is, again, unfair
to those members of the law school community who do not share their philosophies.
More student input--in course selection and especially in graduation activities.
SBA needs to be treated more like an unbrella organization. MALSA, ILSA, BALSA,
WLC, LSCRRC--all of those organizations add to the division which exists in the
student body. Contrary to what we all might like to believe, the student body
does not live in harmony. Relations between the students is one of avoidance,
not mixture. My best and most sincere efforts have been misinterpreted from the
first day. I tried joining MALSA, and was told to "cut the crap." Only recently,
upon marrying a Hispanic, have relations improved.
Assure that only the best "teaching" (question II-D) professors have first year
student classes.
Make the place more intellectually stimulating. Have each teacher give a short
talk, on a subject of their choosing, out on the patio during the SBA, "patio
functions." One talk every three weeks would really improve the exposure,
expertise, and morale of all involved.
More variety and times for courses.

Courses offered at least every other semester.

(1) Eliminate smoking from the library (at least). (2) Give Mary Helen and
Linda raises. (3) Provide more law students easy access to study areas and make
it easier to reserve carrels in the library. (4) Fire some (many) of the useless
(and oftentimes rude) work-study nighttime personnel and put more research
assistants in the library. (5) I would make definite attempts to make myself
available to all students, not just those in the top 10% of the class.
Hands-on work experience--i.e. efforts sqould be made to place financially needy
students in clerking positions as an alternative to work-study positions.
Generally, those who clerk know someone in the practice and are able to obtain
valuable experience. Those who don't know some practicing attorney ought to be
given the opportunity to get hands-on experience.
Longer dead week in the spring. CPII a require course. Generally, I think the
institution works extremely well. Fred and Desi should be congratulated! I am
proud to be here and will miss the association with the faculty and classmates.
The honor code is a joke, get faculty involvement. More flexibility in use of
independent study to satisfy class courses in lieu of actually taking a class.
Seriously consider eliminating Socratic method for more creative and innovative
approaches to practice of law. Consider tests to be taken and if knowledge in
any particular areas meets minimum proficiency level to satisfy course requirement
and earn credits without having to take the course. Moot course competition
needs faculty input instead of relying solely on bigotry and prejudices of
previous team, who it seems at least the last two years have failed to be objective.
I would continue the commitment to admitting a diverse student body. I would do
more to carry out the commitment to excellence in teaching. I would try to get
the faculty more accountable for how they spend their time during the day and
really reward those who are here and who are spending their time working with
students. This is very time consuming for those faculty who do it, but it is
9.

unquantifiably valuable to the students. But the faculty who are here
and are open to students carry too much of the load because so many students
turn to them for academic/personal counseling, tutoring, support. The others
are either not here a great part of the time or are inaccessible when are here.
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TABLE X-B
Composite of Responses

OlfiV!ISIT"f OP lf!W MEXICO

SCHOOL OF LAY
ALUMHI SU'RV!'f
SPlliHC 1985

I.

!ACXGIOUND. The following are back~round questiona which
will help ua underatand and interpret the results.

A.

Fro• which law school did you graduate?
in naiHI.}

!.

In what year did you graduate fro11 law school? - - - -

C.

In what year did you pass the New Mexico 8ar?

D.

Wbac vaa your overall rank in law school?

[
[
[
[
E.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

1984

Under $20,000

income?

you work?

(Optional)

~(c.

s2o,ooo - sJo,ooo l'l.\f
sJo,ooo - S4o,ooo l'tJ.
S4o,ooo - S5o,ooo ~~

How do you describe yourself?

[ I

~hich

Under 5,000
'-7
(,!:f'
10,000 co 25,000
117
25,000 co 50,000
u
50,000 co 100,000
'rlo
Over 100,000

Wbat vaa your

(
I
I
I
G.

Upper 1/3
!Uddle 1/3
Lover 1/3
Unknown

Wbac 1a the size of the COIIIDIUni ty in

I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I

(Please write

Male

:5 7'7

I I s5o,ooo - S75,ooo I ~o
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( I Over $100,000
~o
(Optional)

( I Female : II

I I American Indian or Alaskan Native
Tribal Affiliation ~-----~~0~------------Q

I I Adan or Pacific Islander
I I !lack (Non Hispanic Origin)
I I Hhpanic

I I Wbita (Non Hispanic Origin)
I I Other
I I Do not care to respond

~

~I

(o 10
.20

:J.i

'I
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OCCUPATION. Please check the box or boxes that best
describe your current occupation. Note that for some of the
choices we ask for further details.
A.

Private Practice of Law

-fuf..f

f ) Solo Practitioner

If you work in a finn,
what is its size?
1 1 3 f()O
Partners and • Partner in a firm
Associates 2. '1-1° II<'
Public interest law firm
Other {please specify)
37

[ 1 Associate in a firm
[ )

[ I
[ I

'· ,o- '-"'

"4 • ::t.o-

'='-"

60

S'. ~ .,"VI G.

Work in JudiCial Branch of
Government

B.
1~

[ I Judge
[ I Court administration
[ I Other {please specify)

;z.
I~

c.

[
[
[

I City or county '3
I State
I Federal
~~-

'"'

At which level of
Work in Executive/Legislative
Branch of Government
government is this work?

~I

( )

l
(
(
(
(

I

4
50
0

.2%.

D.

At which level of
government is this work?

)
I
I
1
I

Prosecutor
Law enforcement officer
Legislator
Department of government
Legislative staff
Other {please specify)

City or county
State
Federal

Education - Teacher or Administrator
'7 (
/£,[

In a la1o1 school
Other {please specify)

-----------------------------------------------------------Public Practice

E.

IS [
~[

Zf

Public Defender
Legal Services
Other (please specify)

2
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Jl'.

6q ( l

ze 1
21!
/If[

Z!
C.i [

II I

III.

or

AREAS

A.

Is your business
work primarily:
( l legal
[ l unagement
[ J auigned vork
[ l business
problems

Self-employed, aole
proprietor
103
Self-employed,
partnership
14
Corporate employee,
0
legal staff
4
Corporate officer or
unager
Corporate employee, other
Work for union
Other (please specify)

PltACTICE.

Please indicate below (A) areas of law in which you
practice or do legal vork; (B) whether you think law
school provided you with useful training in these
areas.

[ l

I do not practice law or do any legal work. (In

this case, please answer only Part B.)
Please check the area(s) in which you work and
whether it is a primary or secondary area.

!

Please indicate the extent to which law school
provided useful training in each area indicated in
?art A

!
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Baaed on your experience in practice, what course or
courses not offered when you vere a law student would
you recommend be included in the curriculum?

s

IV.

LAW SCHOOL PREPARATION. Please indicate how impottant each
of the folloWing sk1lb or competencies 1J in your dail_y_
work; vhich skills could be described as a key element in
your work (i.e., adequate performance is not possible in its
abaenc:e); and whether your lav school training waa helpful
in the attainment of that Jkill or competency.
Role of Law School
Training for
Accainment of
Competency
41

Importance for
Your Work
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Knowledge of constitutional
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Knowledge of ethics of the
profession
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regulations
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rules of courts, ete.
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resources
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Methodology and Skills

Ability to analyze and
22 t
synthesize law/facts
Ability to do research
"(
Ability to write
:1
Ability to draft legal
documents
13 (
Ability to interview
q, [
clients
Ability to interview
Iori tnesses
'15 [
Ability to counsel client~
Ability to negotiate
/1[
Ability to be effective in
oral communication
3[
Ability to investigate
facts
191
Ability to direct work of
others
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Methodology and Skills (continued)
Importance for
Your Work

...c
41

s

0

:z:
Ability to organize work
flow
31 l/171
Ability to try lawsuits 681 11'131
Ability to examine
!PI )1'10{
witnesses
Ability to conduct
~I I1'111
discovery
Other abilities important in
your work (please specify):
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Role of the Law School
Training for
Attainment of
41
Competency
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A.

How often do you use the University 'of New Mexico
School of Law Library·?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

158
:l..
I
~'i

31

2.'5~

.304o
8.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Never
Once per day
More than once a day
Once per week
More than once a week
A few times per month
Other: ---------------------------------

Do you think it would be appropriate for the Law School

to charge a fee for use of the library by lawyers?
Yes .ill_
No u2..7
.j (- IIJoju r,

2o '·

5.5 .,_,

If yes, how much?

c.

J

n4lf"

'to f «; r:-

Do you think the Law School Library has adequate:

Duplicating facilities?
Staff?
Space?
Noise Suppression?
Research Assistance from staff?
Books?
Periodicals?
7

J SS't
~

S'7 I
i S5S

I 'lq~
I 52o
15/U
1541

I
I
[
!
[
I
I

I
l
I
I
I
I
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113
~~
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VI.

D.

If you think the library lacks books in a certain area,
please state the area, naming specific titles or
periodicals if desired:

E.

ftov could the library provide better service to the
practici~ bar of Nev Mexico?

PLA~.

A.

}29

As a lav student seeking employment, did you
participate in the University of New Mexico Law
School'• placement program?
Yes { I 5j;O
No I l
If yes, were you satisfied with the services offered?
Yes ( 1 13
No ( 1
If you were dissatisfied, please describe the nature of
the problem(s) encountered.

In what way could the placement program better assist
students seeking employment?

8

a.

As an attorney, have you ever uted the placement
••rvicet of the Law School to find a new position for
yourself?
Yu [ I 735
No ( I

c.

If the Law School expanded its present programs to
assist practicing lawyers in finding new positions,
would you be likely to use the services?
Yes [ I ~
No [ I

D.
1'11

Have you bad occasion to use the placement services of
•the Law School while seeking to hire attorneys for your
law firm?
Yes [ I Sl.7
No ( I
If yes, have you been aatisfied with·the services you

l~i

-received?
Yes [ 1 '1-8

No ( 1

In what way could the placement services be modified to
be of greater benefit to potential employers such as
yourself?

E.

Have you received the annual placement brochure
published by the Law School?

4,;47

Yes

( 1 If so, has 1 t been of use in identifing
prospective associates for your firm?
/f#O
Yes ( I
388 llo ( 1

113

No

( I

~II.

45(.

If not, would you like to receive a copy each
year?
13w Yes ( I
10~
No
( I

PROFESSIONAL PERFO~~CE. Have you had occasion to evaluate
the professional performance of recent graduates of the
University of New Mexico School of Law?
Yes ( I
,E:z.zj
No
( I

If yes, how would you rate them:
A.
In comparison with recent graduates of other law
schools?
2~1
( I About the same.
~
( 1 UNM graduates are somewhat more competent as a
group.
107
[ I UNM graduates are somewhat less competent as a
group.
9

:

B.
201

1'7
100

c.

VIII~

In com~arison with the performance of former graduates
of this Law School at the same stage in their careers?
( ) Today'a new graduates are about the sa~e as past
new graduates.
) Recent UNH graduates are somewhat more co~petent
as a group than former classes were.
! l Recent UNH graduates are somewhat less competent
as a group chan former classes were.
To what factors do you attribute those differences?

We are interested in your views of the relationship between
your current work and your law school experience. ln the
space below would you write any comments that you may have
about this relationship in your case? We aFe especially
interested in your views on how legal education can be
improved. (Use additional pages if you like.) (Optional)
:

!0

IX.

BAR EXAM.
A.

2.00

Were there any subject areas of law covered in the Bar
Exam that you took, for which the Law School did not
prepare you?
Yes
[ ]
tf8S
No
[ ]
If yes, please identify those areas:

B.

187

Did the Bar Exam test anything other than that which is
tested by law school exam?
Yes [ 1
4 {,(Q
No
[ 1
If yes, please describe the differences:

11

X.

ADMISSIONS.
A.

The University of New Mexico Law School receives many more
applications for admission than there are spaces available
in the entering class. The Admission• Committee rejects
every applicant whose grade-point average in college and
LSAT scores demonstrate that the applicant cannot
satisfactorily complete the Law Scheel's requirements fer
graduation. Even after the unqualified applicants are
rejected, there remain several qualified applicants fer each
available seat in the entering class.
Which of these factors do you feel the Admissions Committee
should consider in choosing among these qualified
applicants!
Relevant

Not Relevant

[ 1'111

lSI

l I~~~~~

I 1~
1.5'/ll

[ 1.235

l I 104
r 1 t'7c
l I ~II
I I ~7~

1:.:'7'{

c 1 zqq
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J 1.;~

J :sq
]::".4~

1 1 5Ju
! I c:z.
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I ~I

I I Z&

1 ~78

1 220

J ~=e

J '70
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Information
Undergraduate Grade Point
Average
LSAT Score
Age

Sex
Ethnic back~rcund
Whether applicant is bilingual
Whether applicant is legal
resident of New Mexico
Length of time aQplicant has
been a legal resident of New
Mexico
Letters of recommendation
Impressions gathered in
personal interview of
applicant
Applicant's extracurricular
activities in college
Applicant's determination to
succeed
Applicant's personal statement
Whether a relative of the
applicant has graduated from
the Law School
The reputation of the
applicant's under~raduate
college fer e~cellence
The kind and quality of the
courses taken by the
applicant in college

Relevant

Not Relevant

[ 1 ~44

1 s~

B.

[ I

II I

I I

2

!nfomation
The likelihood that the
aoplicant will practice law
in a geographical area or
aubject matter area which ia
in need of additional
competent lawyers.
Prior work experience of
applicant
Others: (please specify)

Do you have any eo-enta about the admissiont policies or

procedures of the University of New Mexico Law

13

School~

Responses from members of the N.M. Bar to the question "If you were the Dean ... ?
Better facilities, communication, pay and treatment of adjunct professors.
I would go back to a traditional grading system and work students about three
times harder than they are worked now,
More required, hard law courses.
For several years I graded bar exams. I was disappointed at the number of
graduates (although I didn't know how many were from UNM) who could not write a
complete sentence; could not determine the issues in a problem and simply could
not communicate. On the the other hand there were applicants who did an excellent
job of answering the questions. My conclusion was that many who graduated
should have been failed and not permitted to graduate.
I would hire me to teach antitrust. I would offer [a local politician] a
position at the Law School on the condition that he never again hold any public
office anywhere.
Advocacy should be taught in the first semester of the first year. Also, the
Moot Court program should be encouraged and participation supported to the
fullest extent.
More structure, more formality. Required attendance at classes. I was a visiting
student at UNM Law School for my final year of school and I was struck by the
lax attitude held by the students concerning attendance and preparation for
classes. The instructors seemed to condone this, so students were not admonished
for being unprepared, nor were they penalized for non-attendance. I bad acquaintances at UNM who literally did not attend class until final exam. I did,
however, enjoy my year at UNM, the students, faculty and staff were always
helpful and friendly.
I believe the Law School has a.duty to assure that its graduates are competent/
able to practice law. It should not use pre-screening on the·bar exam as crutches.
If one's work is not satisfactory in law school, they should not graduate. (I
believe that minorities should be given special opportunities to get into law
school and extra assistance while there, but in the end if they don't do satisfactory work, they should not graduate.)
Require all students to take certain basic courses not now required, ~.
torts, civil procedure, evidence, property, contracts, and expand all of these
rnto full year courses. Deny credit for non-legal courses. Require all basic
courses to be completed before a student participates in a clinic. Restrict
greatly the number of hours now awarded for clinics and prohibit the taking of
more than six hours per student per law school career. Prohibit the writing of
''papers" in lieu of rigorous essay exams. Tighten up the grading standards and
begin to eliminate some of the more illiterate students who now seem capable of
graduating.
Have changes made which would expose the students -- all the students -- to
practical aspects of the law. This will permit the graduate to make an informal
choice upon graduation as to what field to go into.

Encourage more respect for the faculty. Prohibit smoking in the public facility
(not teachers' offices). Encourage the professors to really challenge the
students. Looking back, my best professors were the ones that really made us
work. It is the work which causes you to remember a certain rule, case, etc.
As indicated in previous questions, I would toughen up grading standards substantially. You do no service to the law graduates or the public if marginal lawyers
are allowed to graduate. When we were in law school, we said "A students become
professors, B students judges, and C students make money as lawyers." That's
wrong. Many of the marginal students who were fondest of that saying are now C
or D+ lawyers who don't do right by their clients. There should be a real
emphasis on academic excellence, hard work and disciple during law school. Hard
work and discipline are the most important traits for successful lawyers, except
for rigorous analysis, which the law school already does a fairly good job of
teaching.
I would make an effort to accept more qualified students from towns in size from
I would accept a
few more students for each class and "flunk" the weakest ones as the class
progresses toward graduation. If you want to build your law school alumni,
their input should be considered on admissions policy.
25,000 to 50,000 population in the south half of the state.

Tougher admissions, based more on undergraduate academic performance.
Put more emphasis on clinical education and practical courses that will help
students when they enter the "real world" to practice law.
Teach hard-core research skills.
I'd make it tougher. Practicing law is a privilege not a right, and the privilege
should be earned, Maybe some whips and police dogs would help? That's a joke
to relieve the pompousity of my previous statement. Seriously, though, when
folks graduate without knowing about pocket parts, you know something's not
r.ight.
Clean out the slothful, unqualified and do-gooders from both staff and student
body. Strengthen curriculum and total requirements in basics. Raise standards
for graduation. Forget trying to fill classes.
I would trash the affirmative action aspects of the admissions process, and try
to pull the school's reputation out of the basement, through academic excellence.
Help students who have no family background of professions, especially lawyers
in the family, gain practical experience in law offices and become acquainted
with what it's really like to practice law. Help them with access to jobs
clerking for judges -- get them aware that such opportunities are available.
More multi-discipline courses on the lines of evidence/trial practice. Weed out
those unsuited to the practice of law (assuming the law school's mission is to
produce lawyers). There are enough dumb lawyers now-- we need more good ones.
Emphasize methods of dispute resolution other than trials -- I was led to believe
only wimps settle -- now I see how wasteful trials are.
Take a long, hard look at the students body and change things accordingly (e.g.
to conform to older persons with family and work obligations, long commutes and
other obligations and priorities).
2..

More contact with the practice of law.
Better quality and higher salary and performance.

Better access to professors.

Pay professors higher salaries to attract better students.
Hire the best teaching faculty and staff. Forget quotas. Make the staff and
teachers work. Cut out their outside jobs and interests. They are on the
payroll to teach, serve, and do research for New Mexico, USA and the world, not
become rich. Public employees should serve the public not themselves at our
expense. Serve areas in New Mexico outside of Albuquerque.
I would try to train lawyers in how to practice law and how to earn a living at
it.
Perhaps try to get away from the Socratic methods.
practice.

Teach less theory and more

I would urge professors to use practical aids, e.g. in the CP classes if students
handled actual paperwork or discussed concepts like jurisdiction in actual cases,
I think the concepts would be more easily assimilated. I would check out
teaching applicants' credentials thoroughly and make sure professors were performing
before I gave them another contract. My feeling is that the law school is
slipping in the teaching area. I would also stiffen standards for students--too
many sloppy grading procedures by some professors. Encourage students to be in
touch with real life around them.
I would not stretch requirement to satisfy racial or ethnic quotas.
I would eliminate preferences for ethnics, women or any criteria except academic
performance. Primarily LSAT scores should determine acceptance to UNM. I would
also add certain case courses to the second year such as Evidence, CPII, and
Property and double the clinic requirements.
I would solicit student comments about the curriculum, especially about how
effective each law professor is in his or her teaching methods in a particular
course.
Develop some type of program such as an LLM other advanced degree program. Also
provide right classes in specialized areas for practicing attorneys (at higher
tuition rate) dealing in specific areas such as tax, finance and other areas
that may have fit into one's class schedule while a student.
Reduce the number of students. It appears that-law schools are turning out more
graduates than the society can use.
Give students more exposure to drafting in their course work.
My biggest change would be towards emphasizing the reality of practicing law
every day --more practice in how to draft pldgs, write for the different courts,
approach cases and strategies from a practical (not just academic/ legal) aspects,
etc.

3.

I would recruit more practicing attorneys as opposed to "ivory tower" types with
little or no practice experience, for faculty positions, full or part-time. In
that manner, it would be possible to better equip law students with what they
will confront in practice.
Grading must be more competitive. Students must be selected more carefully to
fulfill the needs of the community not their own.
Get good teachers (research may be good for the school-- but not the students).
More rigor--students need to learn more than they are.
More involvement of practicing attorneys in standard core classes such as torts,
contracts, constitutional law, federal jurisdiction, etc. so students receive a
practical aspect of area as well as fundamental academic approach. Lawyers
could assist in part-time role with prior case examples.
Improve the quality of lawyers by taking in the best qualified without regard to
race, color, creed, sex or age. Give more practical courses rather than teaching
theories that the professors were unable to get the courts to accept.
I would consider adding more structure to the second and third year curriculum.
I would try and involve lawyers who are currently practicing in working with law
students on an individual basis, such as law clerks, or study groups.
My only experience with the law school has been with the clinical program. The
aspects I have seen show lax supervision leading to a less than ideal learning
experience. Teach legal history--it was the only good course I ever took.
Appears to be running great!
The administration is doing a very good job.
I would attempt to place every student in a private law office for not less than
one month of apprenticeship. This should be done without cost to the lawyers
and for credit to the student. It should be done with the understanding that
the student is not a law clerk but an apprentice who should be exposed to every
facet of the law practice.
Require students to pass oral and written exams in each course. Require for
graduation successful completion of an "independent studies" course wherein the
student would be given a hypothetical legal program comparable to a case which
would be handled by a practicing attorney and have the student use all resources
at his command (including consulting with professors, fellow students, practicing
attorneys in the community [provided all sources of information are named) to
solve the legal problem and/or get the matter ready for hypothetical trial in
court. The legal problem posed should have issues that cross into many areas of
the law rather than limiting it to "contract" issue or a "tort" issue, etc.
Make sure there were about ten more [popular professor]. Did not go to UNM Law
School, but took bar review there. [Popular professor] was tops.
I see the hiring of teachers who have achieved some success as practicing attorneys
as essential to training future attorneys. The hiring preference when I went to

4.

UNM seemed to be aimed toward academically successful legal scholars. These
individuals best produce a class of legal scholars, and the grading system
rewards only legal scholarship. But, ability to do research and regurgitate
facts is only one small skill needed to practice well. "Real" attorneys, not
academicians, would teach courage, empathy, leadership, risk-taking, persuasion,
courtroom presence--in short, all the attributes of a good lawyer. And, a
well-designed grading system would recognize and reward these abilities.
Up the amount of clinical hours required.
I would change the curriculum to teach law students more about the realities and
practicabilities of practicing law. When I went to school there was too much
emphasis on a theory and substantive law.
Some kind of clinical experience in the first year. Redesign the clinical
programs to ensure all participants do some pro-bono work. Add instruction
counseling, mediation, negotiation, psychology and referral.
Hire professors who deal more in the practical application of the law rather
than those interested in the Socratic method of teaching. Utilize legal clinic
for client contact while in law school. Stress document preparation.
More substantive law. Tougher academic standards -- basically it is too easy to
pass law school courses (even if this includes 'failing out' a certain number of
students). I feel the law school makes the assumption that if a student is
admitted, the student is motivated and deserves every chance to pass. This is
unrealistic and in the long-run lowers the quality of the legal profession.
Require minimum competence in tax law--tax questions reach most areas of law.
More emphasis on trial and litigation--expand Moot Court, debate. More emphasis
on alternative dispute resolution such as negotiation skills, mediation and
arbitration (1 or 2 hour course). More emphasis on our role as "healers of the
social and economic ails of society" and "hired guns".
I would definitely emphasize clinical programs.
I'd hire me when I leave the Navy. Law school was one of my most rewarding
experiences and is one of my fondest memories. It was enriching but idealistic.
Somehow "the law" becomes so destorted in law school that the practical "human"
side of the practice of law with all of its shortcomings, including winning and
losing and other than the merits of a case; the cost of indicating a principal;
and the inability to help all of those who seek your services due to time and
economic constraints, all seem to escape law school training. Additionally, the
management, marketing, law office management are areas which are neglected.
Other than the comments above, Desi, I sincerely enjoyed the Law School and have
the most profound respect for principles and management.
For one year--and I am undecided whether it should be first or third year--!
would divide the students into study groups led by: [certain professors)
There would be no formal courses--just an entire year of study under a "master"
in a small group.

5.

Since we have not a formal apprenticeship, laboratory or performance courses
help bridge the gap. There should be more than poverty criminal and poverty
civil, but that helped me.
~ore

clinical.

Target top 5% rating, but with recognition of need for diversity of faculty and
students; emphasis on additional funding (otherwise cannot afford to keep them
away from Texas) emphasis on needs of New Mexico and Hispanic/Indian heritage.
The school, while improving its quality, should not ignore its character.
Eight hours, four each term, of civil procedure required in the first year. I
might not permit some instructors to teach certain ·courses for which they were
either not qual~fied or disinterested. I do recognize that scheduling can be a
problem which is why this remark is qualified. As a final note I would add that
my experience at UNM was very positive. It was stimulating and rewarding (by
and large). I found the atmosphere to be a refreshing change from my undergraduate
experience, that is I discovered genuine warmth and concern for the faculty and
staff. I would not exchange my three years for another experience at~ other
institution. I received and education and the opportunity to educate myself in
a cogenial environment among people who often cared for each other. What could
possibly be better than that?
More practical.
I never attended UNM. I practice 300 miles from Albuquerque where UNM graduates
have chosen not to practice. I have not practiced with a great many UNM graduates,
recent or otherwise. There is a perception among lawyers in this area that UNM
law school is, or was, overly concerned with ethnic balance among the student
body and a fascination with trendy idealogical concerns. Many of my colleagues
feel the law school has not treated the study of law with sufficient seriousness
and has thus produced graduates who experience difficulty on the bar exam, who
begin their careers with limited and inadequate skills and who are more concerned
with "social justice" than solving their clients' problems. I am not sure this
perception of UNM Law School is fair or accurate. Thanks to [Dean) it
is changing. UNM Law School, like all law schools, should stress the fundamentals
in its curriculum. These courses should be taught by professors who are tough
and demanding because the law is tough and demanding.
Less liberal, more conventional. Seek applicants who have incentive to practice
not those who attend for lack of something better to do.
Aside from the previous comments, I believe that [Dean] has been a remarkably good
dean, and that the law school has propered under his readership. I am not
familiar enough with the school in general to comment further.
I would try to make the course curriculum a little more practically oriented.
has done an excellent job with its clinical program which tries to give the
student practical experience. However, I would like to see the courses themselves,
at least after first year, be oriented more towards problems and procedures
likely to be actually encountered in these areas of practice.
L~l

I would hire professors who would help students prepare for the bar exam and not
just for their ego gratification or self-aggrandisement.

6.

Raise dean's salary.
Greater emphasis on basic courses. A good framework will allow addition of
other fields. Better advocacy instructors. My advocacy course was in retrospect
a joke.
Are you recruiting applicants for the position? The UNM legal clinic has now
been changed so it is almost entirely "in house." I liked it better when there
were more opportunities for law office externships.
See to it that every law student is treated equally and courteously. When I
attended the Law School, I (and others) felt that a few students, one of whom
was the son of the former President of the· University of NM, were given privileged
treatment when it came to loans, grants, etc. Moreover, several of the law
professors including the current dean, came accross as egotists, more interested
in themselves than in their students, or in embarrassing students. Their childish
behavior and rudeness made by experience at UNM Law School very unpleasant and I
regret even having attended.
I would not make it as easy to complete the three-year program as it is at
present. Those people who are marginal during law school, for the most part,
make bad lawyers. I would require successful completion of a clinical course
(including out•house clinical) for graduation.
While UNM generally is a very supportive law school, it ignored or
value of the students' past experiences or occupations. I believe
pre-law background should be valued and maximized. Doing so would
with teaching legal thinking in preparing the student to take part
legal process, but rather would add a dimension of strength to the

belittled the
that a student's
not conflict
in the adversarial
graduate.

I would invite attorneys practicing different types of public interest law and
in non-traditional areas of law to address students as guest speakers on a
regular basis. This group would include lawyers practicing housing law, civil
rights, environmental law, mass defense, grand jury work and international law
as it relates to United States foriegn policy.
Place emphasis on procedure courses, trial and litigation--federal and state-courses and courses on legal ethics,
After raising my salary, I would initiate policies to increase the size of the
first year class by SO% and then to invite only 1/3 of the first year class back
for the second year. I would work with the bar examiners to assure licenses for
all the graduates without examination. (I passed the first time, but I thought
it was cruel to fail law school graduates),
Mandatory dress code, elimination of all racial, seK or ethic quotas.
session. Summer sessions in basic English composition and speech.

Run night

The dean is doing and has done an excellent job. I was a student during the
time the dean taught and was pleased with his abilities and performance.
The faculty is, in my mind, the heart and soul of any law school. I would
endeavor to inspire the faculty· to continue research, to write themselves, to
work outside the law school - whatever it takes to keep them jazzed and interested

7.

2305
in turning out quality students. I imagine more money, in the form of salary,
would help! I approve of the idea of rotating faculty through the advocacy
program - but feel reluctant faculty ought not be forced to teach it -- nor
should students have instructors whose skills and talents don't fit into the
skills being taught in advocacy be forced to teach that course. A student
should be assured he will get a good advoacy instructor--it is after all the one
small group, close contact, a student is guaranteed while in law school.
I would work toward moving the advocacy program back to first semester; re-emphasizing the minority recruitment and tutorials; and making the third-year program
more experience-oriented--they tend to be bored with the academics, as a rule.
Hire additional minority teaching staff.
I would not presume to suggest changes to Dean Desiderio, nor his predecessor,
Fred Hart, who are two of the finest gentlemen I have had the honor of knowing.
I think the strength of UNM lies in the fact, as demonstrated to me during my
legal studies, that the administration and faculty of the UNM Law School genuinely
and deeply care about the education and well-being of their students. The
success I had in practice around the country against graduates of "top" law
schools suggests to me that I did not want for anything in my legal education.
Increase emphasis on required basic courses.
I would not try to make law school easy.
Resign and make sure that the next dean is not associated with one or another of
the cliques of the law school. I would also try to bolster the reputation of
the law school, as I feel the image is extremely poor right now. I believe
major changes are needed over the next few years to try and gain that respect.
Finally, next time I send out a questionnaire I would have someone other than
the person(s) who did this one design the next one. (126-175 are particularly
poorly designed).
Probably

~

little.

Change the dean. Require several real writing courses. Many of the present
courses fulfilling writing requirement shouldn't. A large percentage of grads
do not end up working in large firms but push is on to do that if you're a good
student. Need to legitimize other pursuits. Many end up in state government
with no training for public law -- e.g. no NM constitution coverage, no regulatory
law. Include development of oral skills within classrooms.
I don't know. The graduates are of high intelligence and competence. However,
over the years, I have noticed a lack of knowledge or even interest in the
humanities and the human condition. There has been an enormous influx of highly
intellegent people into the law in the past decade who do not have any grasp of
its social purpose even though placed in fields after graduation where understanding is critical. It is possible that I would choose to admit more people
with backgrounds in the humnaities, particularly graduates with work primarily
in literature, history and economics, antropology, and linguistics.
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Even more emphasis on clinical programs and developing trial skills.
Increase variety and number of night courses, summer courses for people who have
to work while attending law school to have more flexibility in their scheduling.
I would make a very special effort to beef up Ethics as an area of study. Law
students should be guided into becoming lawyers who will gain and deserve the
respect of the community and other professionals rather than gain the brunt of
the takes and the bottom position for trustworthiness. Lawyers can advocate
without picking up the seemy qualities of the clients.
Greater concentration on basic skills and courses with increasing demands for
excellence by students rather than accepting the norm.
Emphasize poor people's law. Bring in more guest speakers. Produce mini courses
on how to run a law practice. Ban beer parties behind the law school. Have
some night classes. Get rid of lazy professors. Work"more closely with MALSA,
AILSA in obtaining a higher bar-pass ratio. Help poor students (or at least
provide information) get grants from organizations such as LULAC and GI forum.
Emphasis should be very heavy on substantive law (statutes and decisions).
Social policies or trends, until codified by legislators, have little to do with
the practice of law.
Allow six hours credit in clinical courses.
economics.

Courses in law office management/

More consideration in the direction of facilitating students so that they can
have the freedom to study and take advantage of legal resources. By this I
mean: money for the poor students (there are a lot), daycare for parent-students,
parking and scheduling for communting students, scheduling accomodation for
working students. Someday this state needs a night law school.
Rather than changes, I'd like to see a continuation of the interaction with
practicing attorneys in the city.
More practical-type courses offered for those who want them. Note: I am one of
the few people I know who loves being a lawyer. ffost of my classmates that I
have remained friendly with dislike the "real world." They feel somehow that
they were misinformed about the real world. I, too, was misinformed but fortunately,
in my case, I happen to to thrive in it (the practice of law). Maybe students
should be offered the opportunity to hear lawyers discuss operations of the law
office and what to expect.
My general views are expressed herein. Each student who seeks admission should
be required in writing to evaluate his attributes, characteristics, desires
which the student believes qualifeis for admission. Perhaps a psychological
examination should be required to determine whether the law is the haven for the
student, not aviation, truck driving, medicine or ditch digging.
None ! can think of at this time. I always found a fair and nondiscriminatory
policy enforced by Dean Desiderio while attending UNM Law School.
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No suggestions.

The Law School seems to be in good condition.

Increase salaries of faculty.
topics.

More outside speakers/lecturers on specific

I would seek a more heterogeneous faculty. I recognize that the selection of
the law teachers is, to a great extent, a product of inbreeding. The result is
a faculty that is very liberal in most areas. As a consequence, the students
are denied divergent viewpoints, and, as a practical matter, the faculty certainly
does not reflect the attitudes of the people it purports to serve--citizens of
New Mexico.
More practical courses, such as clinical programs.
Tougher admission standards. Direct courses toward passing the bar and eliminate
the special interest courses. Tougher graduation requirements. Hire better
professors. Make the Law Review an honor so it will mean something.
I cannot answer this specifically with regard to the University of New Mexico
inasmuch as I am not that familiar with it. Even though I am licensed in both
New Mexico and Texas, and practiced in our Roswell office for five years, I am
more familiar with other school in the Texas area and in particular the University
of Texas. I would like to just make a general statement that one of the faults
I see in my years of interviewing is that insofar as the placement office is
concerned it appears to me that this is really where you are trying to sell your
product. The quality of the product can only be determined through experience
working with the product. However, insofar as selling the product is concerned,
it seems to me that you should put your best foot forward, being accommodating
of and helpful to the law firms or individual practitioners who are seeking to
hire your students, and not attempt to erect barriers. Law firms do have choices,
and although I am well aware, as the Managing Partner of our firm, that there
must be rules and regulations, especially as you increase in size, it is a
competitive market and there have been schools which we have simply dropped from
our interview list because we received the general feeling that the personnel
with whom we dealt at these schools had the view that they were doing us a favor
rather than us being the customer purchasing their product. I think that in
these situations this is a grave injustice to the students, the school, and the
public. Again, these comments are not directed at the University of New Mexico,
but I am speaking in general from my experiences which involve interviewing
anywhere from 12 to 15 schools annually, many of which are on the national level
and vary from the University of Virginia, Duke, to University of Texas, University
of Oklahoma, University of Denver. In other words, we try to take a look geographical!
at a large part of the southwest and some on the East coast. The quality of the
personnel which you employ for your placement office cannot be overemphasized in
my view inasmuch as this may be the only contract for potential employers.
Hire faculty with real-world experience as lawyers. Too many professors have
~practiced--too much theory and not enough specifics.
Improve and focus on
mandatory clinical skills. Warn students about future shock of law practice.
Hard work, tough business. Too many lawyers. Not a glamorous profession.
I'd wait until I knew more about it before I'd change anything.
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Greater emphasis on practical skills. More emphasis on relevance to real life
experiences. Attempt to expand school's reputation by accepting more out of
state residents or those likely to practice outside the geographical area.
A bit more emphasis on NM law. I think most students at UNM will practice in
New Mexico and will take the New Mexico bar.
I said this when I was a student there and I don't know if changes were made or
not. Morning classes should be scheduled so that parent/students can get their
kids off to school. Other than that, it's great.
Emphasis on law as a profession, not a trade.
ethics.

Continued emphasis on professional

I have no basis upon which to comment because I have not resided in New Mexico
since 1981. I am sorry that Desi will not continue as dean, but congratulate
him on his new position.
Require a greater number of clinical law hours (this is the best part of UNM
law). Require more course work on ethics and malpractice issues. Arrange (and
allow) for part-time attendance at law school (i.e. forget about "Harvard on the
Rio Grande" and try to accommodate to the fact of being the only law school in
the state and the best in the region) to make law school attendance more feasible
for family people. Add a course on job opportunities in the legal field (let
people know how limited they are becoming and that the economics of it are
nowadays) so people can change their minds sooner if they wish.
One year mandatory small group legal writing and research course. Decrease
number of credits a student may earn through "externships" or the like.
Tear out the sun dial sculpture, Put in a swimming sculpture. Put in a swimming
pool or volleyball court. Keep the library open 24 hours, and on holidays.
Build and staff a permanent day care facility or nursery at the law school.
Consider offering a part-time program or night classes. Some lawyers may want
to go back and take classes they didn't take as a law student. Consider a class
for first year students that focuses on "thinking like a lawyer."
I think first year should be ungraded--pass/fail. I think the Socratic method
should be forgotten. (The way the bar review was taught ~hould be the way many
courses should be taught). The class, except maybe the top ten, should be
unranked.
Stop smoking in the classrooms.
Require all students to take more of the nuts and bolts courses. Be more selective
about skills necessary for student to be admitted (especially reading and writing
skills).
I would devote much attention to the problem of minority pass rate on the bar
exam. It's a disgrace to the legal profession that the pass rate of white vs.
non whites is so disparate.
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More mandatory core courses.
Develop programs oriented toward producing prosecutors or at least informing
students of that area.
Library addition.
Remove faculty members who have demonstrated that their teaching techniques are
not effective. (Look at bar exam failure rate for different subjects). (Student
poll on teacher effectiveness).
More writing experience.
I would cease sending non UNM Law School graduates who are licensed in New
Mexico requests for mo~.
The bar exam does not screen for competence.
assumed by the law school.

That task should be aggressively

Hire more local professionals with certain expertise and less academicians.
Raise pay of the full-time academicians and pay local, practical experts (parttime) less.
Divide curriculum after first year to allow for more specialization
such as civil/criminal. ~. tax is not necessary for criminal defense.
Emphasize procedural rules and trial techniques for those interested in litigation.
I would require more legal writing from the students. I feel that the ethics
classes are not comprehensive enough at any law school. While UNM already
requires trial practice classes (the clinical programs), I think it would be a
good idea to offer more optional classes that would teach trial skills and
interviewing and examination techniques for clients and witnesses.
If I were the dean, I would want to be academic V.P. of the University. But
first I would make sure that most of the current dean's policy remains in effect.
I would provide some sort of mental health counseling for individual students to
assist students in meeting the specific stresses associated with law school. A
program should be set up with a counselor where students could discuss problems
individually and in groups. Maybe this could be done in cooperation with the
University Mental Health Services. But I think its important to have a formal
program at the law school which would involve more of the student body, more
than those who are~ stressed that they will seek help on the main campus,
There needs to be more practice-oriented courses. Clinical hours should be
extended. Law office mangement courses should be required. Real life ethics
courses should be required. More negotiation courses should be offered. The
classes, such as CP and evidence should be tied to actual use of those subjects
in real-life situations. Not so esoteric. Much more trial practice classes and
classes in dealing with clients should e required. Need more contact with
practicing attorneys. More clases in way lawsuits actually work from beginning
to end. Drafting!! One of the most important areas is lacking~ commercial
drafting and pleading drafting.
Try to generate some pride: If you remember the UNM law student went "on strike"
during the Viet Nam war while the medical students did not. In my mind the UNM
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law students came off as spoiled brats while the medical typ~s appeared to be
serious graduate students. This contrast has not helped the school at all and
has colored my view aver the years--and not for the better!
Put the school on a pass/fail basis. Not fill the core classs with 60-100
students, part of UNM's attraction is professor/student ratio - 100 people in
CPII for exampl. Why not try paced self-study - workbooks with a weekly meeting
with the professor. Align content of courses to match that of the bar exam.
Quit dealing with those firms who do not hire UNM graduates.
Provide more parking. Third year strictly or largely clinical to provide a sort
of "apprenticeship" in law.
More writing. I didn't attend UNM so I don't really know. More clinical--most
important law school experience and most valuable training and preparative tool.
I would hire law professors who are interested in teaching substantive law
without teaching a politically biased picture as well. The law school is in
great need of a faculty that is well balanced politically. The law school is
also getting a bad reputation for its support of homosexual groups and other
ultra liberal factions. Why don't you ask a well-know conservative to be a
visiting professor instead of people like Sarah Weddington?
Would require all faculty to become members of the New Mexico bar within two
years of beginning appointments. This would encourage at least a passing awareness
of New Mexico law and statutes, which are all too often ignored in UNM Law
School classes (like most other law schools in this respect, but still a defect).
Would restructure entire "practical experience" program at UNM law school, from
what I felt was a b.aphazard "sink or swim" approach, to one wb.ich proceeded by
logically graduated steps. Would increase salaries.
I'd be more careful choosing new faculty members.
(1) Assure students could get faculty support and help with advanced research
and writing. (2) Penalize faculty who grade students without reading appears.
(3) Assure that faculty spend tim with students and teaching prior to making
commitments outside the Law School. (4) Improve the following courses:
Property I, Bus. As .. UCC. Teachers should nat each courses they have last
interest in, or grawn stale in. (5) Design a recommended--if not
required--case curriculum to provide guidance to students. (6) Encourage
research among better students in the 3rd year by establshing a seminar thesis
or honors program (after doing Ul above).
I believe Desi did an excellent job as my dean when I attended the Law School.
I applied to seven law schools nationwide and I was accepted at all seven, but I
firmly believe that I made the right choice in attending UNM, and Desi's input
and operation of the school had alot to do with it. Thanks Desi and good luck.
Work (with or without the bar association) on better continuing education using
faculty members. For example -- two day seminars over a weekend in topics like
partnership taxation or antitrust fundamentals for general business lawyers. We
need more than an afternoon seminar but less tnan a full semester course.
Lawyers outside of Albuquerque would be willing (I think) to come to come to
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Albuquerque for a 2 or 2~ (Fri. p.m. -Sun. p.m.) day seminar, especially if it
did not require time lost from work. Other organizations charge $250-600 each
for such seminars. You could help us make up for courses we missed in law
school, help us change or add specialities, provide foundations or provide
updates. Even a series (every weekend for a month, or every other weekend for a
few weeks) would be helpful - to permit more than a superficial treatment that
one gets in the usual CLE course.
More clinical and emphasis on client contact, mediation, legislation skills,
courtroom experience. More emphasis on legal aid and poverty law needs in the
community. Less intrusion by large firms seeking to hire law clerks early in
law school career. More basic research and fundamentals in understanding case
law--less focus on appellate case and more on pre-filing and trial court level
work.
I would for the most part, be inclined to congratulate myself on a job well
done--the UNM law school generally provides high quality legal education with a
very healthy emphasis on clinical skills. The atmosphere of the school is
supportive. One practice skills that UNM law teaches very poorly, however, is
legal research. In my year, research skills were almost entirely ignored, and
students were expected to do their Advocacy brief with virtually no preparation.
It wa~ some time after graduation that I realized my research skills were inadequate, and I had to teach myself almost from scratch. UNM needs to commit
some attention to formal bibliographic instruction for first-year students, and
should offer at least an optional advanced course in research. The library
needs some attention too. The physical facility is very nice, but the operating
budget must be inadequate. Serials expenditures are paltry for a library of
that size. The limited budget seems to have been channeled into public services
at the expense of technical services. The library gets along with remarkably few
professionals, entrusting jobs that are everywhere else done by librarians to
classified staff. This seems to be working better than one would expect, mostly
because the classified staff are very good, but the situation bears watching.
Technical services especially needs more professional staff.
I would try to make the law school more a part of the main campus and of the
community. For example, I teach law-related courses in UNM's continuing·education
department. I could easily teach those courses in law school cla~srooms rather
than main campus classrooms. My students would learn what the law school is and
where it is. I could introduce them to the library, etc. I think the community
could be made a little more aware of the law school as a resource that the community
can use and should support. However, I have always though the law scool operates
and is operated quite well.
I think that law schools should teach not only the way the legal system operates
presently, but also how it might operate better. The present system fails
miserably on a number of levels, and the students should be encouraged to think
innovatively about how it can be improved. Today's students are the system's
main hope for the future in terms of enabling the system to adapt, and if they
are taught to see the sytem as only one part of a total society, they will be
better able to change the system as society's needs change.
Increased emphasis in academic excellence, a little less on clinical programs.
I have graded bar exams several times, and am always surprised at the lack of
knowledge of basics.
14.
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I would can the advocacy programs which allow students out of the classroom, I
agree it's important and maybe there should be a fourth year devoted to such
matters, however, the basics are more important. For example, ask your third
year students if they know the distinction between a special warranty deed and
general warranty deed or ask if they know the personal obligation of a personal
representative in probate. Emphasis should be placed on New Mexico law as
opposed to "the" law.
I would make at least 60% of the curriculum required courses, especially tax
law. Tax considerations are key to so many areas and a great many lawyers miss
them. I learned a great deal clerking during law school. I would seriously
consider subsidizing student employment in real law firms and require a lot of
it. The clinic and law office intern program don't work because not enough time
is spent (a maxiumum of 9 credits is allowed) and they don't pay. Regular jobs
are limited, because a lot of sole practitioners can't afford a clerk. A lot of
my classmates who didn't need to work and so didn't, did not begin to learn to
research and write as I did,
Set up summer intern programs that are compulsory (but the students could be
paid as well as receive credit). I realize it can't be eliminated e~ly, but
try to limit the number of "inside" admissions and seek more qualified minority
students.
Establish at least some areas wherein theory is given great exposure as opposed
to practical application,
I might try to develop more contacts between educational role of the school and
the bar outside Albuquerque, e.g., seminars in Santa Fe, Las Cruces, Roswell.
On the whole, I'm very proud of how the school is operating.
I would concentrate
lawyers and less on
attempt to increase
how to successfully

more on courses and methods of instruction intended to train
attempts to train future law professors or judges. I would
the clinical law requirement and try to help lawyers learn
practice.

More emphasis on negotiating and mediation training.
handle the stress and challenges of practicing law.

More emphasis on how to

I would initiate some sort of internship/clerkship program.
Take a hard look at the clinical program. It appears that by the very nature of
the program sloppy practice is observed by the student an is taken as the norm.
Over the past several years I have observed that younger lawyers seem to be less
careful and moe apt to try and "wing it" rather than exert the effort necessary
to prepare.
Stress core courses. Stress academic excellence over glib memberships in caucuses
and political B.S. Devote more resources to Law Review.
I£ there has been a change from 20 years ago that only one-third graduate from
law school, then perhaps UNM should go back to that tough approach. It helped
to eliminate the incompetent and unethical,
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Try to have more interaction between practicing attorneys and law students.
I'd try to give students a better idea of what the practice of law is like.
I've practiced less than a year and find it an incredibly frustrating jab. If I
could make a living doing anything else, I would.
The law school is bought and paid far by the citizens of New Mexico. Therefore
all programs, admissions, personnel etc. should be calculated at seving the
interests of New Mexico first. Cut the size of the classes, then restrict them
to New Mexico residents. Then strive to graduate students who are ready and
able to begin the practice of law without having to essentially serve a one year
apprenticeship with other attorneys.
I would be more concerned with the quality of the graduates than with the size
of the class or the sex, race or political connection of the applicant.
If nat already implemented, be sure there are sufficient required courses in
what I call "basic law" i.e. contracts, real property, civil procedures, equity
etc. for the graduate to have a sound legal foundation. Offer any kind of extra
curricular help to minority students you desire, but do not engage in quotas or
anything else which will dilute your academic standards.
I wouldn't be a dean.
than I possess.

It requires more patience, tact, fortitude and courage

Mare orientation to practice and the real world. Beef up the clinical law
program and make every course include a clinical element. If necessary, go back
to year-lang courses in the basics so they can include this. ~ team teach
areas--torts/civil procedures/trial practice; criminal law/criminal procedures/trial
practice.
Desi, you did a great job!
oral persuasion.

Perhaps require more public speaking, the art of

Greater use of practicing attorneys in the teaching process.
More speakers at required sessions.
groUps foster factionism.

Mare free beer.

Get rid of MALSA, BALSA, AILSA--these

More strict line of required courses.
I would try to implement, perhaps a requirement, clinical/class combinations of
negotiation and client counseling. I would see that every student who wants
trial experience under the student practice rule can obtain it. (My experience
in D.A. clinical was invaluable) I would try to raise the capability overall of
the teaching faculty to the level of excellence that some have achieved.
Don't play "hide the ball"--teach.
I was satisfied. Possibly more career counseling would have helped.
several, sometimes painful years to find my niche.

It took me

Put even more emphasis on skills development courses (advocacy, client counseling,
moot court, trial work, negotiations) as opposed to substantive legal courses.
Desi has done a fine job as dean.
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More concrete guidance, such as suggestion of recommended sequence of courses
would be helpful. The whole law school experience, especially that of tearing
down everyone's ego and making each person feel like a total idiot, while perhaps
beneficial to the newly graduated male, is not at all helpful to the older
person who may not have a lot of self-confidence in the first place. After I
graduated, failed the bar and then passed it, I had, for a long time such feelings
about what had happened to me in law school that I had a hard time even going
back in the building to use the library.
I would ask accomplished experienced lawyers working in firms to conduct seminars
for third-year students, so that the students may begin to enjoy exposure to
real life firm practice and problems.
Because I am not a UNM grad, I do not feel qualified to make specific· suggestions.
I am, however, aware of issues that are before the law school and will continue
to watch their development. Through the SMH exam, I have also form opinions of
the preparation and attitudes of the lecturers (most of whom are on the UNM
faculty). While some were out-standing I found others to be mediocre at best,
and unfit to teach at worst.
It may be unfair to say because I am unfamiliar with the operations now, but my
impression has been that UNM Law School has reputation for holding a political
relationship and getting through curriculum easily regardless of ability. If a
person does not have adequate legal skills, he/she should not be encouraged to
practice regardless of· this drawback. Other law schools do not regard UNM law
school highly because scholarly reputation is not good.
Not living in New Mexico any longer, I do not have
so any comments may come from a stale perspective.
with the hard law courses and those with practical
bar involved with students. My legal education at
its quality is reinforced daily as I deal with and
attorneys throughout the U.S.

close contact with the school,
About all I can say is stick
application. Keep the practicing
UNM has served me well and
observe the performance of

I would try to ensure that each member of the teaching staff was solidly grounded
or experienced in the actual practice of law. There is a wide gap between an
understanding of the law and knowing how to get there. This gap needs to be
narrowed.
I would encourage more contact and interaction with the legal community by
bringing in more practicing attorneys to lecture, teach or just talk to students.
General maintenance, restrooms, immediate outside areas, is below averagejanitorial standard needs upgrading.
Emphasize trial practice and court procedures.

Double ethics courses.

I think it's an excellent school, with an exceptionally fine faculty.
on job placement area--otherwise it's great.

I'd work

I think practicing lawyers should play a more active role in teaching. One
trial practice class I had was extremely helpful. It had practicing lawyers
critiquing the students.
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Offer graduate courses if possible--not necessary to lead to degree at first.
Courses like mediation that are taught should be open to practicing attorneys.
CLE Does oat meet this need in my opinion.
I would re-evaluate the staff, and take a general look at admission practices.
Increase the number of parking meters, allowing members of the practicing bar to
use Law School facilities without having to park blocks away. More emphasis on
"cooling out" bad students. Everyone recognized them in school. Everyone
recognized them later when they begin practicing after finally passing the bar
after repeated attempts.
I would stress a less theoretical, more practical approach to teaching some
areas of law. On the plus side, I do want to say that my association with UNM
Law School has been very pleasant. I think this school is fun in a very fair,
firm, but personable manner. The friendliness and openness of the institution
is a unique asset Which is not possessed by many other law schools.
UNM is a pleasantly laid-back place with consequent good relations between
faculty and students. I never did think much of the Socratic method.
Attempt to keep [X] closely involved. Encourage [Y] to offer more law/politics
seminars. Immediately committee too radically alter the grading system within
the restrictions of present ABA accreditation standards. Explore and quickly
implement practical ways to amend ABA accreditation standards in favor of de-emphasizing the role of grads. Expand clinic services. If I had jurisdiction, sell
the snack bar to Mary Helen and Linda.
Attempt to teach a balance between reality and ideology (as well as what one can
hope to accomplish, through the law, in furthering ideology).
Law office management is sadly neglected and needs a compulsary course.
I would really beef up the legal ethics courses. Recent graduates (less than
five years ago) are in my view, generally an untrustworthy despicable bunch.
And this applies not only to practicing attorneys but some who have reached
judgeships. There are a few bad apples in every barrel, but lately you have to
look among the bad to find a few good. It is getting so bad that I for one am
nearly ashamed to announce that I am an attorney, and as a way of life, I wouldn't
recommend it very highly to a youngster.
More practical courses in terms of what attributes are necessary for a lawyer.
I would insist that all teachers teach respect for the system.
I would also
balance the faculty as to the right and left political and judicial philosophy.
Our system is in danger unless we get down to the problems of our society and
not just how much we can beat the system. Search and Seizure and Miranda Rights
must give way to convicting the guilty and protecting the public. Our judicial
system must help solve the problems of our society and not just treating protesters.

Expand clinical program. Utilize local bar as guest lecturers and panel members.
Address practical problems and issues facing the practicing attorney. (i.e.
fees, ethics, etc.)
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I can't speak about UNM particularly, but two things come to mind. I would not
let a semester pass without each student being involved in a small class which
discussed the law as a liberal act. As an example, guilt is a concept with
effects far beyond criminal law. Studying guilt through MacBeth, the Bible, and
Freud would give it a context for use in criminal law and give an understanding
that law is but one of the forces which governs conduct. In these classes,
students should have to write, and professors should have to pay close attention
to writing as a skill. I would not let a person graduate without them having
had significant education in the techniques of practice. Carefully supervised
clinical work and trial and appellate practice courses could do this.
More clinical law courses. Mqre philosophy and psychology. I believe two years
is enough. One year of training in thinking and basic structures of the different
core areas. One year of clinical law. Do not hire compulsive type professors,
especially those who tend to be pendants. FAIL students. Many should be weeded
out. It is an outrage and public disservic;-tO allow incompetents to practice.
Promote and reward professors for doing rigorous legal scholarship. Think about
paying the very best classroom teachers more just for being good teachers, If a
professor is neither a fine teacher nor a dedicate scholar, move him/her on.
Give adjunct professors a handsome raise.
I would eliminate smoking in the library, particularly in such common areas. It
is a shocking practice which reflects upon the intelligence of the entire school.
Foster a move away from informality in dress and address.
I think the primary goal I would have as Dean would be to get as much feedback
from students as possible on the following: placement, course offerings, and
research facilities--then dependent upon the feedback I would make appropriate
changes. Although it's impossible to please everyone, I'm sure that there would
be specific reoccuring problems which should be addressed.
Increase mandatory clinical education. Require course in how to run a law
practice. Reduce the size of the law school class by SO%, since we don't need
so many new lawyers in Santa Fe or Albuquerque. Use more adjunct faculty and
pay them better, to attract top talent.
Reduce the class size. Bring more visiting professors. More multiple-guess
examinations. More examinations. More trial practice work, i.e. the Advocacy
course could be year long including drafting better legal documents, discovery,
motions hearings, witness examination, argument.
Less emphasis on the thoretical asp~cts of legal analyses and more ~mphasis on
courtroom skills.
Upgrade faculty--other than (X], who is nationally recognized? New Mexico
is a great place to live. Let's raise salaries of the good teachers, get (Y)
and other locals out of there. Upgrade la~ reviews. Get ethnic considerations
out of admission process or let's make ie-3 secondary consideration. We have
the physical plant for a !2£ regional school, let's get stricter with our students,
they will thank us later.
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Increase professors' -salaries, recruit and spend a great deal of time to obtain
top quality professors and students.
I would stress the development of writing skills and the development of practical
skills such as what is involved in a pleading practice and how filing is handled.
Improve parking for visitors.

HA!

I believe preparation of students with legal knowledge is already high. If
possible, without sacrificing attention to such legal knowledge, better prepare
students for day-to-day realities of dealing with clients, other attorneys and
staff.
Would inform students of the economics of practicing law and the disenchantment
that comes with it after you have worked in the area for a few years.
Put more qualified women on the faculty. Allow clinical program to be entire
focus of at least one semester (no outside caseload) and have students actually
carry a working lawyer's caseload of 50-60 clients. This would give real experience as to how to manage time, run an office and deal with a constantly ringing
phone court conflicts, docket control, etc.
I would improve the copying facilities. I would expand the computer facilties
for attorney access at the law library for Lexis and Westlaw. I would make
pedantacism a crime punishable by death among the faculty. (Life imprisonment
for students with possibility of parole.) I would invest a little money in
improving the student lounge.
I would offer a great many more CLE classes and
charge a fair price for them. Every CLE class would be helpful and could contribute to the law school. It would also increase the efficiency of use of the
facility. Having done this much I would tender my resignation forthwith. After
resigning I would make (XJ an offer he could not refuse to return and reassume
the past.
I would leave [X) and [Y) on the Admissions Committee. I would also strongly
support every clinical legal program possible to give students hands-on training.
None. I would try to continue the philosophy of excellence that Deans Hart and
Desiderio have implemented at UNM and instilled in UNM students.
Tighten it up--as a visitng student at UNM during my final year of law school I
was disappointed by the level of performance expected in class--the teachers
lectured and called on volunteers, so the level of analysis and discussion was
far below that at my former school where silly rules like required attendance
and preparation, with random questioning of students, taught me to think on my
feet and to be disciplined about advance preparation. I think in its attempt to
humanize law school, UNM is losing something in the classroom experience. I
would hope there are demanding teachers who are not tyrants. The lack of class
participation at UNM made the classes seem like any undergraduate course where a
few days cramming during finals week will get you by--except that the subjects
are drier and more boring in law school.
More nuts and bolts. More theory and analysis. Longer year. Maybe even an
optional fourth year. Not many would elect it, I suppose, but those who work to
support themselves might.
20.

My one big gripe against the law school is that no financial aid is distributed
on the basis of performance in school. There was no financial incentive to
achieve academically. When I went to school, the people who worked and saved to
pay for school got the short end of the financial stick, while goof offs could
easily demonstrate financial need. The goof offs got a large percentage of the
financial aid, and I knew many of them who blew their financial aid on drugs and
booze while I was busting my butt working to get the necessary funds. I worked
hard to get good grades, and was not rewarded for it. I have refused to contribute funds to the law school because no one has been able to assure me that my
money will be distributed on the basis of academic performance.
Make for more required courses that are on bar exam. Probably have a core of
courses that must be taken by each student before he or she graduate. Probably
would lower the number of admittence annually to keep up with number of population growth so as not to put out too many people into a small market with little
or no chance. Flunk people out who don't have aptitude. Make law school available
to those who work. Part-time or night~time or combo thereof, they are not given
a chance to be law students.
Establish more bread and butter course using volunteer private practitioners.
Pursue faculty based upon mix of academic/"real world" experience. Encourage
students that law is a profession, not a trade--a law degree is not something to
attain, it is something to maintain by exercising competence and professionalism.
Lobby for increase salary for dean.
Include more "hands on" courses.
The most important thing to understand when you go to law school is to learn as
much as you can and graduate as high in your class as you can. Both of these
aspects plus law related activities and honors are all I look at when interviewing.
The actual ine;-rview itself, i.e. how the applicant impresses you is almost
unimportant.
Higher admission standards, this change may not be possible, I don't know.
More interaction with the legal community.
A. Require students to spend more time in courthouses (1) watching judges
judge, (2) watching clerks handle intake, (3) reading and reviewing actual
cases, active and closed, on routine matters not the appellate cases we
get as catalysts for creative thought, which are also useful, but cases like we
will eyentually be handling.
B. As an adjunt to A, expand clinical requirements and courses to include A and
more judicial extern courses. How about a "clerical extern" working in court
files, with clerks, etc,? I used to be a process server, which is also useful
experience~-but there are many others.
I found the "Socratic" method of teaching more of an exercise in "lazing" as
practiced by some of the more zealous professors. Third year could be optional
or totally clinical. The faculty is too liberal, too political and too "yankee."
There should be more New Mexico or Western natives.
Revamp the admissions committee and procedures to help the law school environment
more accurately affect the population mix. Address the blatant emphasis placed
2.1.

on alternative sexual lifestyles as a detriment to the reputation of the law
school. Persons should not be excluded because of such lifestyles, but neither
should they be admitted for such reasons.
A thorough reevaluation and replanning of admission policies and clinical programs.
I think both at UNM are tragic throwbacks.
Having guest lecturers in various classes from the practicing bar. For instance
if studying criminal procedures--a case is decided--invite the appellant and
appellee to speak on procedural and substantive problems with the case or family
law--adoption same as above.
I would cut out the minority and women's preferences.
out the students who do no work.

I would start flunking

I think UNM has a very fine law school.
Don't you know that this is a change, but I would strive on excellence in education
over "equality." Ths is the only way you will build an outstanding law school.
Change the letterhead to reflect my new status.
I would admit on the basis of qualification, not by an affirmative action program.
I would require four semesters of intern/externships at minimum. In practice, I
see quite a few very intelligent attorneys who do or don't do certain things
which an experienced supe~ising attorney would fix or do quite differently. In
the past, professors who have no working knowledge of practice teach classes.
It sometimes creates a problem. Also, it disturbed me to see people teach
classes outside their fields of expertise. Although certainly interesting for
them, most students could have learned as much reading the book and an outline.
Strengthen an already excellent clinical program by requiring actual experience
related activities with legitimate time requirement in all elective clinical
programs.
More emphasis on the basics. Evidence, Civil Pro. II, Basic Tax, Wills, etc.
should not be elective, they should be part of the core curriculum.
More practical knowledge, training, experience courses.
I would institute more programs to expose a broader range of students to the
practical aspects of the practice of law, i.e., law office management, the
economics of practicing law, clinical experiences such as clerkships or internships
so that we get a better rounded, better prepared professionals at the conclusion
of the law school experience.
Evaluate requirements of admission based on undergraduate courses so that undergraduate
courses will given legal foundation student will not receive in law school.
Continue to promote harmony within the faculty and assure personal and professional
support to students from members of the staff.
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I would like to see more involvement of faculty with practicing bar whether by
conducting seminars or some other similar activity. It would serve the bar
having access to quality minds of the faculty and would allow faculty to get out
of the "ivory tower" and see what problems practitioners, those whose living
depends on practice rather than teaching, deal with. Dean [X) will surely be
missed.
Review admissions policies.
to practice in this state?

Are you really trying to educate attorneys who wish

I'd try to increase the outreach of the law school to New Mexico communities
other than Albuquerue and Santa Fe. I'd also try to draw those communities into
more interaction with the law school.
Return the Student Bar Association to its position as the pre-eminent student
organization, give SBA the best and most accessible offices, etc. Cut out some
of the fringe classes--law and social change, sports law, etc.--and concentrate
on practical procedure and evidence classes. Provide instruction in the areas
people make a living with like worker's camp, divorce, and criminal defense.
More practical information and less theory. Consider a four-year part-time
program like other urban law schools. Weight applications for students, and
faculty, toward persons with a long-term connection with New Mexico.
Encourage interaction between students, faculty and members of state bar.
Don't run the air conditioner in the summer until a jacket is necessary.
running that excellent bar review course. More visitor parking.

Keep

More writing. More basic requirements and/or individual monitoring of student
course choices. I mean, where students are less able, they should take more
required courses because they will be less able to pick up information on their
own. Maybe students over a certain gradepoint can have more electives. How
about a basic writing/reading skill test? (or is this too embarrassing?) Bring
in practicing attorneys more often in courses to stress how a particular field
is used (discovery in criminal procedure; the persuasiveness of contract issues
etc.)
The changes I set out on the clinical program.
bigger scholarship fund.

Also I would try to establish a

I would encourage frequent pure research and writing assignments of small scope.
More basic skill course emphasis combined with practical planning, for those
interested in trial practice. Do you offer logic courses?
Investigate the possibility of providing CLE to members of the bar--not shortterm CLE (12 days) but ~ courses probably in the evening.
I run into a lot of dumb, outdated, lazy lawyers here (as well as a lot of good
ones) who need to have had knocked in their head duty to clients means duty to
educate the alternatives, sometimes means counseling about these, keep up with
changes in law and theory. Ethics and professional responsibility course needs
to be made more a part of some lawyers daily code. Counseling negotiation
skills and simple awarenes~n be, should be taught.
23.

I believe that a more moderate political philosophy of the faculty would be more
compatible with New Mexico law students. I would emphasize a more practical
approach to the law in the third year. The Socratic method ought to be used
through the first two years. I would introduce a sense of lecturers in the
first semester which would be a basic outline or scheme of the elements of dispute
resolution, e.g., role of substantive law, civil procedure, negotiation/ trial,
settlement.
I feel that the top of the class at UNM is on equal footing with one top of the
class anywhere! I don't know about the others. I worry about the clients who
walk in innocently to hire some of the people who I heard in my own class the
last year. Perhaps this is true anywhere. I belive in a strong affirmative
action approach, but also think that to implement this approach another year of
law school might be necessary. Who knows? This. is not meant to imply that the
lower part of the class had one ethnic background nor that the upper third was
one ethnic group either. It just means that it was frustrating seeing some
people in the first year of law school drop out because their previous academic
experience had not prepared them and the summer was not long enough.
Remember that society--in the form of a young lawyer's first few clients--pays
for an unprepared lawyer. No one should be allowed to graduate with a UNM
degree lacking an acceptable competence in his or her particular, chosen field
of law. I personally favor a return to some sort of apprentice arrangement as a
part of licensing.
I would reinstate the football pool, buy some ping-pong tables that the school
could be proud of, and I would change advocacy back to first semester so as not
to interfere with Moot Court.
Consider allowing part-time study--perhaps afater completing first year. Find
parking for attorneys who wish to use the Library during the day-time. Perhaps
the State Bar card issued by the bar each year could substitute for an "L"
sticker in those lots. Overall, not a whole lot of things--the law school
appears to accomplish its goals quite well as is. I do believe, however, that a
primary mission of the Law Library is to serve the legal community as well as
the law school, and some minor administrative matters in that regard could use
some attention.
I visited with Terry Anderson from Creighton Law School who was a visiting
professor at UNM in 1980. His comments to me than have been confirmed by my own
observations after being here for four years. I believe demanding faculty,
curriculum and quality-motivated students could bring UNM out of the classification as a mediocre school to that of first class state school. More practical
education. Improved legal writing program.
Look for intellectually strong or outstanding professors who have had a lot of
practical experience. Several faculty members did give helpful practical advice,
but more emphasis on practical experience when considering hiring would greatly
increase the quality and quantity of such advice.
Revise admission criteria and procedure to fairly consider application of Anglo
males rather than rubberstamping applications of minorities.
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Strenghen faculty.

Raise academic requirements.

There needs to be far more practical training as outlined herein, and there is a
desperate need for a workmen's compensation course.
More legal writing courses, particularly emphasis on how to write complaints,
answers, motion practice. This is the every day practice of lawyers and more
emphasis is needed on it.
Reduce the total new enrollment each year.
positions available.

There are too many lawyers for the

I would exercise greater control in the professional activities of the faculty
members outside their teaching duties.
Upgrade admissions standards.
Drastically revise first-year to include solid grounding in basics, expecially
full year of contracts, property, constitutional law.
Upgrade admissions requirements, placement.
of law. More practical and clinical .work.
The dean done good.

Less concentration on obscure areas

Thanks Desi.

Stop graduating people who are incompetent to practice law.
Establish a full-time placement office and program.
One of the real benefits of law school is that it teaches you to second guess
yourself. This is essential in the practice of law. I would recommend retaining
the Socratic method for at least the first year.
More of a community based resource.
presentations.

Sponsoring of substantive topic lecture/

Hire more practicing attorneys to teach courses if possible. I recognize the
need for good legal backgrounds, but at the same time I continually see the need
to know how to practice law.
I would have graduate workshops for members of the bar. It would be an excellent
promotional device for the law school as well as a money maker for faculty and
the school. It would provide first rate CLE for the bar. Other law schools
have been very successful in using this approach. I would also attempt to
assess each student's weaknesses after the first semester--writing, social
skills, interviewing skills, etc. and devise a program, possibly with the aid
of a faculty counselor--to turn these weak points into strong points.
Nothing.

By all accounts, you have done an excellent job as dean.

I would make the first and second year academic and the third year clinical.
Adherence to academic excellence.
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My most immediate impression is that the law school facility looks a bit run
down. Some clean up, fix up/paint up may be in order. Overall, I think the law
school is a fine institution and should keep striving for excellence in all
respects. By doing so it will remain a vital force in the legal and general
community.
I think that the most important way to evaluate the job of the law school is to
look at the bar of New Mexico and ask one's self: Is the bar fulfilling the
needs of New Mexico to the greatest potential? When we ask this question we
generally assume that the wealthy always have their legal needs filled, so we
are really asking if the bar is fulfilling the needs of the poor, uneducated,
criminal, etc. As I have noted above, my impression is that the new law graduate
has lit~le if any sense of donating his or her time to help those who need help,
just because he or she is a lawyer. I think that this is a shortcoming, but
this feeling may just reflect my age (56) and background, and not be very relevant.
Get tougher on grades and passing/failing those already admitted. Weed out the
true incompetent before they can get lucky on the bar exam or in the Supreme
Court.
I would expand offering and requirements for obtaining a quality classroom education
and quality students.
Keep it small. Why churn out graduates when there is no need? It is a disservice
to the students and to society. I realize money is a problem, but please don't
take money from these hopeful students and paint them a rosy picture of jobs
waiting for theM. It's not~·
Quite frankly I do not feel that I have sufficient knowledge concerning the
operation of the law school to respond to this. The one item of which I am
aware is the deemphasis of require core courses. I would encourage a return to
the point where a certain core of general knowledge is required. A fairly large
part of my law school curriculum was mandatory, and I have never regretted it.
I have found that some knowledge of most of the basic areas of the law is essential,
no matter which area of law you eventually practice.
I would get a night school.
On the whole, the present dean is doing an excellent job.
I think standards need to be raised--both in,terms of admissions and in what is
demanded of students once accepted. If it is clear after one or two semesters
that a student can't write a grammatically correct sentence, let alone do legal
analysis, then.that student should be out. Although experimentation in curriculum
can be healthy, I think the school nee~to establish a set first-year curriculum
and then stick to it. It seems like each incoming class has to endure one
"test" course--like the fiasco taught by [X] ad [Y] First-year students need
~ of structure, find a group of courses that gives them that and the
substantive knowledge they need (e.g. teach contracts in contacts, not
just the Socratic method and make it required.)
I might consider offering more courses during the summer months.
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Get [X] back. Plan for dropping enrollments. Curtail trade-school effect
of easy degrees at the bottom--flunk em out. Get more yuppie.
Obtain a mix of excellent academic background professors with experienced battlefront attorneys-professors who can help students relate what they are learning
to real situations, and apply it.
Hire UNM Law School graduates for some teaching positions.
While I believe that the admiasions procedure is a screening process to ensure
only qualified applicants are accepted into law school, the fact that an individual
is accepted does not relieve the law school of the responsibility of continually
reviewing a preson's ability to practice law. Whether it calls for failing a
student for poor academic performance or not having the requisite communication
skills, law schools should make hard choices and decisions as a student goes
through law school on that student's ablity to provide legal services to the
community. I don't believe the bar exam and disciplinary committee should be
the courts of last resort to protect the community from legal incompetence. Law
Schools need to take a tougher look at product they are turning out.
I would make clinical three times what"it is now to better prepare the graduates
for the actual practice.
More clinical experience but with greater supervision.
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